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EDITORIAL
In 2011 Britain became the worst nation in Europe for the teaching of modern foreign languages, according to an
international study which revealed that, following a sharp decline, schoolchildren were less likely to learn multiple
languages here than in almost any other EU state. The number of pupils sitting an MFL at GCSE had plummeted by
12% in a year, and 45% in a decade, a fall particularly marked in French and German, leading a senior Church of
England bishop to label languages teaching “deplorable” in this country, resulting in our children becoming
“impoverished”, and British companies losing business.
Thus 175 state comprehensives, 44 of them academies, failed to enter their 25,000 charges for five subjects necessary to the English Baccalaureate, the government’s new school leaving certificate. Consequently, over half a million
candidates failed to register A* to C grades in traditional academic subjects English, mathematics, science, a language and a humanity, fewer than one in six achieving this accomplishment. Of especial sadness to me, 159 state
secondaries, about one in twenty, entered nobody for a history exam, as the subject became subsumed in humanities courses deemed easier to boost league table points.
The outgoing director-general of the British Chambers of Commerce re-iterated the oft-heard lament that schools
simply did not equip pupils with skills needed for the world of work, and called for a return to grammar school education to help address the problem (“they would also encourage social mobility”). Meanwhile, more than 67,000 pupils
truanted every day last year, and one school had found it necessary to issue 717 detentions in 4 days.
Happily, Tiffin would appear to buck all these national trends. A glance at the examination results of the MFL and
history departments, under their estimable lady leaders, is heartening indeed (check out the Spanish statistics!) as is
the “merit” count, and these results reflect overall performance: with above 90% of A level grades at A*, A or B – up
again, and our highest ever – Tiffin was designated third best boys’ grammar school in the United Kingdom behind
only Queen Elizabeth, Barnet and Wilson’s, while retaining fourth position at GCSE. These are inarguably magnificent
achievements.
Nor has progress on site been unimpressive, most noticeably with the completion of our new floodlit Multi-Use
Games Area, the cage of which lies between the Sports and the Chester Centres. Funded principally by the very generous bequest of sport-loving old Tiffinian Jim Dixon, supplemented by parental donations to the Tiffin Education
Fund and a grant from Play Sport London, it is now being enjoyed by boys (and staff!) and will hopefully go on to benefit the local community.
The transformation of the school field continued with the replacement of the 1999 originals by the Neil Desai Cricket
Nets, a bay of eight realised through the support of Urmi, Ravi, Samir and the Neil Desai Foundation, opened together with the MUGA by a galaxy of Royal Borough and Tiffin notables.
Whilst this was taking shape at Queen Elizabeth Road, down the Richmond Road substantial refurbishment of the
Canbury Boathouse was underway courtesy of a large grant from British Rowing, in partnership with Kingston Rowing
Club, culminating in a much-needed new landing stage, opened by the Mayor—see our front cover.
Finally, for the record, reputable sociological research (undertaken at Oxford University) suggests that teenagers who
read for pleasure rather than watching television and DVDs, Xboxing or socialising with friends (directly or via social
networking sites) have a ten per cent better chance of gaining a good job later in life...
Tim McCann
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The Staff
Head:
Senior Deputy Head, School Organisation:
Deputy Head, Curriculum and Learning:
Deputy Head, Pupils and Learning:
Assistant Head, Performing Arts:
Assistant Head, Professional Development:
Assistant Head, Assessment, Reporting & Recording, ICT:
Director of Learning, Year 13, UCAS Administration:
Director of Learning, Year 12:
Director of Learning, Year 11, Wider Opportunities:
Director of Learning, Year 10, Duke of Edinburgh:
Director of Learning, Year 9, Lifetime of Learning:
Director of Learning, Year 8:
Director of Learning, Year 7, Innovation in Learning:
Teacher i/c Playing Fields:
Head of Faculty of PE & Games:
Head of Faculty of Maths:
Head of Faculty of Science:
Head of Faculty of English:
Head of Faculty of Humanities:
Head of Faculty of Languages:
Head of Faculty of Technology & ICT:

ADDITIONAL NEEDS
Mrs J Olisa BEd (Cantab), MA (London) (Special
Education Needs Support Teacher)
Mr P D Williams MSc (Manchester)
ART AND DESIGN DEPARTMENT
Mr R J PLUMMER BEd (London), BA (London)
Mr I P Gajowniczek MA (Krakow)
BIOLOGY DEPARTMENT
Mr P M S RENNIE BSc (London)
Mr A Howes BSc (Bangor)
Miss R Orchard BA (Cantab)
Mr L Leeves BSc (KCL)
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT
Mrs L MOLYNEUX MChem (Sheffield)
Mr T Whittaker BSc (N Staffs)
Mr R J M Shaw BSc (Nottingham)
Dr J Wilson BSc (Northumbria)
Mrs M Roberts BSc (Cantab)
CLASSICS DEPARTMENT
Mrs C O’CONNELL MA (London)
Ms A Bolton BA (Reading)
Ms F Cooke BA (Oxon)
DANCE
Miss K CZERNIAK
DRAMA DEPARTMENT
Miss L Hughes BA (Surrey)
ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT
Mr P BRIDGES BA (Birmingham)
Ms C Cornell BEd (Greenwich)

Miss H M M Clarke BA (Sussex)
Mr J P King BA (CNAA) FRGS, DipPSE
Mrs E E Barrett BEd (Warwick)
Mr M D Gascoigne BA (Sheffield)
Mr S G Toyne MA (Oxon) FRSA
Mrs H O’Sullivan BA (Exeter)
Mr I Keary BA (West London Institute)
Mr J Girling BA (Bournemouth)
Mr D Starbuck MA (Aberdeen)
Mr C O’Connell BSc (Exeter)
Mr L Brittain BA (Nottingham Trent)
Mr M E Horwood BSc (London)
Mr T Whittaker BSc (N Staffs)
Mr W Martin BSc (Brunel)
Mr M J Williams BEd (London)
Mr S B Cathcart BSc (London)
Mrs R Harris MA (Oxon)
Mr P M S Rennie BSc (London)
Mr M J Liddy BA (Bristol)
Mr J T S Haskey BA (University of Kent)
Mrs N Gallie MA (Manchester)
Mr D N MacLeod BEd (Brunel)

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
Mr M J LIDDY BA (Bristol)
Mrs N E Anson BA (Royal Holloway College)
Mr N Skerten BA (Sussex)
Miss K M Ferraro BA (Massachusetts, USA)
Mrs S Rehlon BA (Oxon)
Mrs N Dixon BA (Leicester)
GEOGRAPHY DEPARTMENT
Mr I LANGRISH BA (Birmingham)
Mr J P King BA (CNAA), FRGS, DipPSE
Mr M E Horwood BSc (London)
Mr L Brittain BA (Nottingham Trent)
HISTORY DEPARTMENT
Mrs K ROSS MA (UCL)
Mr M D Gascoigne BA (Sheffield)
Mr J T S Haskey BA (University of Kent)
Miss M Hammill BA (Oxon)
Mr O Bryan-Williams MA (St. Andrews)
MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT
Mrs R HARRIS MA (Oxon)
Mrs E E Barrett BEd (Warwick)
Mrs C L Henderson BSc (Southampton)
Mr C O’Connell BSc (Exeter)
Mr T Narey BSc (Sussex)
Mr H Hameed MEng (City University)
Mr M Taylor BEd (Greenwich)
Mr S Trutch BSc (Exeter)
Mrs C Emmerton BA (Cantab)
Mr G Drummond BSc (Bath) (Maths & Economics)
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MODERN LANGUAGES DEPARTMENT
Mrs N GALLIE MA (Manchester)
Mr M J Williams BEd (London)
Miss L Monroe BSc (Aston)
Mr A J Marley BA (Exeter)
Mr R P E Courtin BA (Orléans la Source, France)
Miss L Ashby BA (Royal Holloway, University of London)
Miss O Shirley BA (Reading)
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
Mr S G TOYNE MA (Oxon), FRSA
Mrs S J Cadogan BMus (Royal Holloway)
Mr S Ferris BMus (KCL)
Mr P Viveash BA (Oxon)
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Mr S B CATHCART BSc (London)
Mr I Keary BA (West London Institute)
Mr W Martin BSc (Brunel)
Ms C Cornell BEd (Greenwich)
Mr T C McCann BA (Oxon)
Mr D Morris BEd (Exeter)
Mr G Wilson BSc (Staffordshire)
Mr I White BSc (Portsmouth)
Mrs J Stapleton BA (West London Institute)
PHYSICS DEPARTMENT
Mr K J P HOLT BA (Cantab)
Mr J Garlic BSc (Loughborough)
Mr T McKennan BSc (Imperial College)
Miss A Langerman BSc (University of Natal, Pietermaritzburg, SA)
RELIGION & PHILOSOPHY DEPARTMENT
Mr D STARBUCK MA (Aberdeen)
Mrs H O’Sullivan BA (Exeter)
Mr C R Ross BA (Univ. of Newcastle, Australia), MA
(Univ. of Wales, Lampeter)
TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT
Mr D N MACLEOD BEd (Brunel)
Mr P A Dewstowe BSc (Brunel)
Mr J Girling BA (Bournemouth)
Mrs J Gould BA (Buckinghamshire New University)
HEAD, GOVERNORS & ADMINISTRATION
Mrs H EDWARDS (Head’s Personal Assistant, Head of
Personnel & Administrative Services)
Mrs A WRIGHT (Main Office Supervisor)
Mrs H Cox BA (Leicester) (School Receptionist)
Mrs J Pierce (Secretarial Assistant & Clerk to Governors)
Mrs D Carpenter (Administrative Assistant)
Mrs L Johnson (Secretarial Assistant)
Mrs A K Swift (Administration Assistant TAL)
ADMISSIONS
Mrs H E PITTS (Admissions Officer)
EXAMINATIONS
Mrs D MERID CAMPOREALE BA (City of London Polytechnic) (Examinations Officer)
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FINANCE
Mr J Farnham (Principal Finance Officer)
Mrs T Costello B.Comm (Galway) (Finance Officer)
Mrs H Harrison (Finance Administration)
LEARNING RESOURCES
Mrs L FODEN (Dempsey Centre Manager)
Mrs M J Spooner (Learning Resources Centre Assistant)
Mrs Y Scicluna (Learning Resources Centre Assistant)
Mr D E Jillings
CURRICULUM SUPPORT
Mrs P Weller (ICT Assistant [Curriculum])
Mr I R Budgen (Network Manager)
Mr M M J Williams BSc (University of Gloucester) (ICT
Technician)
Mr H Samuel (Technology Technician)
Miss K Argent (Chemistry Technician)
Mrs S Madle (Science Technician)
Miss A Jeeves (Biology Technician)
Mrs A White BA (Bristol) (Arts College Administrator)
Mrs C Critcher BA (Strathclyde) (Music Secretary)
Mrs S Read BA (Exeter College of Art & Design) (Art &
Design Technician)
Mrs A E Jennings (Photocopying)
Ms L Keirle BSc (Westminster) (Teaching Assistant)
Mrs L Elsley BA (Strathclyde) (Careers Advisor)
Mr D I White (Boatman/Coach)
SITES
Mr I SEDGLEY, BSc (Kingston) (Sites Manager)
Mr J Fisher (Assistant Caretaker)
Mr W Dixon (Handyperson/Caretaker)
Mr R Atkins ((Caretaker/Handyperson)
Mr M J Hickman (Groundsman)
SCHOOL SHOP
Mrs D Welham BA (Leeds)
Mrs L Cox BSc (Sheffield)
SPORTS CENTRE
Mr A Di Luzio LLB (Leeds) (Sports Estate Manager)
CATERING STAFF
Miss A Gray (General Catering Manager)
Mrs K Lock (Catering Supervisor)
Mrs S Mullings (Cook)
Mrs F O’Connor (Catering Assistant)
Mrs M Pancharatnam (Catering Assistant)
Miss S Hull (Catering Assistant)

INSTRUMENTAL TEACHERS
Julie Monument
Helen Godfrey
Victoria Smith
Alice Kent
Patrick Taggart
Anthony McColl
Sarah Douglas
Christian Brewer
Bernie Lafontaine
Andrew Huntriss
Ian Stott
Mike Crowther
Robert Woolley
James Dalgleish
Tschong-Hie Affonso
Gill Ford
Peter Jaekel
Martin Allen
Mike Osborn
Peter Brenton
Clinton Hough
David Kirby-Ashmore
Lisa Beckley
Andy Bush

STAFF CHANGES
It is always sad to say farewell to members of the Tiffin
community: our very best wishes go to the following:
JOHN KING
John King retired this summer from the teaching staff
after 38 years at Tiffin School. His life of teaching at
Tiffin has been exemplary and rarely has the School
had such a dedicated and committed teacher on its
staff. His many years of teaching Geography, and History in the distant past, as well as Politics in recent
years , has meant that he has taught thousands of Tiffin boys, many of whom have returned to see John at
the recent reunions. He remains the best source of all
things Tiffin and has a kaleidoscopic memory for
events, people and detail about the history of Tiffin
School. He has held many posts of responsibility in the
school, and in the past two years he has been the Senior Deputy Headteacher where he did a great deal to
help put the school back into a strong position. He has
worked with four of the seven Tiffin Headteachers and
seen the School change its status four times!
Throughout his 38 years he has always served the
School with unquestioned loyalty and rarely counted
the hours that he has spent overseeing catering for the
School Fair, car boot sales, school trips, geography field
trips and meetings of various Tiffin organisations. He is
currently President of Tiffin Boat Club, Director of
Elmfield Enterprises, Council member of Tiffinian Limited and a Director of Canbury Boathouse and this is
following his retirement from teaching. I am delighted
that he is continuing for the next two years to run the
School Archive and be a consultant on the premises

development at Tiffin. Many of the recent projects
around the site have been successfully completed due
to John’s detailed and skilled management. Hence, his
continued work in this field for the School. The recently
completed MUGA owed a great deal to John’s overseeing of and attention to completing the project to the
highest standard.
Tiffin owes a great debt to the way in which John has
served the school in so many different roles in addition
to his teaching. We wish him the very best in his retirement from teaching, but also are grateful that he will be
continuing to work with the School on its future development.
HMC
DAVID MACLEOD
Dave joined Tiffin
School in 1990. He
had
previously
been at Feltham
School (for some
15 years) where he
knew a certain Dr.
Dempsey! He came
as Head of Technology and leaves as
Head of the Faculty
Design Technology
and ICT. When he
was appointed by
AD he took over a somewhat displaced technology department, some in the Main Building and some in temporary classrooms in the gym square, but he came with
the promise of a new facility , the Chester Centre which
opened in November 1991. The department’s four
rooms now include the cooking room completed in the
summer of 2010 to a design by Dave and Paul
Dewstowe.
In his time he has trained a large number of beginning
teachers including Paul and James Girling. Indeed to
many of his students he has been like a second father.
He has been involved in numerous activities in school
such as working with students for the Smallpiece Trust,
the Engineering Education Scheme and STEM days.
One of Dave’s great passions has been to run the Photographic Club and there are many photographs around
the school which are a testament to his skills. It is also
true that he inspired and encouraged many budding
photographers.
For many years he was the staff Health and Safety coordinator working with Ian Sedgley and John King, and
in his approach to that work he could not have been
found a more thorough or less wanting person. Outside
of school he was an examiner for GCSE and was also
involved in the national KS3 Design Technology audit.
He also ran and coached the U12b cricket team and it
may come as a surprise to many that in his younger
days he was actively involved in sport. He played cricket
for Burnham Cricket Club and in the Hounslow cricket
league. He toured Devon with the staff side for some 9
5

years until a ball on the shin weakened from repeated
buffeting in shell alley caused him to withdraw from the
game. His speciality was as an off spin bowler with a
record of 5 wickets for 42 at Kilmington and 7 for 37 at
Axminster but his friends testify that he was ‘no mug
with the bat either’. At Budleigh Salterton he earned
the nickname of ‘ Fleetfoot Mac ‘ running around the
boundary.
He also played rugby at school in Cardiff, at Brunel University and at Wimbledon Rugby Club in the position of
full back.
Dave also enjoys his food; indeed, he could be said to
be a foodie but he also enjoys his wine and as a Scotsman is partial to a good malt whisky! He enjoys his art ,
particularly Arts and Crafts architecture and furniture,
and has intuitive insight in understanding both pictures
and sculptures. In blues music he is most knowledgeable.
His department regard Dave as a brilliant manager who
was always pushing and encouraging them along when
the mountain of GCSE and A level work seemed too
much. Dave is also a very modest person, calm, amenable, generous of his time, quiet and unassuming with
an incredible work ethic and dedication. In his teaching
he was able to teach far above and beyond the curriculum when explaining good engineering and design
whilst at the same time setting it within the broader
real world context.
Dave will be very much missed by all his colleagues as
well as by his students.
JK
RUTH HARRIS
Ruth Harris arrived in
September 2001 to
take the reins of what
had always been a
very successful Maths
Department. This was
a daunting challenge,
which Ruth rose to
magnificently.
She
leaves behind a department in excellent
shape, with huge numbers of boys choosing
to study Maths A level,
and a good number opting for Further Maths. Moreover, results have consistently been superb, and large
numbers have progressed to university, including Oxbridge, to study Maths or Maths related degrees. Indeed, we have one of the largest Maths Departments in
any state school in the country, and a record number of
students studying Further Maths. This is without doubt
a great testimony to the high quality of Ruth’s leadership of the department these past 10 years: her legacy
is that Maths is a phenomenally popular and successful
subject. Ruth’s skills and qualities as a Mathematician
have benefitted all those students she has taught and
she earned a great deal of respect from boys and col6

leagues alike. Ruth was also very keen to bring the subject to life, to make it practical, and we remember with
fondness the AVIFLU project she did with the Biology
Department, where the whole school was theoretically
infected and had to play the game, in order to test
probability and statistics to examine the spread of disease! Ruth liked an ‘active’ maths lesson – having written fraction races, algebra races, balls dropping out of
the windows on the top floor of Elmfield, snooker table
mechanics, maths chanting about decimals etc,etc…
Outside of Maths, Ruth also turned her hand to Year 7
French one year. Most of all, her wider commitment
was seen in the sixth form: she was a superb and dedicated tutor, helping her students on their university
applications, and she worked extremely hard to redevise the summer programme for the Lower Sixth,
which she turned into a much more productive and
enjoyable time for the students. It is no surprise that
she has taken up a post which will further her interest
in the sixth form, and we are delighted by her appointment as Assistant Head, and Head of Sixth Form at
Tiffin Girls’ School. This appointment means that
though she has left us, she remains in the Tiffin family,
and we are sure to see more of her. For someone who
has been a superb supporter of all things Tiffin, including sending 2 sons through our School, this would
seem therefore an ideal promotion! We wish her all the
very best in her new role, and look forward to continuing our relationship with her.
MG
PETER WILLIAMS
Peter has been with
us for just 8 years
according to this. It
feels more like 28.
For a man who has
developed so many
skills and interests
since he has been
with us, it is not surprising that Peter
holds a number of
impressive records.
The one that he is
most proud of is the
record he holds at Puttenham Golf Club for the longest
ever round of golf played over 18 holes. Whenever
Peter plays golf it is a whole day experience and he
books in for breakfast, dinner and tea at the half way
house, packs an overnight bag along with his clubs and
can often be seen playing on his own because his playing partners have long since given up hope of him finding his way between the 2nd green and the 3rd tee and
abandoned him. There’s a sign at the ½ way point on
the course that announces: “If you started your round
at 8:00 you should have reached this point by 10:00”.
Well, after midday steak, chips, mushy peas and a bottle of red wine at the half way house, Peter has always
assumed this to mean 10:00pm.

Equally impressive amongst his records is that held on
the sports field. Peter holds the record for the highest
number of wins ever recorded by a Tiffin umpire or referee. How will some of our more dreadful U12B rugby
and cricket sides survive without him? Peter’s technique is quite unique. Rather like a crocodile that has
that second opaque eye-lid that descends over the eye
balls, Peter lapses into a self-induced trance-like state
of hypnosis as he stares out through this second eye-lid
that has the TIFFIN etched into the soft tissue. Peter
has officiated at all levels and notably stood in for Bunnett in a 2nd XI game at Trinity in 2009. Tiffin won the
game from an absolutely hopeless situation. In fact
James Walsh had ‘phoned the coach company to arrange for an early pick up from Trinity. What happened
next prompted the Trinity 2nd XI captain to put pen to
paper.
Peter has been a constant companion to me on my
trips to Boulogne and Caen, The 2008 trip to Boulogne
has now passed into folklore. We arrived here at 5:00
in the morning to find one of the 2 minibuses we were
to take was locked away in Fulford’s garage. After a
wasted 45 minutes, the only solution was to hare down
to Dover by car in order to catch the solitary daily ferry
to Boulogne. I drove the single minibus with something
like 20 boys inside and got to Dover as the ferry was
about to leave. Lydia got there, too, in her car but we
then spent 30 minutes with the reservations clerk who
spoke neither English nor French trying to explain why
the passenger manifests were wrong and why 17 passengers who should have been in the non-existent minibus were now travelling as foot passengers but some of
whom were crammed into the other 17 seater minibus.
Worse was to follow when we explained that there was
another car, yet to arrive, containing Peter and 4 other
boys but that it would be here any second. I ‘phoned
Peter to find out how soon he would be there and discovered that he had stopped for breakfast with the
boys at Maidstone services and was just finishing his
toast and marmalade. I will never know how we caught
that ferry. As I entered the passenger lounge with the
ferry now 45 minutes overdue, I felt like a character
from a Bateman cartoon: “The man who held up the
7:30 Boulogne ferry”.
Not surprisingly with all his exposure to France, Peter’s
pronunciation has improved enormously. His carelessness with prepositions, though, has often got him into
deep water. We had a small group of boys in Caen
some 3 years ago. I had done my finances so appallingly that it soon became clear that there was no way
that Peter and I would be able to afford to remain in the
modest Hotel Ibis in the centre of Caen for the 6 necessary nights. Peter was straight onto the case and accosted a likely looking woman at a tram stop and disappeared from the hotel. This is a dangerous thing with
Peter because he never knows where he is. Never one
to indulge in mundane formalities, Peter blurted out in
his best French “Je peux coucher avec toi?” Well, his
prepositions let him down again but at this unexpected
windfall the woman’s eyes lit up and Peter was escort-

ed immediately to the Rue Bernières where she just
happened to run a rather squalid ½ star hotel just
round the corner. Peter added “…et mon ami aussi?”
and so we ended up with 3 in a bed and free breakfast
for a week.
For all the Mickey taking, Peter has been quite simply a
wonderful colleague for these 8 years and we will miss
him enormously. Peter has been far more than simply
a cover teacher, he has been an integral part of the
Tiffin community since he joined us in 2003. Peter has
done everything that we have asked of him and more.
He has taught your lessons even though you have set
elaborate cover work in a desperate attempt to ban him
from doing so. He has refereed, umpired, run the tennis club, run school chess, driven minibuses - in short
he has ensured that these vital parts of the boys’ extra
curriculum have continued when we have been at our
most desperate for someone to step in. Peter’s French
will appreciate it when I say that I hope that it is not
adieu just au revoir for I do hope that we see him in
Tiffin again. I will miss him immensely. Peter’s been a
great friend and colleague. We’ve had so many hilarious moments together. For me, you will always be the
man who would never say “No” – except to a second
pint, that is.
MW
JOHN HASKEY
John joined Tiffin in
September 2005 to
teach History and Government & Politics.
He very quickly earned
the respect of his students, and set them a
brilliant example of
what Tiffin stands for.
His passion for his
subject and teaching
was matched by that
for running and cycling.
He put his fitness to good use by running the London
Marathon in aid of the Neil Desai foundation
[comfortably breaking 3 hours in 2008 —Ed].
When John became Head of Churchill-Gordon, he nurtured his students by turning up at every competition
with a smile and a word of encouragement.
Along with his work for C/G and games, John earned
the title of the History Department’s secret weapon - his
passion for both teaching and his subject is credited
with many students choosing to study History at GCSE,
A Level and beyond.
In his final year at Tiffin, as well as running Government
& Politics, he took on the role of acting Head of History,
and was then promoted to Head of Faculty: Humanities.
John had particularly enjoyed the challenges of running
the History Department and has now moved to the
warmer climate of Abu Dhabi, where he is pursuing this
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role. We miss his humour and wish him well in his new
job.
EB
PAUL BRIDGES
Paul Bridges arrived at
Tiffin 3 years ago as
head of the yet-to-beestablished Economics
Department. We gave
him the princely sum of
£300 as his start-up
budget and he took
this in his stride – as
he said, who needs
textbooks anyway, economics moves so fast
they’ll all be out of
date. Events have, of
course, proved him right and Economics has been the
most excitingly topical of subjects. Paul made excellent
use of the banking crisis and all the following instability
as his major teaching context and also pioneered the
use of teaching website Tutor2U, for which he is also a
contributor and lecturer, and the use of blogs for student and teacher ideas development. Economics immediately proved a very popular choice and was oversubscribed from the outset. Associated with the subject, Paul always took teams to the competitions Target
2.0 and Financially Speaking, where we enjoyed great
success.
These speaking and presentation competitions neatly
addressed another of Paul’s major educational concerns. Who could forget the dreaded P-cubed? This
was an attempt to bring to all year-groups at once (Paul
doesn’t go for gradual development models), greater
skills in public presentation and readiness for public
speaking through good preparation. Although not universally popular, this initiative was very much the right
idea for our students who, as Paul observed, are very
able, very clever in their subjects, but often lack the
skills to put their ideas across, especially in an outsideschool context.
Paul was always fizzing with ideas and was generally
quite frustrated by the slowness of the rest of us to
take him up on them. He was the first to get us into the
benefits of the Jack Petchey awards, and he bid for and
won a major award from that organisation to fund his
inspiration, the Tiffin Broadcasting Network (TBN). TBN
has provided a great opportunity for our students to run
their own broadcasting company, learn the skills of
camera, sound, editing and online distribution, and in
doing so provide a record of many of our events (their
outside broadcast unit filmed our Carol Service in the
Parish Church, for example), while dragging us into the
21st Century.
Paul started up Tiffin School’s answer to The Economist, in the form of the Ricardian. This magazine is
managed and edited by the students, with articles on
economic and political current events as well as back8

ground theory. It is stylishly produced in an online format, also a glossy hard copy, and is widely recognised
as a quality production. This alone could be considered
a fitting culmination to Paul’s leadership of Economics
at Tiffin.
Just in case anyone thought he didn’t do enough, Paul
also ran the Duke of Edinburgh Gold section for two
years, and led expeditions at all levels, and also joined
in leading our World Challenge expeditions.
Tiffin School has really benefited from Paul’s out-of-thebox ideas, his great enthusiasm and total commitment
to education. We hope he’ll be just as energetic and
enthusiastic in his new post, leading Economics at RGS
Guildford where, with a bigger team, he’ll have more
scope. We wish him every success.
Ruth Harris
ALISON WHITE
Alison White joined
Tiffin in 2003 when
the school acquired
Arts College status. Her
newly-created job as
Arts College Administrator involved establishing links with local
schools and community organisations, and
implementing a meaningful plan of outreach
work. That outreach
work is now so central
to the school’s everyday life across the majority of subjects is testimony to Alison’s work in laying the foundations so securely – following on from school links came
the Children’s Chorus, followed by the Youth Orchestra
and Youth Choir, all of which now fulfil an important
need that was previously unattended to.
Alison proved to be tremendous fun as a colleague, and
could always be relied upon to search out the humour
(and the gossip) in the everyday. She came on three
choir tours – to Germany, New Zealand and the Baltic
States – fulfilling the role of “choir matron” with care
and good humour, providing excellent pastoral support
at all times for both the younger and older boys. My
fondest memory of her – by nature calm and in control
– is her child-like excitement on tour in New Zealand on
having arranged a trip to an albatross colony followed
by a three-course meal for the staff and older boys in a
private dining room on the Dunedin waterfront: both
proved to be never-to-be-forgotten moments for everyone. We wish her well in the next stage of her life, and
thank her for everything she did for us.
ST
Best wishes go to Mrs C Emmerton, Mr G Drummond
and Mr Geoff French who also left at the end of the
year.

A very warm welcome is extended to:
Lucy Hughes
Head of Drama & Theatre Studies
Melanie Roberts
Teacher of Chemistry
Stuart Trutch
Teacher of Maths
Philip Viveash
Teacher of Music
Fran Cooke
Teacher of Classics
Rosalind Orchard
Teacher of Biology
Luke Leeves
Teacher of Biology
Sukhraj Rehlon
Teacher of English
Olivia Shirley
Teacher of MFL
Megan Hammill
Teacher of History
Joanna Gould
Teacher of DT/ICT
Andrea Langerman
Teacher of Physics
Owen Bryan-Williams
Teacher of History
Melissa Pattison
Teacher of Science
Fiona Etherington
Teacher of Religious Education
Carmelina Critcher
Music Secretary
Heather Harrison
Finance Assistant
Richard Atkins
Caretaker/Handyperson
Nik Partridge
Drama Teaching Assistant
Linda Cox
Assistant Shop Manager
Hugo Fagandini
Gap Year Assistant (Music)
Sam Dowsett
Gap Year Assistant (Rugby & Frog)
George Nottidge
Gap Year Assistant (Rowing)
Jae-Won Jang
Gap Year Assistant (Rugby & Dance)
and to Trainee teachers Gerwyn Wilson and Ian White(PE & Games), Gordon Drummond (Maths & Economics) and
Claire Emmerton (Maths).
Promotions:
Steve Cathcart has been appointed Acting Assistant Headteacher.
Paul Dewstowe has been appointed Acting Head of Design Technology.
John Wilson has been appointed Acting Head of Chemistry
Lydia Monroe has been appointed Leader of Language Specialism for next year.
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Notes and News
Head Boy:

Robert Hawkins

Deputy Head Boys:

Sajan Bhakoo
Kieran Brunt
Erik Tate

Frank Johnson
Tim Fawcett
Joshua Thomas

Prefects:

Mayowa Banjo
Sudeep Biswas
Joe Cooper
Michael Enright
Alex Halse
Paul McClean
Aaron Moran
Gogulan Nithiyabhaskaran
Tom Pollard
Biranavan Sivapuratharasu
Greg Street
Jonathan Williams

Chris Belcher
Peter Bray
Hugo Drewett
Jagvir Grewal
James Kimber
Patrick Milne
Tom Nichols
Philip Oddie
Jaipal Sachdev
Timothy Smith
James Walsh

Form Prefects:

Mick Adams
Russell Alexander
Owen Bresner
Aman Dhanjal
Josh Grant
Ben Illsley
Joshua Kaplan
Nicholas Matthews
William Marment
Tim Otway
Bhavesh Parekh
Rhys Perry
Joseph Sammarco
James Sesemann
Louis Tam

Shahrukh Ahmed
Ollie Baker
Matt Cragg
Naveenan Edward
Sebastian Hicks
Abbas Jivraj
Gregory Ledderboge-Vucinic
Maximilian Ledderboge-Vucinic
Gagira Mudalige
Deji Oyefeso
Bhavin Patel
Ben Phillips
Jake Savile-Tucker
Ian Sipin
Huw Walters

Special Prefects:
MFL Prefect:

Paul McClean

DoE Prefects

Michael Park
Bhavin Patel
Akash Saini
Zhu Li

Art Prefects

Alek Lagowski
Will Marment

Dance Prefects

Tommy Latimer
Gana Nwana
Sanford Brown
Ed Figueiredo

Music Prefects
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Tom Nichols
Ed Jillings
Thomas Cope

Performing Arts
Prefects

Alek Lagowski
Will Marment

Technology Prefects

Ruchit Gupta-Chaudhary
Ravinder Kang

LRC Prefects

Vidur Babber
Abbas Jivraj
Jaipal Sachdev
Mark Siu
Guilio Nuccio

Chess Prefect

Rudi Narendran

Message from the Headteacher, 11.42am, 1 July 2011
We have today converted to being an Academy School.
Phil Phillips, Chairman of Governors, has done a tremendous amount with John Lulham and James Heath
to steer the school successfully through the conversion
process. I am grateful for their time, expertise and commitment to the school.
Townscape Award
The School has been very pleased to receive a Townscape award from the Kingston upon Thames Civic Society for the project to create the new pedestrian entrance at the junction of Queen Elizabeth Road and

Salim Hilmy (1987-2009)
Salim Hilmy was a pupil at Tiffin for 7 years, leaving the
School in 2005. He was the same year group as Neil
Desai. He died tragically and suddenly in 2009. He was
a top student: senior prefect, cricketer and musician,
and entered into everything on offer here. He went on
to Bristol University where he studied History. Salim’s
older brother Azim also came to Tiffin, and was as involved as Salim. He is still in touch with the School, and
helped out at our Higher Education Festival one Monday.

Birkenhead Avenue. The award was presented to Hilda
Clarke, John King and Simon Tupper on Wednesday
17th November in the School’s Judge Lecture Theatre,
where the society meets. The redevelopment of the
accident-prone corner was a joint venture with the Royal Borough of Kingston, Transport for London (who provided the funding) and the School. The project was
designed by Simon Tupper, an Old Tiffinian and architect, who left the School in 1980 and who in addition
designed the Dempsey Centre (for which an award was
also given by the Kingston Society).

Salim’s parents wanted to contribute something to the
School, and do something here in memory of Salim.
After much discussion, it was decided to name the new
pedestrian gate after Salim, and to provide a new
bench for the garden in his memory. The gate will be
known as ‘Salim Hilmy Gate’.
The official naming of the gate took place at 5.00pm on
Monday 11th July at a small occasion with family and
close friends, and the plaque shown below unveiled by
Azim.
MG
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Ben Lyon
We have also heard of the death of long-time Head of Games Ben Lyon, father of O.T Mike: an appreciation can be
found in the Old Tiffinian section on page 167.
Remembrance Day
On Thursday 11th November the School held as usual the Remembrance Day services with the Sixth Form in the Hall
and Years 7 to 11 in the Sports Hall. Two Old Tiffinians in particular were commemorated this year.
From the First World War we remembered John Leonard Salamé who left school in 1901. He joined the East Kent
Regiment (The Buffs) and died of injuries in the Loos salient in 1917. The name is of French origin, and when he
died he was nearly 32 years of age which was old for the First World War.
From the Second World War we remembered Alfred Graham Ward who left school in 1940 and joined the Royal Navy
in 1941. He served in motor launches and died when HM ML 916 was blown up by a mine in the Scheldt estuary in
November 1944. His body was not recovered, but his name is commemorated on the Naval War Memorial at Chatham and in our School Hall.
Wreaths were laid on the war memorials by Phil Phillips (Chair of Governors), John Woodville (Tiffinian Lodge) and
Robert Hawkins (Head Boy). Several old boys attended the ceremony, including Albert Jenkins who left school in
1937.
JK

Brian Holden (1955), Bert Jenkins (1937), Hilda Clarke & Phil Phillips (1974)
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INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENTS
Dhanushan Raveendran has become a black belt in
karate.

Last year’s leaver Jonathan Williams was selected for
the Oxford University Boat Race squad.

Rishi Satkunarajah played squash for Surbiton R.A.F.C.

Rupert Price (2008-9 Captain of Boats) represented the
Cambridge Light Crew as bowman against Oxford.

Vinay Samtani played cricket for Brentham C.C. and for
South Middlesex District, and was selected for the Surrey District U14 squad.
Bashir Bhatti is playing cricket for Sunbury C.C. and
also gained selection for the U14 Surrey District squad,
as did Arjun Rana, while Conor Fulton and Daniaal
Bhatti reached the U13 squad.
Kit Davey (Year 8) sang in the Die Zauberflote and The
Magic Flute at the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden.
Eun Su Yun, Mike Gostling, Henry Herbert, Callum Fraser, Rory Goldring, John Willison, Kiran Richards, Louie
Mackee, Jahn Nazari, Delan Shaweis and Kasey Purvor
represented the school at a Rugby Football Union
coaching launch, with Mr Wilson. The new course was
called ‘The Scrum Factory’, and the boys appeared on
Sky Sports News. Mike Gostling also played rugby for
Surrey Under 18s.
Angelo Buter represented W.S.E.H. Athletics Club in the
shotput in the National Young Athletes League finals in
Birmingham, and won the event with a distance of 11.3
metres, beating a 20 year old club record, and placing
him number 4 in the U.K. Under 13 seasonal rankings.
Angelo was also selected for Harlequins School of Rugby Squad, along with Josh Kim, and selected for the
London South Rugby League Origin squad. He capped
his season by being awarded Player of the U13 Rugby
League Cup Final, at The Stoop, Player of the Year for
Elmbridge U13s (who won that final), and runner-up in
the London and South East Region Player of the Year.
Meanwhile, brother Leo Buter won the London Rugby
League junior league match official of the year title, and
was subsequently appointed to referee finals of both
league and cup competitions.
Charlles Shanmuganathan helped Spencer Cricket Club
Under 14s win the NEC League and Cup, the NEC Zonal
Playoff, and the Mid-Surrey League. They only narrowly
lost the Mid-Surrey Cup Final, after a season of unprecedented success for any age group at the club. Spencer wrote to Tiffin commending Charlles as a fine representative of the school, and congratulating the school
for shaping his play.

Jonathan, together with Greg Street and Louis Tam,
won a British Physics Olympiad Gold Medal having
placed in the Top 50, nationally, while Aaron Moran
and Mark Mitchinson won Silver, and Tom Cope, Tim
Smith and Ian Sipin Bronze.
Sam Loyd and Chris Born spent Saturdays voluntarily
directing ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ at the Theatre
Royal, Haymarket.
Cameron McGeehan played representative football for
Northern Ireland Under 16s, being seen live on Sky
Sports, and has won an apprenticeship at Norwich City
F.C.
Following his Countdown success recorded here last
year, Ollie Garner, now ranked 2nd in the United Kingdon, represented the U.K. at the World Youth Scrabble
Championships in Singapore.
Jonny Hall, James Temple, Jack Claydon, Matthew
Born, Andrew Howe, Gianluca Bush, Rudi Narendran
and Shree Patwari worked with the Engineering Development Trust in the Engineering Education Scheme for
the UCAS-endorsed gold CREST award, involving a residential course at university and a day at BP Sunbury.
Thirty Tiffin Year 9 pupils were selected from over a
hundred applicants to work on the STEM (science, technology, engineering and maths) challenge with visiting
engineers; Conor Manning, Joe Prentice, Thisura Mendis, Jed Cotgrove, Rishi Khosla and Luke Sansom so
impressed the assessors that they were invited to attend an all-day event at Cambridge University.
The twelve most outstanding applicants from the STEM
scheme were additionally offered places in the GO4SET
(go 4 science, engineering and technology) challenge
by the Engineering Development Trust, with participation in activities at BP Sunbury leading to accreditation
with a UCAS-endorsed silver CREST award—Andrew
Wood, Adam Hillier, Ash Grover, Abhishek Datta, Vinith
Nadanakumar, Aneesh Sachdeva, Ben Baker, Edward
Offer, Max Thomas, Mustafa Majeed, Devun Mistry and
Manoj Rajendran.
Tom Ingledew, Tharshan Balenthiran, Matthew Shin
and Jagvir Chahal of Year 10 achieved 5th place (out of
26 teams) in the local area heat of the Royal Society of
Chemistry’s Chemistry Challenge Competition.
Andrew Wood, Aneesh Sachdeva (Year 9), Sebastian
Ellis (Year 10) and Sai Ulluri (Year 11) represented the
school at the RSC Top of the Bench Competition.
Will Caruana completed the Blenheim Triathlon in one
hour 47 minutes, raising over £120 for charity.
Last year’s leaver Taha Ghauri has become Dance Ambassador for Youth Dance England.
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The President of the Tiffin School Boat Club at the opening of the refurbished Boathouse

[Photo: Alex Ireland]

Music Department Associated Board
Results 2010/2011
Distinctions:
Name
Jakob De Menezes-Wood
Alexander Oscroft
Anthony Fong
Akshay Khanna
James Booth
Gregory Ledderboge
Thomas Rushton
James Booth
Peter Lidbetter
Joel Nulsen
James Walsh

Instrument
Piano
Piano
Violin
Guitar
Bassoon
Piano
Piano
Singing
Singing
Singing
Singing

Grade
1
1
3
3
4
4
4
8
8
8
8

In addition Sung Gon Kim (flute), Xavier VelastinVicencio (piano) and Louis Tam (flute) all gained merits.

Examination Results
The School reopened for the new academic year
20011/2012 having achieved an excellent set of examinations results.
In the A-Level examinations
90.91% of grades were at A/B (of which 67.04% were
at A*), which was our highest ever achievement. At ASLevel 77.98% of grades were at A/B, which marked an
improvement over last year’s figures.
At GCSE we gained 82.9% of grades at A*/A, with 8
students gaining all A* in their GCSE examinations and
47 students achieving all A* and A grades. This made
us again the 4th highest achieving boys’ state school in
the country. In a year when all the national news was
about the difficulty of going on to university, 171 of our
students gained places to study at a range of universities, of which 19 places were at Oxbridge. Our best
wishes go to all the students in their future careers.
The Editor was the subject of an amusing reminiscence
by O.T. Alec Stewart, former England Test captain,
speaking live on radio in Test Match Special this summer.

MERITS
GOLD (40)
Jay
Jeong
Antonio
Arthur
Robert
Michael
Zak
Gregory
Michael
David
Thomas
Gisont
Aron
Karlis
Ekow
Thomas
Joe
Jonghyeon
Khalil
Daniel
Will
Ben
Oliver
Edan
Nirusen
Jogi
Saajan
Gov
Kit
Anirudh
Kuran
Dhanushan
Teyam
Cameron

Acharya
Hwa
Yao
Morris
Pitman
Smith
Mouyer
Tucker
Crisan
Dunkling
Mar s‐Jones
Muthurajah
Patel
Pauzers
Daniels
Dunne
Gooding
Lee
Mhiri
Riding
Sharp
Studdert
Tse
Umrigar
Raveendran
Sidhu
Bassi
Chhita
Davey
Jayakumar
Purewal
Raveendran
Roshani
Ruiz

7GO
7GO
7GO
7LH
7LH
7LH
7LL
7LL
7MN
7MN
7MN
7MN
7MN
7MN
7RC
7RC
7RC
7RC
7RC
7RC
7RC
7RC
7RC
8KH
8LB
8LB
8PV
8PV
8PV
8PV
8PV
8PV
8PV
8PV

PLATINUM (60)
Tharusha
Shun
Edward

Amarasinghe
Igarashi
Zhou

7MN
7MN
8PV

HEAD'S AWARD (80)
Tom
Jackson
7MN
Edwin
Jarra Barnham 7MN
Prannay
Roy
7MN
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Ar .TIFF. acts, was a public Tiffin Art

exhibition, based at our local Kingston
Museum during July. Work shown
ranged from years 7-13 and included
film, painting, fashion, sculpture and craft.

“Art must suppress violence, and only art can do so..” Tolstoy. AS exam piece by L6 Alex Ireland.

A level works by Jae Wook Jung and Alek Lagowski

Cora, painted in both oils and watercolours by Jae Wook Jung.

Oratorio art work evolved by L6 Henry Herbert,
David Park, Jason Rodrigues and Aaron Cheng
in support of the school’s performance of
Mendelsshon’s Elijah, December.

Works by Karl de Vroomen, Tiffinian 1995-2002,
shown as part of his first one man show in
Cork Street, London during June.

DANCE

At the Place

DANCE

At the City

Salvete!
Jay
Joseph
Bakhtar
Rizwaan
Azim
Haider
Wahid
Akbar
Aaron
Tharusha
William
Amaar
Ollie
William
Inigo
Robindeep
Thanushan
Arjun
Piranavan
James
Daniaal
Aniket
Gabriel
Billy
Connor
Will
Michelangelo
Frazer
Elliot
Alexander
Bobby
Hamiz
James
Jeremy
Rohit
Elijah
Dongchan
Hosung
Raktim
Maxim
James
Michael
Tomos
Tobias
Ekow
Benjamin
Matthew
Sanjot
Eamon
Thomas
Jordan
Oli
David
Thomas
Mohammed
Laurence
Michael
Samuel
Nicholas
Ali
Zubair
Stefan
Conor

Acharya
Ahan
Ahmad
Ahmad
Ahmed
Ajaib
Ali
Ali
Alvares
Amarasinghe
Andrews
Ansari
Appleby
Appleby
Archer
Aujla
Baheetharan
Bangher
Baskaran
Berrow
Bhatti
Borawake
Brookes
Brooks
Brown
Burdess
Buter
Carroll
Carter
Cavenagh
Chaudhry
Chaudhry
Chauncy
Chen
Chennupati
Cho
Choi
Choi
Chowdhury
Clarke
Cook
Crisan
Croxon
Dahlhaus
Daniels
Darby
DaSilva
Dhaliwal
Dhall
Dolfi
Doughty
Downey
Dunkling
Dunne
Eita
Ellis
Ellison
English
Fairhurst
Fouladiasl
Froogh
Frost
Fulton

Jamie
Joe
Arjun
Michael
Gurnam
George
Tom
Alex
Kian
Joel
Khalid
Matthew
Anthony
Jeong Hwa
James
Arash
Shun
Tom
Yusuf
Edwin
Samuel
Chris
Marek
Nav
Sun
Ritansh
Savraj
Ibraheem
Anish
Ramir
Myles
Luke
Ji
Joshua
Woosuk
Stefan
Oh Hun
James
Hugh
Hosouk
Jonghyeon
Jack
Ha Yeong
Rory
Johnnie
Sam
Haytham
Chris
Calvin
Thomas
Khalil
Jae-Hyun
Nikhil
Kristjan
Arthur
Zak
Akash
Gisont
Sanchith
Richard
Aaryan
Sid
Brendan
Peter
Edward

Glancy
Gooding
Gopalakrishnan
Gostling
Grewal
Griffiths
Halevy
Harmer
Hatamieh
Hatton
Hayat
Hinks
Ho
Hong
Hunter
Hussaini
Igarashi
Jackson
Jackson
Jarratt Barnham
Joyce
Judge
Kaczmarski
Kandhari
Kandhari
Kathuria
Kayale
Khan
Khanna
Kharay
Khela
Kim
Kim
Kim
Kim
Knap
Kwon
Lawn
Leary
Lee
Lee
Leese
Lim
Long
Lowery
Loyd
Malik
Mallet
Man
Martis-Jones
Mhiri
Min
Modem
Moore
Morris
Mouyer
Muthiah
Muthurajah
Nadanakumar
Nakamura
Narula
Nath
Navaneethan
No
Oliver

Abijan
Phillip
Jack
Aron
Dhairya
Jaimeen
Vikash
Shakeel
Karlis
Pranav
Robert
Jarden
Prashandan
George
Ansh
Pravinth
Ibrahim
Fareed
Christian
Gowutheyaan
Kieran
Daniel
Jason
Prannay
Krishan
Syed
Parampal
Sasvinth
Saarthak
Hugo
Joshua
Jung-Hoon
Jihong
Marko
Rahul
Will
Sharaf
Gian
Ashmeet
Andrew
Michael
James
Maximilian
Matthew
Denis
Ben
Jakub
George
Tom
Shahil
Euan
Harrison
Oliver
Gregory
Rayhan
Ryan
Abhi
Arthavan
Hugo
Simon
Harry
Antonio
Marcus

Pakiyaraja
Park
Parker
Patel
Patel
Patel
Patel
Pathmanadan
Pauzers
Pillai
Pitman
Pradheepan
Prashandan
Prentice
Puri
Rakunathan
Rana
Rashid
Rasmussen
Ratnasingam
Reals
Riding
Rodrigues
Roy
Sachdeva
Samad
Sappal
Sarveswaran
Saxena
Schuler
Seaborn Powell
Seo
Seok
Sestovic
Sharma
Sharp
Sheik-Ali
Shori
Sidhu
Siu
Smith
Souter
Spies-Majewski
Stevenson
Storey
Studdert
Syed
Tang
Taylor
Thakar
Traynor
Tricker
Tse
Tucker
Uddin
Ung
Vasamsetti
Visuvathasan
Whitaker
Williamson
Woodcock
Yao
Yeow
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Valete!
Michael
Syed
Ramiz
Shahrukh
Syed
Syed Abdur-Razzaq
Russell
Felix
Meithem
Hussein
Samuel
Thomas
Robert
Muhammad
Vidur
Abdulhakim
Jagveer
Oliver
Sukhjinder
Mayowa
Haris
Christopher
Sajan
Akash
Michael
Sudeep
Peter
James
Peter
Mohammed Alfaz
Owen
Benjamin
Callum
Kieran
Nicholas
Liam
Aqeel
Maximilian
Elliot
Jack
Kaarthi
Christopher
Ka Yeung
David
Joseph
Thomas
Matthew
James
Hashim
Benjamin
Parveen
Amanjot
Ali
Hugo
Naveenan
Henry
Thomas
Michael
Timothy
George
Prasanth
James
Ilavinthan
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Adams
Ahmad
Ahmed
Ahmed
Ahmed
Ahmed
Alexander
Alexander-Jones
Ali
Al-Kemakchi
Allen
Anthony
Ashley Bach
Ataullah
Babber
Bahri
Bains
Baker
Bal
Banjo
Barakzai
Belcher
Bhakoo
Bhanot
Birse
Biswas
Blyth
Booth
Bray
Brepotra
Bresner
Britton
Bruce
Brunt
Burke
Butler
Butt
Camara
Carter
Chadband
Chandrasegaram
Cheeseman
Cheung
Clark
Cooper
Cope
Cragg
Crooks
Dangra
Davies
Dehal
Dhanjal
Dogar
Drewett
Edward
Edwards
Edwards
Enright
Fawcett
Gangar
Gangatharan
Glover
Gnaneswaran

Joshua
Jagvir
Ruchit
Alexander
Grant
Mohamed
Robert
Connor
Connor
Sebastian
Owen
Alexander
Shun
Benjamin
Shiraz
Anoop
Abdul Basit
Vidushan
Edmund
Abbas
Arun
Frank
Hyun Min
Jae Wook
Mohammed
Ravinder
Joshua
Jack
Mobeen
Gyu Nam
James
Rishi
Pirasanth
Aravinth
Aleksander
Gregory
Maximilian
Zhu
David
Gevindu
Daniel
Fahad
Vincent
William
Nicholas
Paul
Victor
Cameron
Alexander
Maximillian
Patrick
Mark
Aaron
John
Gagira
Tarun
Brendan
Thomas
Gogulan
Joo Young
Giulio
Abrar
Callum
Philip
Sae Wook

Grant
Grewal
Gupta-Chaudhary
Halse
Hamilton
Harrath
Hawkins
Hearn
Henderson
Hicks
Holland
Holliss
Igarashi
Illsley
Islam
Jagan
Jahangir
Jeyanesan
Jillings
Jivraj
Jogaratnam
Johnson
Joo
Jung
Kamora
Kang
Kaplan
Kelleher
Khan
Kim
Kimber
Krishnan
Kulendiran
Kumar
Lagowski
Ledderboge-Vucinic
Ledderboge-Vucinic
Li
Liu
Liyanage
Lord
Mahmood
Manning
Marment
Matthews
McClean
McConnell
McGeehan
McSwiggan
Melsa
Milne
Mitchinson
Moran
Morrison
Mudalige
Nagpal
Navaneethan
Nichols
Nithiyabhaskaran
Noh
Nuccio
Nurani
O'Connor
Oddie
Oh

Lucas
Timothy
Adedeji
Zachary
Victor
Bhavesh
Il Ho
Michael
Bhavin
Oliver
Daniel
Calum
James
Rhys
Ben
Benjamin
Alexander
Thomas
Pradheepan
Adam
Ratan
Jaipal
Akashdeep
Joseph
Javin
Jake
Pravin
Jihong
James
Tahir
Zeeshan
Eric
Amanjai
Amar
Jacob
Faheem
Ewan
Ian Raphael
Anuk
Mark
Biranavan
George
Timothy
Nicholas
Janarthan
Christopher
Gregory
Gareth
Louis
Erik
Prashanth
Joshua
Jordan
Nishaanthan
Kamlesh
Daniel
James
Huw
Samuel
William
Jonathan
Findlay
Saad
Ahmad
Edward

Origo
Otway
Oyefeso
Pajak
Pang
Parekh
Park
Park
Patel
Patel
Peake
Peebles
Pepper
Perry
Phillips
Platt
Pollard
Pollard
Pradheepan
Raimondo
Randhawa
Sachdev
Saini
Sammarco
Sandhu
Savile-Tucker
Selvadurai
Seok
Sesemann
Shah
Shah
Sham
Sharma
Sharma
Shaw Carveth
Sheikh
Sheldon
Sipin
Sirisena
Siu
Sivapuratharasu
Slater
Smith
Souter
Srishangar
Stidwill
Street
Sum
Tam
Tate
Thambimuthu
Thomas
Turner
Udayakumar
Walia
Wallis
Walsh
Walters
Welch
Whiting
Williams
Wilson
Zangie
Zeitouni
Zhou

Help and Support
The Parents’ Association
TPA ‘200 Club’
Mrs. Urmi Desai on behalf of the Neil Desai Fund financed the cardiac screening project
Mr. Ron Truin kindly helped finance the MCC match
Mrs Dixon offered a massive donation left by her late husband to the school.
The parents and friends who have donated to the Tiffin Education Fund
TIPRA (Tiffin Parents’ Rugby Association)
The Tiffin Associates
Tiffinian Association Limited
Tiffin Lodge
Those who have donated to the Dempsey Centre
The Friends of Tiffin Music
And finally, all those parents who give of their time as refreshment helpers, car boot sale volunteers, members of the
gardening group and all those who serve on the many committees.

Acknowledgements
The Editor would like to record his thanks to those who have contributed to the magazine, or helped in any way in its
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photographs and Hobbs the Printers .
Apologies are offered to photographers not credited by name.
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Awards Ceremonies 2010 - 11
LEAVERS’ CELEBRATION 2010
Kingston Parish Church was again the venue for 2010’s
Leavers’ celebration, on the evening of Thursday 16th
September.
First words came from Head Boy Robert Hawkins.
Headteacher Hilda Clarke next delivered a speech appropriate to the opening of a cheerfully relaxed occasion.
Deputy Head Boys Kieran Brunt and Erik Tate introduced
the presentation of Arts and Sports prizes, Head of Sixth
Form Mike Gascoigne did likewise for cetificates for
Leavers, and D.H.B. Josh Thomas for the Academic priz-

es. The Tiffinian Awards were entrusted, most fittingly, to
leaving Senior Deputy Head John King, after which Rob
Hawkins introduced guest speaker John Inverdale, the
T.V. and radio sports presenter.
A Kingston resident for some twenty years, John is no
stranger to Tiffin: his easy style complemented the
Head’s perfectly.
Paul Riley (OT, left in 2000) and OTA Chairman Ian Redington also addressed the assemblage, before Rob Hawkins concluded with a traditional vote of thanks.
TM

PRIZE LIST 2010
ARTS
The Seaborn Prize for Drawing
The Andrew Morley-Brown Memorial Prize for Design
The Roger Charles Prize for the Performing Arts
The AON Prize for Drama
The Rice Prize for Choral Singing
The Gutmann Prize for Music

Joe Courtley
Nick Gott
Nick Gott
Jake Jones
Toby Hasler-Winter
Matthew Sulzmann

SPORTS
The Basketball Prize
The Badminton Prize
The Cross Country Prize
The Tennis Prize
The 2nd XV Rugby Prize
The Rowing Prize
The Rugby Prize
The Wagstaff Cricket Prize

Vinoth Ravi
Ian Fung, Patrick Tebble
Jamie Tabbert, Ciaran Costello
Calum Edser
Ollie Gooding
Jonathan Williams
Sam Dowsett
Kushal Gor, Sukha Sandher

TIFFIN LEAVERS CERTIFICATE
(Awarded to all U6 Leavers)
Francis Adams; Jerome Albert; Usama Amir; Matthew Arneil; Sagar Badwal; Alex Barley; Matthew Barwood; Patrick
Bernard; Sashin Bhakoo; Thomas Brennan; Adam Brice; Joseph Brown; Jay Bryk; Jordan Buck; Jack Cambridge; Andrew Carasco; James Cavendish; Aniruddh Chandrashekar; Chae Young Chang; Usman Chaudhary; David Chauvin;
Hashem Cheema; Jack Chesterman; Jiung Choi; Jonathan Cockerill; Fergus Cole; Robbie Comery; Ciaran Costello; Joe
Courtley; William Courtley; Joseph Davey; Thomas Davies; David Docherty; Michael Donnelly; Sam Dowsett; Kevin
Dunn; Calum Edser; Richard Evans; Tariq Fadare; Giles Faria; Andrew Fernandes; Jack Flynn; Alasdair Fraser; Ian
Fung; Pushkal Garg; Thomas George; Taha Ghauri; Ravinder Gill; Colin Gogay; Ollie Gooding; Kushal Gor; Nick Gott;
Robert Gray; Gurvir Grewal; Jeremy Griffith; Ramanan Gukathasan; Michael Hamilton-Gee; Rupert Harris; Toby HaslerWinter; Henry Heath; Joshua Hemmings; Ashley Henderson; Sam Herridge; Anthony Hewitt; Stuart Horgan; Shravan
Jadhav; Hilal Jaffer; Jae-Won Jang; Sam Johnston; Jake Jones; James Jung; Krys Kaczmarski; Samir Kadri; Kowsecan
Kaileswaran; Jasdeep Kalsi; Manraj Kalsi; Vasan Kamalathevan; Asher Khan; Bilal Khan; Kamran Khan; Sher Mohammad Khan; Robin Khatiwada; Joon Kim; Jun Kim; David Knowles; Bernard Knuchel-Takano; Austin Koh;Joseph
Latimer; Ramana Laxmikanthan; James Lee; Richard Lewis; Gabriel Lim; Chung Lo; Muhammad Malik; Sachin Mandalia; Nickhil Mandora; Ivo Marlais; Badr-Amin Mihramane; Fred Mikardo-Greaves; Jonathan Miller; Gregory Moore;
Arran Mornin; Ameer Mustafa; Myles Neary; Ravindran Neeilan; Krishan Neelendra; Tim Ng; George Nottidge; Adam
Overton; Oliver Palmer; Alex Park; Joseph Passingham; Harihar Patel; Roshik Patel; Ben Payne; Simon Perry; Shriram
Rabinthiran; Suresh Rajamanickam; Ben Ralph; Vinoth Ravi; Rashpal Reel; Toby Rickards; David Rochman; Eddie
Rolls; William Rowling; Navin Rudhra; Akash Sampat; Sukha Sandher; Karunagaran Selvalingam; Chirag Shah; Deep
Shah; Shahir Shah; Zaheen Shah; Faisal Shahzad; Nikil Sharma; Thomas Shaw Carveth; David Sheridan; Laven Sivarajah; Richard Smeaton; Tom Smith; Gurpreet Singh Sondh; Sam Staples; George Stuart; Alex Suchanek; Matthew
Sulzmann; Vasanth Sundaralingam; Benjamin Szubert; Jamie Tabbert; Adrian Tan; Edward Tan; Patrick Tebble; Niro
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Thevarajan; Saranan Thirumoolan; Alex Thomas; Andrew Thompson; William Trimble; Raghav Varma; Xavier VelastinVicencio; Sam Voller; Gabriel Webber; Aylon Wijaiyarajah; Jonathan Williams; Tom D Williams; Tom P Williams; Stephen Willis; Timothy Wilson; Nathan Woods; Sanjiv Yogarajah; Morgan Young; Danny Youssef; Kevin Yuan.
ACADEMIC
The HHC Arthur Prize for English
The Murphy Prize for History
The Politics & Government Prize
The Economics Prize
The Cory Chappell Prize for Modern Languages (French)
The Hector Drever Prize for German
The Spanish Prize
The Classics Prize
The Les Syrett Prize for Technology
The Pathmanayagam Prize for Chemistry
The Stanley Perfitt Anderson Prizes for Science
The Tiffinian Lodge Prize for Engineering
The Howard Watson Prize for Physics
The Dean Memorial Prize for Mathematics
The Further Maths Prize
The Edward Key Prize for Geography

Ben Payne
Jonathan Cockerill
Gabriel Webber
Adrian Tan
David Sheridan
Ameer Mustafa
Joseph Davey
Jamie Tabbert
Thomas Davies
Jimmy Jung
Ameer Mustafa, Tom D Williams, Kevin Yuan
Ivo Marlais
Henry Heath
Vinoth Ravi
Jasdeep Kalsi
Colin Gogay, Richard Lewis

TIFFINIAN AWARDS
The Ron Baker Prize (For all-round achievement)
The Neil Desai Prize (For Captain of Cricket)
The Staff Prize (For outstanding service to the Tiffin community)
The Prince Prize (For progress)
The Durnford Cup (For service to the wider community)
The Governors’ Prize (For all-round success at A-Level)
The Chairman’s Prize (Captains of the Champion House)
The Headteacher’s Prize (Retiring Head Boy)

Henry Heath
Bilal Khan
Vinoth Ravi
Nick Gott
Jonathan Williams
Gurvir Grewal, Ivo Marlais
Adam Overton, Robert Gray
Sam Dowsett

TIFFINIAN ASSOCIATION PRIZES
(Awarded to students achieving at least 3 A grades at A Level)
Matthew Barwood; Robert Gray; Gurvir Grewal; Henry Heath; Jasdeep Kalsi; Bilal Khan; Austin Koh; Ivo Marlais;
Ameer Mustafa; Ben Ralph; Toby Rickards; Sukha Sandher; Adrian Tan; Jonathan Williams; Tom P Williams; Kevin
Yuan

YEAR AWARDS CEREMONIES
The Year 7 awards assembly was held on Monday 11 July 2011 in the Sports Hall, with guest speaker Scott Herbertson, Head of Cultural Services and Lifelong Learning, Royal Borough of Kingston upon Thames, and overseen by
Headteacher Hilda Clarke. After a review of Year 7 by Gian Shori, Gurnam Grewal and Krishan Sachdeva, Deputy
Head Mr J. King, Mr W. Martin (Head of Year 7) and Miss Clarke presented the prizes, as follows:

PRIZE LIST 2011
Year 7
7LL
7RC
7LH
7GO
7MN

FORM PRIZE
Zak Mouyer
Will Sharp
Maxim Clarke
Jay Acharya
Tom Jackson

Year 7 Religion & Philosophy Prize
Year 7 English Department Assiduity Award
Year 7 Attendance Awards

PROGRESS PRIZE
Phillip Park
Elijah Cho
Arthur Morris
Johnnie Lowery
Ibrahim Rana
Zak Mouyer
Hugh Leary and Jay Acharya
Hosouk Lee, Jae-Hyun Min, Woosuk Kim,
Hosung Choi, Shun Igarashi
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Head of Year Prize
Jonghyeon Lee
Food Logo Prize
Sam English
George Prentice, Arash Hussaini and Joshua Kim next continued a review of the year, leading to presentation of the
Sports Awards.
Sports Awards
Athletics
Basketball
Badminton
Tennis
Cross Country

Joshua Kim
Michelangelo Buter
Matthew Stevenson
Robert Pitman
Tom Jackson

The Year 7 review was then furthered by Peter No and Thomas Martis-Jones before the Arts Awards.
Arts Awards
Dance
Drama
Art
Music

Maxim Clarke
William Appleby
Sam English
Robert Pitman

Daniaal Bhatti and Ben Darby concluded the review, and House and Endowed Awards, the prizes.
House Awards
Churchill/Gordon
Drake
Kingsley/Montgomery
Livingstone
Raleigh
Scott

James Hunter
Maxim Clarke
Daniel Riding
Conor Fulton
Gian Shori
Alex Harmer

Endowed Prizes
The Ison Prize for Public Speaking
The Jan Baird Prize for the most Promising Treble
The TIPRA Rugby Prize
The Wagstaff Cricket Prize
The Jack Petchey Achievement Award

Laurence Ellis
Hugo Schuler
Michelangelo Buter
Conor Fulton
Oliver Tse

Two days later the presentation of Year 8 Prizes by Year Head Mr Whittaker saw Shaun Ellis, Tiffin parent and Chairman of the Tiffin School Boat Club, as guest speaker, the occasion also overseen by Headteacher Miss Clarke.
Year 8
8PV
8GA
8OS
8KH
8LB

FORM PRIZE
Anirudh Jayakumar
Hugo Thomas
Bemin Sheet
Chet Johal
Arjun Popat

Year 8 Religion & Philosophy Prize
The English Department Assiduity Award
Year 8 Attendance Awards

PROGRESS PRIZE
Gov Chhita
Tom Saleh
Christian Beattie
Marchie Port
Geshopan Tharmarajah
Chet Johal
Ryan Carraro
Visakan Mathivannan, Daniel Wheatcroft,Sam Lee,
Peri Chantravathanan, George Cooper, Edward Zhou,
Finton McCluskey, Yong-Gyum Kim, Max Talman

House, Sports, Arts and Endowed Awards were then presented, each bloc preceded by a review of the year in sections, ably handled by Chet Johal, Yong-Gyum Kim, Hugo Khan, Dan Baumann, Rob Singleton and Kit Davey. The ceremony was concluded by the words of Shaun Ellis, and music from Edan Umrigar and Dom Jones.
Churchill/Gordon
Drake
Kingsley/Montgomery
Livingstone
Raleigh
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Mahdi Murtaza
Richard Hearne
Edan Umrigar
Joe McKenzie
Dom Jones

Scott

Alexander Kirkup

Sports Awards
Athletics
Basketball
Badminton
Tennis
Cross Country

Ben Chandler
Daniel Wheatcroft
Gaurav Kapoor
Ed Hubner
Christian Beattie

Arts Awards
Dance
Drama
Art
Music

Ben Chandler
Robert Singleton and Tom Mitchell
Cameron Ruiz
Edan Umrigar

Endowed Prizes
The Wagstaff Cricket Prize
The TIPRA Rugby Prize
The John Prize for Treble Singing

Vinay Samtani
Ben Chandler
Kit Davey

Two days on came the turn of Year 9, marshalled by Year Head Mr M Horwood, who opened with a consummate
review of 2010-11, after which Headteacher Hilda Clarke introduced guest speaker Wing Commander Simon Paul,
Old Tiffinian, Consultant in Rheumatology & Rehabilitation Medicine, Defence Medical Rehabilitation Centre. These
three dignitaries and a fourth, Mr J King, then distributed the prizes, as under, before Wing Commander Paul’s remarks concluded proceedings.
Year 9
9CC
9KC
9AB
9LM
9TR
Religion & Philosophy Prize
Year 9 Attendance Awards

FORM PRIZE
Abhishek Datta
Jonathan Ashenafi
Muhammad Muammar
Mustafa Majeed
Manoj Rajendran

PROGRESS PRIZE
Paddy Drewett
Alex Oscroft
Joel Ferydooni
James Heyworth-Taylor
Louis Norris
Jakob De Menezes-Wood
Malik Oddy, Vinay Nair, Charlles Shanmuganathan,
Ryuji Aso, Abisan Thavaseelan, Sasha Arezina

House Awards:
Churchill/Gordon
Drake
Kingsley/Montgomery
Livingstone
Raleigh
Scott

Harry Nelson Roth
Luke Sansom
Arravin Jeyakarunakaran
Charlie Worthington
Max Lovelock
Ben Baker

Sports Awards
Athletics Award
Basketball Award
Badminton Award
Tennis Award
Rowing Award
Cross Country Award
Cricket

Andrew Wood
James Newall
Ross Davidson
Victor Glovnea
Tom Hodson
Tristan Perera
Charlie Skirrow

Arts Awards
Dance Award
Drama Award
Art Award
Music Award

Aman Grewal, Will Murphy
Adam Mirsky
Harris Robinson
Louis Norris

Endowed Prizes:
The Mallinson History Prize

Caderyn Owen Jones
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The CH Porter Memorial Prize for Prose and Verse Reading
The Philip Martin Prize for Public Speaking
The TIPRA Rugby Prize
The Holden Prize for Modern Languages
The J Donald Stranks Prize for Maths

Adam Mirsky
Ben Baker
Henry Willis
Goran Vigurs
Adam Hillier

The Year 10 Awards Ceremony was held in the final week of summer term. Head of Year Mr L Brittain joined guest
speaker John Lulham, Vice Chair of Governors in presenting the cohort’s prizes.
Year 10
10HA
10KF
10NA
10PD
10TN

FORM PRIZE
Thomas Rushton
Callum Fernando
Matt Shin
Hari Johal
Harry Cross

PROGRESS AWARD
Anjoan Gnanakulasekaran
Dominic Howard-Williams
Tom Ingledew
Michael Moore
Zia Farooq

Year 10 Religious Studies Prize

Sam Jones

House Awards
Churchill/Gordon
Drake
Kingsley/Montgomery
Livingstone
Raleigh
Scott

Ciaran Ambler
Lucas Vicary
Matthew Sandford
Mohamed Ali
Tim Baker
Nick Wong

Sports Awards
Athletics Award
Basketball Award
Badminton Award
Tennis Award
Rowing Award
Cross Country Award

Ben Gibbons
Tim Livingstone
Josh Graham
Nikhil Kapila-O’Shea
Michael Morris
Joe Klein

Arts Awards
Drama
Art
Music

Jack Bazalgette
Prushoth Ratnatheepan
Jack Hawkins

Endowed Prizes
Mallinson History Prize
The Wagstaff Cricket Prize
The TIPRA Rugby Prize

Harry Cross
Matt Sandford
Nick Shuttleworth
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UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE PLACES: SEPTEMBER 2010
Surname

Forename

University

Course

Adams
Ahmad
Ahmed
Ahmed
Ahmed
Ahmed
Alexander
Al-Kemakchi
Ashley Bach
Bahri
Baker
Bal
Banjo
Barakzai
Belcher
Bhakoo
Bhanot
Birse
Blyth
Booth
Bray
Bresner
Bruce
Brunt
Burke
Butler
Camara
Chadband
Chandrasegaram
Cheung
Clark
Cooper
Cope
Cragg
Dangra
Davies
Dhanjal
Drewett
Edward
Edwards
Enright
Fawcett
Gangar
Gnaneswaran
Grant
Gupta-Chaudhary
Hamilton
Harrath
Hicks
Holland
Illsley
Jagan
Jeyanesan
Jillings
Johnson
Joo
Jung

Michael
Syed
Ibrahim
Ramiz
Shahrukh
Abdur-Razzaq
Russell
Hussein
Robert
Abdul-Hakim
Oliver
Sukhjinder
Mayowa
Haris
Christopher
Sajan
Akash
Michael
Peter
James
Peter
Owen
Callum
Kieran
Nicholas
Liam
Maximilian
Jack
Kaarthi
Ka
David
Joseph
Thomas
Matthew
Hashim
Benjamin
Amanjot
Hugo
Naveenan
Thomas
Michael
Tim
George
Ilavinthan
Joshua
Ruchit
Grant
Mohamed
Sebastian
Owen
Benjamin
Anoop
Vidushan
Edmund
Frank
Hun
Jae

Cambridge
Imperial
King's, London
LSE
Manchester
Nottingham
City
Queen Mary's
Aberdeen
Nottingham
Kent
St George's
Imperial
Manchester
Exeter
Durham
Cambridge
Nottingham
Exeter
Manchester
Bristol
Newcastle
LSE
Cambridge
York
BUWE
York
Warwick
City
Cardiff
UCL
York
Nottingham
Leeds
UCL
Imperial
Imperial
Sheffield
Imperial
Swansea
Keele
King's, London
Nottingham
Queen Mary's
Kent
Nottingham
Kent
LSE
Goldsmiths
Royal Holloway
Surrey
Aston
Imperial
Exeter
Nottingham
BPP
Imperial

Classics: Greek and Latin
Medicine
Pharmacy
Philosophy and Economics
Architecture
Economics
Mathematical Science with Finance & Economics
Medicine
History and International Relations
Economics
Sociology
Medicine
Electrical & Electronic Engineering
Engineering with an Integrated Foundation Year
Exercise and Sport Sciences
History
Economics
Hispanic Studies and History
Ancient History and Archaeology
Philosophy
Law
Chemical Engineering (Industry)
Economics
Music
History
Economics
Philosophy
Mechanical Engineering
Financial Economics
Accounting and Finance
Hispanic Studies
History
Mathematics
History
Mechanical Engineering
Physics
Chemical Engineering
Dentistry
Chemical Engineering
Law
Medicine
International Politics
Philosophy
Medicine
Physics
Mathematics with Engineering
History
Government and Economics
History
English
English Literature with Creative Writing
Mathematics
Electrical & Electronic Engineering
Classics
History
Law
Civil Engineering
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Surname

Forename

Kamalathevan
Vasan
Kang
Ravinder
Kimber
James
Krishnan
Rishi
Kulendiran
Pirasanth
Kumar
Aravinth
Lagowski
Aleksander
Ledderboge-Vucinic Gregory
Ledderboge-Vucinic Maximilian
Lee
Martin
Liu
David
Liyanage
Gevindu
Lord
Daniel
Mahmood
Fahad
Manning
Vincent
Marment
William
McClean
Paul
McConnell
Victor
McSwiggan
Alexander
Melsa
Maximillian
Milne
Patrick
Mitchinson
Mark
Moran
Aaron
Mudalige
Gagira
Nagpal
Tarun
Nichols
Thomas
Nuccio
Giulio
Nurani
Abrar
O'Connor
Callum
Oddie
Philip
Oh
Sae Wook
Origo
Lucas
Otway
Timothy
Oyefeso
Adedeji
Parekh
Bhavesh
Park
Michael
Patel
Bhavin
Patel
Oliver
Peake
Daniel
Peebles
Calum
Pepper
James
Perry
Rhys
Phillips
Ben
Pollard
Alexander
Pollard
Thomas
Rabinthiran
Shriram
Raimondo
Adam
Randhawa
Ratan
Sachdev
Jaipal
Saini
Akashdeep
Sammarco
Joseph
Sandhu
Javin
Savile-Tucker
Jake
Selvadurai
Pravin
Sesemann
James
Shah
Tahir
Sham
Eric
Sharma
Amanjai
Sheikh
Faheem
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University

Course

Leicester
Birmingham
Leeds
Queen Mary's
Loughborough
York
Warwick
Oxford
Durham
Manchester
Bath
Kent
Nottingham
BPP
Glamorgan
Bristol
Oxford
York
King's, London
Manchester
Cambridge
Bristol
Manchester
UCL
King's, London
Oxford
Queen Mary's
Oxford
Liverpool
Oxford
BPP
York
Warwick
UCL
Nottingham
Durham
Oxford
UCL
Nottingham
Nottingham
Kent
Newport
Oxford
Surrey
Oxford
St George's
Manchester
UCL
Imperial
Birmingham
Nottingham
Manchester
Oxford
Leicester
Exeter
City
King's, London
Royal Holloway
Queen Mary's

Medicine
Economics
Politics
Law
Electronic and Computer Systems Engineering
Accounting, Business Finance and Management
Philosophy with Psychology
Biochemistry (Molecular and Cellular)
Molecular Biology and Biochemistry
Medicine
Economics
Sport Science
Philosophy
Law
Business Management
English and Philosophy
French
Law
Classics
Law with Politics
Music
Engineering Mathematics with Study Abroad
Zoology
Medicine
Dentistry
Music
Economics, Finance and Management
Philosophy, Politics and Economics
Marketing
Medicine
Law
English
History
Medicine
Law
Modern European Languages & History
Economics and Management
Politics and East European Studies
History
Mechanical Engineering
Politics and International Relations
Sports Studies
Biochemistry (Molecular and Cellular)
Law
History
Medicine
Mathematics
Medicine
Chemical Engineering
Economics
History
Medicine
Law
Economics
Human Biosciences
Biomedical Engineering
International Studies
Economics
Business Management

Surname

Forename

University

Course

Sheldon
Sipin
Sirisena
Siu
Sivapuratharasu
Slater
Smith
Srishangar
Street
Sum
Tam
Tate
Thambimuthu
Thomas
Udayakumar
Walia
Wallis
Walsh
Walters
Whiting
Williams
Zeitouni

Ewan
Ian
Anuk
Mark
Biranavan
George
Timothy
Janarthan
Gregory
Gareth
Louis
Erik
Prashanth
Josh
Nishaanthan
Kamlesh
Daniel
James
Huw
William
Jonathan
Ahmad

Bath
Imperial
Nottingham
Birmingham
Imperial
Hull
Imperial
City
Cambridge
Cardiff
Cambridge
LSE
UCL
Warwick
LSE
LSE
Southampton
Princeton, USA
Cambridge
Durham
Cambridge
King's, London

Modern Languages and European Studies
Mechanical Engineering
Law
Economics
Mechanical Engineering
Politics
Biomedical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Mathematics
Accounting and Finance
Engineering
History
Chemical Engineering
Politics
Economics
Mathematics and Economics
History
Music
Medicine
Physics
Mathematics
Dentistry
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1st XV

Pollard, Taylor, Goldring, Herbert

[photo: Bill Prentice]

Sporting Activities
RUGBY
1st XV
After a season of real disappointment, the Tiffin 1st XV
were determined to ensure a year of success was to
follow. With many seasoned U6s along with an exciting
group of L6 players, the team undoubtedly had potential. After resounding victories early in the season
against Wallington and Emanuel, Tiffin started the season brightly. However, Tiffin were to lose their captain
Erik Tate for a couple of weeks, after he suffered a concussion vs Emanuel - from a rugby ball hitting his head.
After a narrow loss to RGS Guildford, Tiffin built up
some momentum with further big victories against
Richard Challoner and Haberdashers’ Aske’s School.
Erik returned just in time for arguably the biggest match
of the season so far, St Benedict’s away. After losing 41
-10 to the same opposition last year and missing flyhalf George Taylor, Tiffin started as underdogs. However, in one of the most spirited Tiffin performances seen
from either age group, Tiffin won 20-17 against the
physical opposition, with tries from Matt Cragg (2) and
Alex Halse. Tom Pollard’s outstanding defence should
also be mentioned in this game, repeatedly taking
down his England representative opposite number. The
state of his face afterwards led Mr. Morris to ask ‘why
do you tackle with your nose?!’. This was followed by an
emphatic victory against Wimbledon College in the cup,
and with big wins against Trinity, Windsor and Worth
School, Tiffin were building in confidence.
After Tiffin’s Daily Mail Cup challenge faded, Tiffin stuttered to a draw against a tough and aggressive
Pangbourne side. Following crisis talks with Mr. Morris,
leading players in the team came to the conclusion that
despite George’s failures in ‘reading the game’, an adjustment in the team meant that he would have to
move to fly-half, partly due to severe pressure from Haris Barakzai for the starting place at 15. Coming off the
back of a gritty win away to Christ’s Hospital, Tiffin
faced a KCS side playing their last ever game together.
The KCS team’s passion blew Tiffin away to begin with,
leading Tiffin 19-0 at half-time. However, George came
back with two tries of his own in the second half, and
Tim and Mayowa Banjo also went over to guarantee a
28-19 victory, with Chris Belcher enjoying arguably his
best ever game in a Tiffin shirt. Victory here ensured
that the team entered the Christmas break on a positive note.
The first game back after Christmas was against the
Old Boys, with both teams looking to earn bragging
rights over their fellow Tiffinians. Although for the first
55 minutes of the game, Tiffin held their own (a prime
example being Parveen Dehal against Nomso in the
scrum) and were leading with just 15 minutes remaining, the Old Boys’ superior bulk and experience proved
decisive, easing to victory by the end. Further defeats
followed against Wimbledon College and High
Wycombe, and Tiffin’s hugely successful season was in
jeopardy after such a promising start.

John Fisher away was the next fixture, historically difficult opposition. Indeed, Fisher had put 58 points on
Tiffin the previous season. What followed was one of
the most complete performances of the season, as
Tiffin weathered the early storm and went on to outplay
their counterparts in all areas of the pitch, nullifying the
athleticism of Fisher and finishing with a 34-10 victory.
This would prove to be a perfect warm-up for undoubtedly the biggest game of the season, Hampton away.
After all the build up surrounding the game, Tiffin came
out raring to go. Tiffin’s pack set the platform, completely dominating the breakdown with Matt Cragg at
his scavenging best. The backs in turn got good quality
ball to run at the Hampton backline. Despite an early
Tiffin score in the corner, Hampton fought back with
their typical, boring but effective catch-and-drive style
of play, resulting in a try. Two brilliantly executed back
moves performed off the base of an incredibly solid
scrum led to Tommy Latimer scoring twice. After surviving a sustained period of pressure, Tiffin hung on to
emerge victorious, 17-13 the final score.
Following a hard fought draw against St. George’s
(where perhaps motivation wasn’t at its highest after
the events of the previous weekend), Tiffin had their
last game of the season against CLFS, a side that had
only lost once that season. With a crowd gathering in
anticipation of a good send-off, Tiffin played sublime
rugby, scoring 6 tries in a 38-0 rout. The injured (again)
Erik was even able to hobble on for the last 5 minutes
to earn his Gold Tie, although ignoring Tim’s insults on
his lack of chasing a cross-field kick (to the cries of
‘DTRB’). This was the first time in 7 years that the current CLFS U6 had been nilled in a match; no mean feat.
Tiffin were to be named ‘Evening Standard Team of the
Month’ - a fitting way to end the union season.
Rugby league has become a bigger part of Tiffin rugby
in recent years, and this year was no exception. After
comfortably winning the regional rounds against Richmond College and Guildford College, Tiffin were then
crowned London and South East champions after winning a further tournament. Tiffin entered the semi-final
of the national competition, having never faced opposition of this size before. After Callum Fraser’s outrageous dump tackle on their biggest player, confidence
grew, and Tiffin were to lead the match from the 5th
minute until the 70th, with the opposition finding it
hard to adjust to Tiffin’s flowing style of play, which constantly looked threatening with the attacking abilities of
Rhys Perry and Sanford Brown. However, Hopwood Hall
College (the previous year’s winners of the national
cup) were to score and take the lead with just one minute left, meaning that Tiffin’s rugby league was over
for another year. The team could take heart from the
most spirited performance of the season, in the face of
the physicality and lack of professionalism from the
opposition. Parveen Dehal, Alex Halse and Mayowa
Banjo were prime examples of this and were outstanding throughout the Rugby League campaign. The Sevens season also proved successful; with a brand new
kit from the prestigious brand ‘Lovell Rugby’, Tiffin won
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‘enough plates to hold a dinner’ as put by Mr. Cathcart,
with Tom Anthony hitting the peak of his form in the
shorter form of the game.
Other things that should be mentioned in the summary
of the year include the outstanding hits of Haris Barakzai, who must surely have the largest ‘big hit’ to
‘muscular mass’ ratio on the school circuit. Mr. Morris
turning up to training in his flamboyant boots, looking
more ‘fly’ than the entire back line! Matt Cragg was
frequently labelled ‘the laziest forward the school has
ever seen’, and Woolfy developed a running style that
would be affectionately known as ‘the crab’. Rhys Perry
was a try machine, scoring 4 tries vs Wallington and hat
-tricks vs Trinity and Richard Challoner. Henry Herbert
was the workhorse of the pack, there at every break
down and proving himself to be a vital member of the
team.
Parveen, Mike Gostling and Eun-Su Yoo formed what
was surely the most quiet but deadly front row that the
school has seen in recent years, all excelling not only at
the set piece but in open play as well, with their dynamic ball carrying being key. Tim Fawcett was also later
awarded a Gold Tie, and he, along with Erik Tate, was
to win the Rugby Prize.
It was indisputably a brilliant season, with those involved knowing what it felt like to be part of such a tight
group of players. Thanks must be extended to parents,
for support and helping behind the scenes at Grist’s to
ensure the team had food to eat after each game; the
coaches, Mr. Morris, Mr. Cathcart, Mr. White and Mr.
Wilson, for their dedication and hard work in helping us
to improve as a team throughout the season, and regularly giving up lunchtimes to help us; the whole team is
truly grateful; and finally, to the players themselves, for
putting in the effort for each other, to help create a
united team that enjoyed a such a fantastic season.
Erik Tate and Tim Fawcett
2nd XV
On the whole, the Tiffin 2nd XV had a good season, winning eleven of the seventeen matches played. Arguably,
we should have done better but a lack of experience
and at times, disappointing levels of fitness in the pack,
put us under pressure in the big games. The season got
off to a terrible start with an unexpected loss against
Wallington. However, we were fortunate to infuse new
blood when we co-opted newcomers to the school
James Chauncy and Elliot Carter to the team. The early
loss was wiped off the slate with a win against Isleworth
and Syon followed by another victory against Emanuel
the following week. This match is also where our wrecking ball Nick Matthews started to shine. He would receive the ball and just continue to run, not letting anything stop him.
Sadly, the following encounter with RGS Guilford resulted in a demolition of our squad as their backs and forwards ran rings around us resulting in a rout without us
managing a single point on the board. Determined to
avoid a repeat debacle, extra training was put in place
during the week which resulted in us thrashing Haberdashers’ that Saturday. This excellent performance was
overshadowed by a nasty injury to Kamran Toor which
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unfortunately put paid to his playing in any subsequent
games for the rest of the season. Kamran snapped his
tibia after a messy collision at our try line.
This win was followed by two consecutive losses but the
performances were much improved. The first was
against St. Paul’s, where the team’s skills and precision
were really put to the test, and the second was a very
close match against St. Benedict’s where we went
down to a last minute drop goal from the opposition.
The next six matches were wins for Tiffin as we put up
excellent scores against Worth Abbey, Windsor,
Pangbourne, Christ’s, Graveney and Trinity. After a loss
against KCS and a couple of cancelled matches due to
our unpredictable British weather, Tiffin was able to
secure three more wins against Hampton, St. George’s
Harpenden and City of London Freemen’s to finish the
season.
The Tiffin 2nd XV could have won more matches if a
more regular side had been put out each week. But due
to injury and other setbacks, the team was constantly
changing. As a result, it was difficult for them to
achieve a sort of “synergy”, interaction and communication that our opposing teams had. Our pack, comprising Gun-Woo Nam, Ka Yeung Cheung, Sam Dando,
Pearse Johnson, Oli True, Jae Young Park, Hussein AlKemakchi, George Gangar, Chris Born, Peter Lidbetter
and myself, worked hard to overcome the sometimes
fitter and sometimes bigger opposition to set up a
clean ball for our backs or to push the other team back
in one of our pick and drive phases. When the ball was
clear our backs, Ollie Baker at scrum half and Adam
Salisbury at fly half with the support of Gana Nwana,
James Chauncy, Kirk Willicombe, Ben Crespin, David
Park, Chris Mallet, Tom Anthony, Frank Johnson, Ryan
Ladwa, Tommy Latimer, Nick Matthews and Matty
McConnell, were able to get the ball out wide and score
tries.
We take our hats off to Haris Barakzai, Elliot Carter and
Alex Woolfenden whose early performances in the 2nd
team enabled them to play consistently for the 1st XV.
In conclusion we have to make special mention of Mr
Cathcart, Mr White and Mr Wilson to whom we are
grateful for coaching the team during the season.
Travis Joseph
U16 XV
It is with great affection that I reflect on the efforts of
the U16s this year and what strikes me most is how
enjoyable a group they were to work with. The unity,
commitment and fun were obvious and genuine, and
even more satisfying to see was the camaraderie they
enjoyed as a close group of friends. They worked for
each other and shared responsibility for their successes and failures; primarily what we, as school masters
and coaches, wish them to strive for.
In terms of success, they experienced a respectable
share with 8 wins and 8 defeats. However, the biggest
achievement was their growth in belief at being able to
compete with the more formidable sides on the circuit.
Although the likes of St Paul’s, RGS High Wycombe,
Hampton, KCS Wimbledon and John Fisher proved too
strong this year, we never undersold ourselves and outcomes were always positive. Post mortems in each

case focused on how to cut out mistakes and sustain
efforts more consistently so that final scores better
reflected the quality of our efforts and competition.
Against all our opposition, there were periods of pressure and scoring opportunities created and taken.
Against St Paul’s, for instance, we scored more points
than the sum of their opposition to date which, as the
last game before October half term, was no mean feat.
The high point in the season was certainly our victory
over Wimbledon College. It was always going to be a
tough encounter, and going three scores down in the
first half could have resulted in heads dropping. However, there was a belief in our play that made the boys
able to fight a bit harder. A well worked score and an
opportunity that should have led to a second lifted spirits by half time. We continued not to let College
through in the second half and grew in confidence as
the game progressed. Two converted scores gave us
the lead and a disallowed fourth would have put the
game beyond them. Resolute defence in the dying
minutes kept a dangerous attack out and the final
whistle that followed was welcomed with jubilation.
The timing of such a win could have had a dramatically
different effect on earlier outcomes had it come before
the end of February, but nonetheless it was a pleasure
to see. The single point victory that followed against
City of London Freemen’s in the last game of the season was further testament to the side’s improved assurance and cohesion.
I hope that they recognise how close in ability they are
to their notorious opposition. With confidence in ability,
consistent resolve close to our own line and by taking
scoring chances in more clinical fashion, there is plenty
of scope for wins against them in the senior school
sides.
As a side the major strengths are carrying the ball forward, off-loading out of tackles and generally supporting runners to keep moves alive. Ball carriers like Rory
Goldring, Louis Lafon, Kasey Purvor, Kiran Richards
and Ka-Junn Cheung could be relied upon to gain
ground and present the ball well, while John Willison,
Jahn Nazari and Louie Mackee all worked continuously
to get on the shoulder of the ball-carrier or to the next
breakdown first. Most improved forward would have to
be Delan Shaweis, who thrives on taking crash-ball.
With more work on his ball handling and presentation,
greater advantage can be made of his power and low
centre of gravity.
Line-outs also evolved to be a strong point; Kasey and
Jahn showed good slight of hand as main jumpers and
the catch-and-drive could be relied upon to secure ball
at either end of the field. Generally, this is a pack of
great promise, combining a good balance of brains and
brawn, size and skill and I look forward to them reaching their prime together over the next couple of seasons.
The three-quarter line improved markedly in attacking
terms, but was probably where good sides out-muscled
and exploited us in defence. Scrum-half was where
greatest competition for places existed. Jamie Rowling
and Jesus Duque shared the role, usually to accommodate the latter who, as a tenacious utility player, the
team could ill-afford not to have playing wherever on

the park it be. A combination of the two would be a
permanent feature, and where Jesus will work to improve the fineries of scrum-half play, Jamie will work to
assert as much of a physical presence. Outside half
Dmitri Dharmasena grew in confidence and stature.
Although his defence, kicking and distribution all
showed good improvement he was always happier in
attack. We scored some fantastic tries as a result of
his assurance on the ball and good timing of the pass.
The more experience he gains, the greater his ability to
lead a cohesive defensive line will be.
Captain apart, my player of the season would have to
be Will Nichols, who cemented a place in the centre
alongside Alex Hawkings having been promoted from
the B XV at the start of the season. Incredibly competitive, he looks to exploit weaknesses in defence, naturally runs good lines of support and is deceptively quick
and elusive. He came to life in the sevens season,
where his outstanding levels of endurance, determination and skill made him a key man. He slipped through
and evaded tackles all year; he even ran out of his
shorts to escape a defender’s grasp and score in the
Rosslyn Park sevens competition – one of his many of
the sevens campaign.
Chris Raimondo, Rick Kular and Matthew Elmore complete the back division and each made consistently
good efforts. They all enjoy having the ball in hand and
will need to continue to anticipate and communicate
together better to operate as a more cohesive defensive unit.
With a number of B team players that filled in at various points this season, there is reasonable strength in
depth and I thank them for their commitment. I urge
the likes of Matteo Probert, Minuk Lee, Kenneth Au,
Oscar Herrera, Elias Rebeiz and George Powell to continue to enjoy their rugby, train hard and strive to gain
places in the 2nd XV next year.
My final vote of thanks goes to Rory Goldring for his
outstanding leadership. Cool and collected, he leads
by example and lets his rugby do the talking. His tackle
count, work rate and impact were fantastic in every
match. Technically excellent and fiercely competitive,
he punches well above his weight and never looked out
of place when playing at 1stXV level. Very well respected by his peers and the rugby staff, he is a fine rugby
player with plenty more promise.
My final thank-you goes to the army of supporting parents. I know it means a great deal to the boys that
such keen interest is taken, as it does to us coaching
staff. I hope you took a big share in the enjoyment and
achievements of your sons.
CO
U15 XV
The Tiffin U15 rugby squad grew as a team over the
season. The atmosphere within the squad was excellent, and the banter may have been cheeky, but it was
all well-meaning. The squad size inflated over the
course of the year, and that is great tribute to the boys,
as the lure of rugby meant that over 40 boys trained on
Thursdays at Grist’s.
The A team had a notable win over Wallington in their
first fixture, before following up with a big win in the
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first round of the Daily Mail Cup over Rodborough. By
and large, the U15A team struggled on Saturday mornings, and were well beaten by St. Paul’s, KCS Wimbledon, John Fisher and Hampton, but they were far more
competitive in their other fixtures. Under the stewardship of captain James McGrath, the U15s lost four
games by less than 7 points, and the execution under
pressure is something they will need to sharpen next
season.
The midweek games were very successful: In the Daily
Mail Cup, Tiffin were eventually knocked out in Round 4
by RGS Guildford in a very exciting match, where they
led at half time, after thrashing Esher in Round 3.
The season ended with a fiercely competitive fixture at
City of London Freemen’s School, where their experience of close games helped Tiffin to a 24-5 win. This
rounded off the season nicely.
In all, fifteen players scored tries for the U15As in rugby
union, and many more made crunching tackles or line
breaks. Thank you to those squad members who
pushed the players to improve to keep their places in
the teams.
In rugby league, the U15s entered the Carnegie Champion Schools tournament with energy and enthusiasm,
even if the details of the game were slightly hazy. Having seen off Southborough, Hollyfield and Hinchley
Wood in the group stages of the Kingston tournament,
Tiffin sneaked past Sunbury Manor in golden point extra time to win 8-4.
In the London quarter final, Tiffin showed what they
had learned. In what only can be described as ‘very
boggy conditions’, the tough opposition could not stop
the Tiffin machine, and superior ball skills and committed tackling saw us squeeze past rugby league specialists Feltham Community College by the margin of one
score:10-4.
In the semi-final, the U15s faced St. Joseph’s at fortress Grist’s. Although giving away a significant weight
advantage to the visitors, the U15s’ controlled possession and ability to offload in the tackle saw them go
ahead 30-24 with minutes to play. In true Tiffinian
style, the last 4 nerve-wracking minutes were spent
camped on our own line, tackling ferociously, and that
was enough to see us hang on. This result guaranteed
a place in the London Grand Final at the Stoop, and
also pitted us against other regional winners as the
elite 16 schools in the country.
Unfortunately, the U15s lost yet another very close
match in the last 16, to the unpronounceable Welsh
champions, but that experience was vital in the build
up to the London Grand Final.
May 4th was the big day, and the squad travelled to the
ground in plenty of time to soak up the matchday atmosphere. Although there were several quiet, nervous
faces in the changing rooms, once the boys were out on
the park, they managed to turn that nervous energy
into an excellent performance against Brentwood
School. Tiffin raced into an 8-0 lead before being
pegged back to lead 12-4 at half time. They dealt with
the Brentwood onslaught, and had the score at 16-14
in their favour with 5 minutes to go. The U15s were
now tired, and had to defend several sets of six tackles
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on their own line, but the defence was heroic, and the
final whistle initiated scenes of justified elation. What a
fantastic day!
The U15s are blessed with a huge travelling parental
fan club, and the boys and I are much indebted to you
for your support, not only on the touchline, but for everything you do for Tiffin rugby. Thank you very much!
The following awards were made amongst the U15
Squad:
U15 A Star Man: Sam Grant/Lucas Vicary
U15 A Most Improved Player: James Gledhill
U15 A Unsung Hero: Alex Bowler
U15 A Players’ Player of the Year: Nick Shuttleworth
U15B Star Man: Tim Edgar
U15B Most Improved Player: Patrick Paul
U15B Unsung Hero: Ben Temple
U15B Players’ Player of the Year: Matt Sandford
U15 Sevens Player of the Year: Lloyd Perry
U15 Rugby League Man of Steel: David Belcher
AM
U14 XV
The overall performance of the team this year was a
marked improvement compared to the previous two
years. The squad was bolstered early on by the inclusion of new players, who had been drafted in from the
Cs and Ds, which created a far more competitive environment and ensured that the quality of training and
focus from the players was at a higher level.
The season started with convincing wins against
Wallington and Emanuel. The first change came about
with tries being scored from the backs, something that
they had failed to do in previous seasons either because they hadn’t received fast enough ball, or because the attacking platform had not been built to create gaps in the defence for the backs to exploit.
The following three games against Haberdashers’
Aske’s, RGS Guildford and St. Benedict's saw Tiffin
struggle against physically much stronger and betterdrilled teams. This was evident from the lack of tries
being scored and the high number conceded. Despite
this obvious mismatch, the team still showed a promising attitude to playing attacking rugby and on many
occasions threatened the try line, but unfortunately
never actually crossed it.
The following match against St. Paul's was the game of
the season and showed when the team were more
physical they could compete with any side. The forward
battle was the highlight of the encounter, and the big St
Paul’s pack were rattled by the strong rucking and
mauling of this impressive side, with Tiffin scoring just
before half time to lift the team’s spirits. The second
half continued to be a bruising encounter, as Tiffin
camped on the St. Paul’s try line for 10 minutes, but St.
Paul’s clung on and broke the deadlock with a break
away try to steal the initiative and with it the game.
After this run of losses, Tiffin finally saw their endeavours rewarded with a scrappy win over a tough Windsor
Boys’ team. The game had a 'nail-biting' climax as Tiffin
capitalised on a Windsor mistake to secure a victory
with the last play of the game.

1st XV

George Taylor breaks the line against St George's, Harpenden

2nd XV

Where do you think you're going?

1st XV

Ali Halse sells the dummy

Under 12 XV

Angelo Buter on the rampage

TENNIS

Surrey Senior Tennis Final - Tiffin runners-up to Reed's 3-6 having beaten RGS Guildford 6-3 in the semis.

D of E

Relaxing in the sun…

D of E

…and philosophical in the rain.

D of E

Excelsior

The end of the season was equally tough with fixtures
against John Fisher, Trinity, Hampton and RGS High
Wycombe, which unfortunately all ended in losses. The
last game of the season ended in a 5-5 draw against
City of London Freemen’s, which will be remembered
more for Tiffin failing to convert simple chances in the
final minutes of the game.
The backs this season made huge improvements, running with aggression and purpose, defending more aggressively, and communicating far better. The forwards
showed that they could ruck as well as any team, out
scrum teams much bigger than themselves, and produce support play of outstanding quality on occasions.
Whilst the results might not reflect it, overall the season was a real success. The introduction of new players
and the improvement in skills as the season progressed was extremely pleasing. However, when you’re
getting beaten nearly every week it says a lot about the
players that they keep turning up to training and trying
their best in the face of adversity. The team showed
over the course of the season unbelievable team spirit,
doggedness, determination, commitment and resolve
to never give up, whatever the scoreline, and for this
they should all be commended.
Tom Morris (Captain)
U13 XV
This year the U13s had a shaky season. Some disappointing lows were interspersed with moments of wondrous rugby, and none where you would expect. We
started the season against old rivals Wallington Boys,
expecting to win. The first low in our rollercoaster year
was not long in rearing its head. Although the B-team
earned a deserved win, the As failed to provide the
goods. Not taking advantage of easy wins like this
would continue to be a major problem for the U13s
throughout the year. However, skip ahead a couple of
months and we found ourselves up against Trinity, recently crowned Surrey champs of something to do with
rugby. We took the game to them hard! After we had
spent 50 minutes bullying their players, with most of
the game in the opposition’s 22, the supporters were
devastated to see us leave the field without a win. It
was performances like this, though, that proved to the
team that they had everything it took to win big matches.
Organisation, ball skills and determination were the
characteristics that defined our team but there was
something else that set us apart from our regular opposition. There was something no-one expected and that
our opponents could rarely deal with. We would put
ourselves, our bodies, on the line time and time again.
This initiative (to break the opposition’s morale) was
spearheaded by Harris and followed by the rest of the
team. We would tackle from the beginning to the end of
a match with aggression and vigour until opposition
teams literally ran out of subs (it really happened at
least twice!) This was something to be proud of and
something that will be expected of us throughout the
school from now on.
Towards the end of the season the U13s picked up the
pace considerably and put on some outstanding perfor-

mances. They became a fantastic, charismatic team
and were genuinely entertaining to watch. Their rugby
was simple and well executed with just enough brilliant
flair to keep opposition on the back foot. They should
be extremely proud of their development and eager to
push forward, earning the win rate they truly deserved
this year.
We developed a lot from the young, inexperienced team
in September to that fierce, confident unit that finished
the season against a team a full year older than them
(albeit not hugely successfully!) The U13s of 20102011 have a huge amount of potential still to be capitalised on and they will inevitably be a very successful
team in the future.
JG
U12 XV
We have had some big boys at Tiffin and we have certainly had some quick boys at Tiffin but it has been my
experience over the past 26 years that those who are
both big and quick seem to be playing for the opposition rather than for ourselves. Imagine my surprise,
then, when Angelo Buter, very easily the largest boy in
the new Year 7, also happened to be the quickest. As I
rubbed my hands in glee and anticipation of the havoc
that Angelo was going to inflict on the defences of our
opposition I took a careful look at what else the intake
had to offer. It was blatantly obvious that this team was
not going to have to rely solely on the efforts of one
boy. There were a number of boys who had the athleticism and skills that are needed if a team is to be successful, many of these coming from the larger than
usual Korean cohort that had joined the school.
The first true test of the season, as always, was against
St Benedict’s. Although defeated, the boys played with
great spirit and determination and it was plain to see
that, although somewhat raw ,the team had great potential. A relatively comfortable victory over an outgunned but game Emanuel followed and it was becoming apparent how effective a player Angelo was going to
be as he scored 3 of the 4 tries. The match against
RGS Guildford was the first of a number of very exciting
games that the boys were to take part in throughout
the season . Other players were also showing that they
were not prepared to stay in Angelo’s shadow and began to have a greater influence on the games. Both
Georges, Griffiths and Prentice, were invaluable in the
experience that they brought to the side and Josh Kim
had by now discovered the satisfaction that can be generated by laying a crunching tackle on a member of the
opposition. A decent campaign at the Surrey Festival
allowed the boys to gain the match experience that
they needed rapidly and more of the boys proved their
worth.
The games that followed the Festival were all against
tough opposition but the boys raised their game. Although they lost against St Olave’s and Trinity, both
were close affairs, particularly so the Trinity game,
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played in a quagmire and going to the final kick of the
match. The terrible weather that we all experienced
brought the pre-Christmas fixtures to a premature end
but by then Sam English, Conor Fulton and many others
had found their feet and were all contributing to the
excellent rugby being played.
The post Christmas weather showed little improvement,
with the resulting disruption to the fixture list. Of those
games that were played, the pick was the draw against
John Fisher, a match that swung from end to end from
the first to the last whistle. The XV-a-side season was
completed with comprehensive victories over Hampton
and Reed’s.
In the shortened form of the game the boys never quite
reached their full potential, reaching the semi-finals in
a number of the competitions but never the final. I am
sure that this season will see them learn from their
experiences and hence become an unstoppable force
on the 7-a-side circuit.
TW
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RUGBY RESULTS
Fixture

1st

2d

U16

U15

U14

Wallington

W 32-18

L 10-22

W17-0

W 29-19

W 31-12
W33-12

Isleworth & S. Rodborough (U15 Cup)
Heathlands

W 25-12

W 30-23

Emanuel

W 36-18

W 31-24

W 62-0

L 19-24

W 15-10
W 53-0

RGS G’ford

L 17-31

L0-48

L 14-28
L12-29

L 10-58

L 0-42
L

L 5-29

R.Challoner
(U15 Cup)
Haberdashers’

W 49-0

W24-10
W26-0
W15-5
W22-0

W 39-7

W

L 0-27

L 0-57

St.Benedict’s

W 20-17

L 8-12

W 37-5
L10-14
L 12-19
L5-14

W36-5
W15-10
L 10-32
L 10-15

Wimbledon C

W 32-10

St.Paul’s

L 20-26

L

Worth Abbey

W 53-0

W47-14

U13

U12

W 44-17
L 24-26

L10-71
L
W 62-12

W 62-0
L 17-22
L 0-30
L 19-33

L 0-64

L12-50
L

L 10-35
L

W24-12
W39-5

St.Olave’s

W 34-12

Windsor

W 50-17

Hampton

L3-13

W 50-6

W 27-10

L 20-24

W 17-13
W 19-15

L 12-32

Judd

L 16-31
L 12-21
L 6-13
L 5-20
W 37-12

L 10-48

L 0-18
W 42-0

W 34-21

C

W 17-8
W 45-7
L 7-44
L
W 19-15

C

L 5-58
L
L 5-38
L 0-65
C

C

C

L 3-12

C

L 0-34

C

L 5-29

L 5-50

L 5-41

L 12-29
L 0-10
D24-24
L 5-24

W 29-10

W40-0
W33-0

Pangbourne

D 12-12

W 40-0

Christ’s

W 24-3

W 53-0

Trinity

W 88-21

W 45-17

KCS

W 28-19

L 6-36

Wimbledon C.

L 20-22

RGS High W.

L 5-10

John Fisher

W 34-10

Ibstock Place

L 0-57

L 20-22

W24-15

Hampton

W 17-13

St.George’s

D 18-18

City Freemen’s

W 38-0

W 20-10

L 7-41

L 0-67

L 0-56
L0-40
L 5-40
L10-17

W 45-24

W 57-0
W 36-0

W 20-19
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CRICKET
1st XI
It was a remarkable lead up to the season. The captain
had been sacked before a bowl was bowled. Kamran
Toor, opening batsman and wicket keeper, had suffered a badly broken leg and form in the indoor nets
looked anything but promising. That Kamran played at
all this season is remarkable. That he was back practising at the very start of the winter nets, just 3 months
after his double fracture is simply incredible and
speaks so highly of his courage and determination. He
played in almost every game, kept wicket throughout
every game that he played in and opened the batting
throughout with extraordinary success. With Kamran fit
and the captain reinstated we could at last look forward
with a degree of optimism. The optimism was quickly
crushed, as it had been in 2010, with a loss to an efficient Reed’s side. Unlike 2010 this early set back was
not to prove terminal and the side developed from
match to match into a cohesive, hard-working unit.
Gevindu Liyanage can look back on a job well done for
it was his drive, enthusiasm and tactical acumen that
turned the side from an average outfit into one that
believed in itself and believed that it could win. We
were fortunate not to have any stars in the side. It
forced the team to play together and for each other in a
most attractive fashion. Yes, Kamran Toor was a tower
of strength for the runs that he scored and Gevindu
contributed whole-heartedly with bat and ball but Wisden will show 7 batsmen from the team who made the
cut and 5 bowlers. This was truly a team that relied on
the sum of its parts and which punched above its
weight.
So many players made such progress in 2011. Peter
Bray in particular turned a very modest 2010 season
into some spectacular performances with both bat and
ball. Robert Forster made an immediate impact with
the bat and showed as good a pair of hands as anyone.
Shiva Krishnan settled into a fine middle order position
and served an invaluable apprenticeship for the principal role that he will need to perform next year. Josh
Thomas turned in key performance after key performance with the ball and proved to be the captain’s
most potent weapon in restricting teams in mid innings.
His fielding, too, was quite outstanding. 2010 had been
a fine season for Chris Belcher but he was to embellish
it with some remarkable opening bursts in 2011. One
remembers in particular the 3rd ball dismissal of
St.George’s College’s remarkable Will Grant and the 2
wickets with the first 2 balls of the innings against Trinity. Tim Fawcett epitomised the spirit within the side,
fielding with remarkable athleticism in the covers and
eventually scoring the hard-hitting runs that have become his trade mark. Priyesh Patel won the Ben Lyon
bowling award through the sheer number of wickets
that he took during the season. He will bowl better in
2012 but for the moment he has the happy knack of
taking wickets when it matters.
Reigate had the misfortune to come up against Tiffin at
a time when the team had hit tremendous form.
Kamran recorded his maiden 1st XI century as the team
put together 306 for 5 in this 50 over match. Josh
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Thomas then returned the only 5 wicket haul of the
season in this impressive win. Kamran Toor was rarely
out of form and continued to a fine half century against
St.George’s Weybridge. This was an excellent team performance against yet another impressive side; there
are no easy fixtures any more!
St George’s had started as heavy favourites after a run
of high scoring performances. The significance of
Belcher’s removal of Will Grant was that Grant had already notched up 4 unbeaten league centuries prior to
this match. The match was brought to a premature finish by rain but the league rules placed the result firmly
in Tiffin’s hands. It was an unfortunate way to conclude
what was about to provide a brilliant finish.
The first win of the season came courtesy of Mobeen
Khan’s fine century against Kingston Grammar School.
It was a shame that, hard as he worked, he never really
found such fluency in his batting again in the season.
The third centurion of the season was, quite fittingly,
the skipper, who compiled a majestic 110 against the
M.C.C. Gevindu had a fine personal season but apart
from a decent 42 in the match with Hampton didn’t
really find his batting form before July. But a tally of
370 runs at an average of 30 per innings, together with
18 wickets at 22 apiece, speaks volumes for the influence that he had throughout the season.
There were no easy matches, even in Holland, and the
9 schools that compete in the 50/40 league have
brought new standards to every aspect of the game.
How different is 1st XI cricket from even 5 years ago!
The traditional all day, or indeed half day, declaration
game is now almost a thing of the past. Drawn matches
are almost unheard of. There were just 2 this year –
The Widger match and the game v City of London Freemen’s that was abandoned after 6 balls. But it is good
to be able to set and expect new standards. Matches
now have a compelling intensity and the limited over
format at senior level brings the entire game into a very
sharp focus. The format has now crept into U15 level
but that is probably as far as it should reach if boys are
to learn and develop the necessary skills that they will
need as their game and physical maturity progresses.
Congratulations to all Tiffin sides, both “A” and “B”
teams, for providing such a thrilling summer. The averages and leading performances table show the depth
of talent within the sides and we look forward to charting their progress in successive seasons, preferably not
at Wimbledon.
Congratulations, too, to those who spend long hours
coaching in the nets and umpiring the boys’ matches.
You make such an enormous impact upon their development as people and as sportsmen. Our thanks also
go Mike Hickman who works as hard as anyone to
maintain our playing surfaces and to all those who have
helped behind the scenes with catering, umpiring, scoring and running the highly successful indoor league
teams during the winter, the latter being the domain of
Simon Jones and Shan Shori.
MW
2nd XI
Although a return of just two wins from the nine fixtures
does not indicate a particularly successful season there

1st XI
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Netherlands Tour

[Photos: MW]

DUTCH COURAGE

1st XI vice-captain Kamran Toor and captain
Gevin du Liyanage prepare to reach parts the
Hague’s bowlers cannot reach.

Peter Bray scores to leg.

Job done.

Peter Bray goes Dutch.
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is much more to judging success than mere results
alone. Hopefully many of the players will have gained
positive learning experiences from their endeavours,
even in defeat. As ever with twenty seven players representing the team over the season, consistently turning
out the same side in consecutive games proved elusive
as exam pressures, injuries and call ups to the 1st XI
denied the side the continuity needed to be more successful. In spite of this handicap the side was captained with due enthusiasm by top wicket-taker James
Walsh who led the way with his accurate medium pace
bowling accounting for 15 victims. Whoever turned out
for the side, James always encouraged them to give of
their best and led by example with some tight bowling
and key wickets and the occasional dogged innings
with the bat. James was ably supported by regular
openers Miles Dilworth, who also doubled up as a very
capably safe pair of hands behind the stumps in his
wicket-keeping capacity, and Henry Edwards, both of
whom had deserved stints in the 1st XI at the tail end of
the season. Henry top scored with 112 not out against
Kingston Grammar School and topped the batting averages with Teja Kooner, who began the season with
some blistering innings but rather lost his way later on.
Where Teja succeeded early season, Dmitri Dharmasena struggled but came of age with a vigilant and determined innings of 60 not out at Reigate which saw him
elevated to a depleted senior side, and we never saw
him again or his exemplary fielding, which accounted
for five catches in the first half of the season.
On the bowling front Karan Grewal opened with fast
and accurate spells and was unfortunate not to take
more than his nine wickets, four of which came against
a rampant Hampton School batting line up that took
most of the Tiffin attack to the cleaners that day. Karan
also had a rather frustrating season with the bat but
with his undoubted ability and providing he keeps practising and working at his game I am sure he will be a
better player for not always getting it spot on this year.
Further bowling support was provided by the ever dependable and cheerful Tarun Nagpal who always gave
his all with his inswinging medium pace, his 3 for 15 in
seven overs at Emanuel School being the highlight,
along with a carefree knock of 32 not out against an
increasingly frustrated Hampton pace bowling attack.
Ali Garner also bowled with deceptive pace but lacked
consistency at times, his best spells coming at King’s
College School, Wimbledon, 3 for 30 from seven overs,
and at John Fisher, where he snared 4 for 12 in a mere
five blistering overs. Our turn to third change bowler
was Will Brunt who nearly always came up with wickets
in spells of somewhat variable accuracy.
Although the side were capable of scoring runs, as the
early season totals against Reed’s, Kingston GS and
Emanuel demonstrated, what they really lacked was a
consistent spin attack to bowl out sides. This undoubtedly would have helped turn some of the draws into
victories and perhaps slowed the scoring rates of the
stronger opposition. Fielding was tidy but the old adage
of “catches win matches” was no better illustrated than
in the frustrating draw against Kingston GS where two
superb full length diving catches were taken by Ali and
Henry only for four much more straightforward ones to

be floored. Keeper Dilworth accounted for ten victims
(nine being caught) and mention ought to be made of
the ever present Ben Carter who chipped in with valuable lower middle order runs and whose diving stops in
the outfield saved many boundaries.
The inaugural fixture against Reed’s School began positively with Edwards and Dilworth putting on 60 runs for
the first wicket. Miles went on to bat right through the
innings to score an impressive 89 with strong support
from Teja Kooner (37) at the end to enable Tiffin to
post a highly respectable 207 for 4 from their 35 overs.
Tight line and length bowling from debutant Karan
Grewal and skipper James Walsh restricted Reed’s reply in the first ten overs. However, their batsmen’s confidence grew with some wayward deliveries, though
with some ten overs to go they were looking comfortable on 158 for 5. Walsh returned to turn the game on
its head by taking three wickets in four balls and the
equation came down to Reed’s needing just four runs
off the last over for victory. Grewal was hit for three off
the first ball but then took the penultimate wicket clean
bowled. An injudiciuous attempt to take a quick single
off the last but one delivery proved fatal as Karan
smartly ran out the last batsman to ensure a tie and a
nail-biting finish.
Against Kingston Grammar School Tiffin posted 207 for
2 with it being Henry Edwards’ turn to bat through the
innings to register an undefeated 112, Teja Kooner
also rattling up a half century. However, in spite of Tiffin
bowlers’ valiant efforts, KGS survived to see out the
draw with eight wickets down.
Against Emanuel School Tiffin posted 193 for 9 from
35 overs as Teja Kooner (35) again proved the pick of
the batsmen. Although a few others got a start none
went on to make a substantial score, extras proving to
be top scorer on 42! In reply Emanuel got off to an indifferent start with James Walsh and Karan Grewal removing their openers cheaply. They were further
pegged back by a superb inswinging spell by veteran
Tarun Nagpal (3 for 15) and Will Brunt, again chipping
with a couple of wickets to reduce Emanuel to 105 for
8. Good ground fielding kept the pressure on but Tiffin
were not quite able to deliver the killer blow as Emanuel saw out the draw on 155 for 8.
At King’s College Wimbledon we lost early wickets but
Kooner (58) and Dilworth (31) steadied the ship to put
on 72 for the third wicket. Abdur Razzaq and Karan
Grewal kept the scoreboard ticking over nicely but fell
to injudicious shots as Tiffin reached 163 for 7 from
their 35 over allocation. KCS looked well set at 71 for 0
off 11 overs before Tarun Nagpal (2 for 40) and Ali Garner (3 for 30) struck back to take 3 wickets in quick
succession to reduce KCS to 86 for 3 from 17. Razzaq’s experienced tight leg spin claimed a couple more
wickets for just 18 runs from 7 overs and Will Brunt’s
accuracy accounted for a further three as KCS were
bowled out for 146 and the Seconds’ first victory of
2011. Catching honours went to keeper, and skipper
for the day, Miles Dilworth, who pouched three victims,
and Kooner who held a stinger at mid-on.
Hampton the following Saturday proved a very different
proposition as they rattled up an imposing 238 for 6,
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Grewal being the only bowler to really trouble them. At
85 for 7 in reply Tiffin looked likely to crumble until an
unlikely no nonsense 40 odd run partnership from
Nagpal and Sam Loyd gave a vague sense of respectability to the Tiffin response even though in a lost cause.
A depleted side could only draw with Reigate GS, with
the above-mentioned innings from Dharmasena being
the only highlight. The losses against very capable St
George’s College and RGS Guildford elevens proved to
be the low points of the season, the latter fixture featuring six Tiffin 3rd XI and Under 15 players as a reflection
of the lack of availability due to call ups to the school’s
senior side.
Finally at John Fisher the side achieved only its second
win with Grewal, Garner and Walsh running amuck as
Fisher were reduced to 53 all out.
Overall, in many respects another frustrating season as
to what might have been if we’d been able to put out
our strongest eleven in all fixtures and we’d found a
consistent spin bowler. Finally, my thanks to all those
who turned out and showed commitment to the cause.
Hopefully the new nets at school might encourage more
to practise and get some valuable exercise on a more
regular basis to offset the hours spent hidden behind
books. Many of those who played all season got deserved grade As at AS and full A-Level despite their
time commitment to cricket – it can be done!
IL
3rd XI
The itinerant All Stars team enjoyed the hospitality of
many schools far and wide.
The team was well led by Captain Rob Dean who selected with the correct blend of style and substance and
allied experience with new talent. There were plenty of
good batting performances, not least from the leader
who looked to dominate the opposition bowling and did
so in all bar one of his innings. The latter was in a good
team win at Reigate. This was a game where we held all
our chances well and worked together both in the field
and at the crease. There was some fantastic, intelligent
batting application from Harry Eaton, Vikash Patel and
Zubair Farooq. Tom Nichols was the senior figure who
added rakish style when at the wicket and good fielding
around the non-home grounds. The batting was generally good but some good shot application and graft by
the openers did not always last beyond the opening
bowlers. There were also some very good innings but
lasting partnerships of understanding and persistent
support left us getting a very good number of runs but
sometimes not quite enough to set a big score or chase
totals down.
The bowling saw some promising but often unrewarded
menace from Harry Eaton who was moving the ball too
much for batsman at this level. There was also some
pace from Aaranan Sivasubramaniam. Zubair Farooq
looked the most economical and often had batsmen in
trouble. Vikash Patel had the pick of the figures, hitting
a good patch of form in the pre-half term period. Again,
as with the batting, various bowlers would be on top
form, pitching the ball up and letting it swing, only for
lack of a tandem approach from the other end to pre-
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vent the obtaining of a vice-like grip that would control
a match.
The season showed many great contests. The best
shaped up to be the last of the year where a St
George’s jaunt via Gretna Green ended in our innings
with Rob Dean looking menacing,pushing for another
half century and beyond. This premature curtailment
was due to hail settling on the square followed by a
flood. This then led to a slightly less circuitous trip
home. On the up side, this did ensure the skipper an
average of 50 but a win would have been a more fitting
way to end the good season.
Overall nearly 40 played for either the 3rds or 4ths
which gave a lot of people opportunity, but the inherent
lack of continuity in the side did militate against its full
strength being realised. Next year we shall seek a core
of fully committed players who can be available to play
as keenly as they train avidly.
4th XI
Matty McConnell led a very experimental side to yet
another away fixture before he quite rightly forced his
way back into the 3rd team to good effect. Sam Dando
was the pick of the bowlers though the opposition
seemed to score at will before he came into the fray. A
pivotal partnership by the Captain (31) and Kiyan Djalai
(60) looked as though we could chase their total down
but a waddling tail of half a dozen birds meant it was
not to be.
Rob Dean
U15 XI
The enthusiasm for cricket remains very strong at Tiffin
in Year 10. In total, 34 players represented the school
at under 15 A, B and C level this year, and the season
was a very enjoyable one indeed! In the A team, only
one fixture was completely washed away, to leave the
final results as follows: five wins, four defeats and one
rain intervention. This only tells part of the story, however, as the U15s were consistently able to produce, in
the words of Messrs Williams and McCann, ‘proper
cricket’, and they remained unbeaten at home on fortress Grist’s.
The side was ably led by Peter Chamberlain, and able
deputy Matt Sandford, whose season opened with a
fine win at home against the noisy neighbours from
over the road. Wickets were shared evenly around, Angus Watkins (2-11), Sam Jones (2-12), Ollie Neeley (219) and Joe Baugh (2-5). Paul Franke, fabulous behind
the stumps all year, tidily snapped up two dismissals,
and the visitors were restricted to 106 all out. Hamish
Robertson (52*, including nine boundaries) opened his
shoulders to make short work of the chase, winning by
8 wickets.
The following Saturday, the U15s demolished the
Emanuel attack on the 2nd XI square, with Hamish
(59*, two sixes) again looking to score runs. He was
ably assisted by Alan Hutcheson (41), as Tiffin raced to
an intimidating 201-3 off their 31 overs. Emanuel lost
their first 3 wickets for only 10 runs, and soon decided
against trying to chase the total down, in favour of
hanging on for a draw. The twin spin assault of Joe

Baugh (3-10) and Peter Chamberlain (2-17) relished
the opportunity to get men around the bat, and the
U15s ripped through the order to win by 146 runs.
Hosting Wimbledon College the following Thursday, the
U15s had to adapt their batting to suit a 25 over
match. This time it was Peter Chamberlain (39, eight
fours) and Josh Graham (30) to put the bowling to the
sword, setting the College 146 to win.
The deciding moment in the game came in the very first
over, as the big-hitting opening batsman was held superbly by the skipper at mid off. Angus (2-18) and Joe
(3-14) made scoring very difficult, and superb work in
the field meant that the visitors finished 31 short of the
Tiffin total.
Against Hampton, Tiffin experienced a much more difficult time at the crease. Fast, accurate bowling and
good work in the field meant that Tiffin could only post
96 runs in their 33 overs, with only Matt Sandford (26)
able to get going. Despite the low total, Tiffin bowled
and fielded well, and it took Hampton 27 of their 32
overs to get the win, albeit by 9 wickets.
Tiffin were humbled by Reigate, which was very poor by
their standards, but amassed 130 for 8 against St.
George’s next time out. Peter (24), Matt (21) and Ollie
(26*) all got starts. The Georgians were 3 down for less
than 50 when the deluge came down.
Against St. Paul’s, Tiffin again had to be patient in their
batting, coping with full length, accurate bowling. In
their 25 overs, Tiffin cobbled together only 81 runs for
9, and injudicious calling cost them 4 batsmen. In reply, St. Paul’s knocked off the runs inside 17 overs, but
Tiffin’s never-say-die attitude did create a very entertaining last 30 minutes, as the hosts couldn’t seem to
score the final runs in rain of increasing intensity, despite their desperation to finish the game and cover the
square. Josh Graham’s futile gestures to persuade the
umpires that the rain was too heavy to continue, (the
hosts required only one to win, seven wickets and 8
overs in hand) were amusing, but the U15s were
soundly beaten.
At the height of the cricket season, several key players
were shorn from the side to provide ball boys for the All
England Tennis Club. With their coach fearing a severe
dip in form, the squad played intelligent cricket, and
showed a rich vein of form. Against John Fisher, the
opening pair of Matt Sandford (30) and Josh Graham
(37) set the platform for a strong innings of 141 for 7,
with a nice cameo from Paul Franke (17*) as the middle order accelerated. David Belcher (3-7) snared the
opening batsman with his first ball, and Joe Baugh (4-3)
and Janni Randhawa (2-12) made short work of the
Fisher order, all out for 29. Stand-in skipper Matt Sandford was right to ignore the errant advice from his
coach after the game!
In the last game of the season, RGS Guildford’s 178-8
was too many for the U15s, particularly as the greasy
surface made batting very difficult indeed after the rain
had soaked the wicket during the tea break. Ollie
Neeley’s wonderful innings (41) was the highlight of a
hard fought chase, that ended on 101.
The best match of the season was the penultimate
game at Trinity, Croydon. Without the ball-boys, Tiffin
fielded superbly, allowing David Belcher (2-18) and

Rathikk Ramesh (4-20) to attack. The diminutive spinner found an excellent line, and was rewarded with late
wickets. With the bat, Tiffin found runs hard to acquire,
but they were guided by Matt Sandford (37) and Alan
Hutcheson (25). Both were very patient, and waited for
the bad ball to score. After 20 overs, the U15s had only
reached 64, needing 50 off the last 10 to win. At the
drinks interval, the suggestion was made to increase
the tempo somewhat. Callum Fernando and Matt began very quickly, after the resumption, and improved
the run-rate to nearer 10, before Callum was run out at
the non-striker’s end. Janni, however, was in no mood
for running between the wickets, smashing 21 off 8
balls before being bowled. This left Tiffin 3 runs short of
victory, but David Belcher and Tim Edgar both perished
trying to finish the job in one shot, before Hari Johal
sensibly prevented the hat-trick. The next over, Joe
Baugh knocked off the winning runs in a fabulous
game. Tiffin won by 3 wickets.
Credit must go to the whole squad for their boundless
enthusiasm at training, both in the nets and in the field.
They were superb in terms of reliability and organisation, and I wish them all the best for senior cricket.
My thanks must go to the hardy bunch of parents who
came along to support, deliver, or indeed umpire the
boys, whatever the weather. Thank you so much Dag
Sandford too, for scoring immaculately, and supporting
all the boys this year. It was great fun……can we do it
again?
U15 B XI
The last Under 15 B squad season began extremely
well, showing signs of the amazing form produced in
Year 8. Consecutive wins against Wimbledon College
and Hampton saw Will Reed and Janni Randhawa show
off impressive batting with scores of 69 and 36 respectively. A dip was to be seen against Reigate where an
initial batting collapse put pressure onto our tail, but
the depth of batting within the side was shown, as Alex
Bowler, Nick Shuttleworth and Riwaj Shrestha would
hold out until the end of the innings and rack up 36
runs against a strong Reigate bowling attack. Alex, Nick
and Riwaj, along with Timothy Edgar and Rathikk
Ramesh, would provide many options for bowling, with
Rathikk gaining 4 wickets against St George’s and Tim
showing off his surprising batting ability getting 52 not
out, comfortably winning us the game. There were extremely good contributions from Ben Temple, Biri
Umasuthan, Tharsh Balenthiran and Yusef Oddy, impressing in the field, especially Nick Shuttleworth who
was easily our star fielder with some spectacular stops.
Unfortunately they would not get much opportunity to
bat throughout the season, though they would prove to
be vital when the second half of the season was hindered by players leaving for Wimbledon Ball Boys. Year
10 cricket was rounded off with a match against RGS
Guildford, where the full B team was retained. RGS
were bowled out for 43, with an exceptional bowling
performance from Hari Johal gaining 4 wickets. Overall,
this season ended at 4 wins out of 7, which is disappointing considering what could have been with a consistent side. The whole team is to be congratulated, not
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only for showing their ability, but the high level of teamwork and morale in every game.
Callum Fernando
U14 XI
Who said The Shambles was in York? There were a few
times this summer when it appeared to lie between the
Under 13s and the Under 15s at Tiffin.
I blame Rupert Murdoch – not for the hacking, though
there was plenty of it going on when Tiffin batted, but
for our boys’ lack of knowledge and awareness of the
game, its laws and lore, its technical requirements and
its subtle nuances. Manifestly, few have seen much
cricket, fewer actually studied it; and a definitive reason, surely, is that unless you have Sky Sport television
channels, you are limited to occasional 45 minute slots
of England matches on terrestrial TV in the evening.
Hence a season in which playing forward correctly was
rare, and back even rarer; too many batsmen attempted to score at 24 an over regardless of the state of the
game; shirts hung out in the field, where few singles
were saved, and where basic positions – gully, extra
cover, on side – and terminology – straighter, finer,
wider, squarer – were unknown, and where we might
start with 4 saving one and five boundary riders, yet
approach the last overs, under the cosh, with 2 close
catchers; bowlers’ legitimate line and length deliveries
were at a colossal premium (32 no-balls and 86 wides
in 9 games), and players asked me all afternoon what
type of game was it, how long/many overs left, and
could we draw if we didn’t win. Unsurprisingly, the senior partner in an opposition stand would inevitably keep
strike with a late-over single, no fielder able to read the
situation.
Jejeunenesse (they were not guilty of hubris) was undoubtedly compounded by shortage of mental acuity.
The team practised assiduously but often without a
sense of purpose, a fault remarked by Rat Gnanendran
last year: practice tended to become an end in itself
rather than a means to improvement. So little changed.
A batsman being bowled round his legs in mid-April still
was in mid-July; when running, everyone transgressed
down the middle of the pitch, and turned the wrong
way, and invariably the wrong batsman called, in the
last match just as in the first. When I warned one player for running on the wicket four balls consecutively in
practice, a senior hand shouted:
“Shouldn’t you take off points for that?” And cries of
“Well bowled!” accompanied countless deliveries harmlessly passing leg stump.
Pre-season I identified two winnable fixtures, the first
two, and later a third appeared – the last. And despite
myriad reservations, Kingston Grammar School and
Wimbledon College WERE beaten (the former by the
highest winning Under 14 total batting second for at
least 43 years), albeit not without alarums. But I advised the boys that their technically flawed, if attractively cavalier attitude would founder against better opponents, and so it proved. After half an hour we were a
deliquescent 15 for 8 at Hampton. Reigate also came
close to beating us before St. George’s (pusillanimous:
Tiffin 39 off the bat), Trinity (butchery, by 9 wickets)
and R.G.S. Guildford (marmalisation, by about 150
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runs) did. Meanwhile captain Ed Ervin with ball then
bat, staved off a fifth loss, to John Fisher. The ninth and
final match, at Ewell Castle, provided a much needed
third success (though Tiffin failed to utilise their over
allocation for the fifth time in six, the instance of
noughts reached 24, and of single figure scores, 66).
Ervin stayed remarkably cool and good-humoured under pressure and provocation: his batting drew favourable comments from opposition coaches, and when
bowling he generally kept abreast of opponents.
Charlles Shanmuganathan, betimes his own worst enemy, also enjoyed ill-fortune at the crease or, indeed,
well in front of it – he was adjudged LBW when hit on a
leg straddling the start of the protected area against
Kingston Grammar and – a first in my experience – on
a leg entirely within that area (more than 3 yards in
front of his stumps) against John Fisher. Meanwhile
the indomitably cheerful Russell Davies kept wicket
(apart from the Wimbledon College match!) with courage, conviction and increasing connoisseurship.
2011’s averages, however, do not bear profound scrutiny.
The irony is that despite everything, this season’s results were marginally improved. Moreover, though the
attack is admittedly anodyne, Akshay Khanna has genuine pace and off-spinner Josh Loyd (“one L of a player”) potential, while Khanna, Ervin, Tom Morse, Muhammad Muammar and several others could make
regular runs, and team catching, Sam Dale to the fore,
is meritorious: this cohort has the ability to succeed,
with enhanced mental application to transcend the
technical lacuna, and take things to the next level.
Thanks to Mike Hickman for good pitches yet again,
and the parents for their appreciated generosity.
Perhaps I should couple Murdoch with this year’s
coach…
TM
U14 B XI
The U14Bs had a very enjoyable season, winning more
than their fair share of games. With the bat Greg Lobo
got better as the season went on, scoring some important runs in the latter games and fielding well
throughout. Lewis Kean kept wicket very adeptly and
scored runs quickly if not consistently. Aneesh Sachdeva batted, bowled, fielded and captained the team with
aplomb and Alex Keane was not just an effective all
rounder but stepped in and captained the side astutely
when required. Once Arravin Jeyakarunakaran worked
out that bowling full and straight was the best approach
he began to take wickets on a regular basis and troubled the very best opposition batsmen. He also scored
runs down the order and fielded energetically. Charlie
Skirrow was the outstanding performer, applying himself better than all his team mates to the disciplines
required to be successful at cricket, and as a result he
played a number of games for the A team.
Tarun Mehta was probably the best batsman, displaying a range of shots most A team players would be
proud of. However, flaws in his footwork meant he didn’t score the number of runs in matches that you would
have expected. Having worked out what is required, I
fully expect him to break into the A team next year and

go from strength to strength. Tom Morris was dependable with the ball, attacking with the bat and excellent in
the field. Freddie Rigby broke into the side on the back
of some excellent bowling performances and never let
the team down, whilst Louis Freeman, a fantastic natural striker of a cricket ball, showed in glimpses how
dangerous he could be. A little more application in the
middle and he could be an A team player for the future.
Luke Sansom has worked tirelessly on his batting technique and when he can transfer his netting prowess to
the actual crease, he will be a regular in the side. Ole
Kamalanathan was the pick of the bowlers throughout
the summer. He took wickets with regularity, often striking in his first over, and was miserly when it came to
giving away runs. Pran Srishangar bowled and batted,
but it was in the field where he shone. Electric across
the ground and with a very strong arm, he was responsible for a number of fine run outs. Sachin Hampal was
unlucky with a mid season injury that affected his batting, but when he was fit he showed some of the best
technical ability in the squad. George Yang, Stefan Evans and Wilf Bairamian showed real potential in the
nets and will be successful in the future if they carry on
practising.
I’d like to thank all the boys in the U14s, those mentioned above but also the droves that turned out to
lunchtime nets and allowed us to field C and D teams
with ease. Their enthusiasm for the game was fabulous
and I hope it remains with them in the future.
SC
U13 XI
What a brilliant summer it was for this splendid bunch
of cricketers. Summer? No – for their season began a
long time ago in the chill of the winter! After a brilliant
run in the indoor league and knock-out competitions
that ran from November through to March, the side was
ready to take on the best of the Surrey U13 schools
teams that form the basis of Tiffin’s fixture list. The success of the side stems from the fact that it has a wealth
of talent but the enthusiasm behind the scenes from
parents, staff and coaches has been a vital contributing
ingredient. Foremost amongst these has been Simon
Jones who master-minded the winter campaign and
effectively ensured that the team was up and running
for the start of the season. Secondly, there was the
excellent Adam Brooks who, despite the fact that he
was only due to be at Tiffin for this solitary summer, did
the bulk of the term time organisation and papered
over the cracks left by the hired employees. Adam was
simply brilliant. Not only did he run, coach and manage
the U13b team to a highly successful season, he also
gave an inordinate amount of time to ensure that the A
team had meaningful net sessions, fielding practices
and regular team meetings. His input has been immense and he will be sorely missed here at Tiffin.
But what of the players? This is a team that gels very
well together and now that they realise that cricket is
not simply about a few exceptional players doing the
bulk of the batting and the bowling, they are beginning
to look like a solid team of eleven rather than an outstanding squad of five. For as Leicestershire so recently
demonstrated against Somerset, cricket is essentially a

team game reliant on the bit-part players to make up
the sum of the whole. This year’s bit-part players were
tremendous. First amongst these is Joe McKenzie who
fielded, batted and bowled with ever-increasing confidence. He has one of the safest pairs of hands in the
side and is a more than useful medium pace seamer.
Harvir Bhamra has the makings of a very fine leg-spin
bowler. He has a good action and simply needs more
overs in the middle to improve his control of line and
length. Subhodeep Biswas, Shaan Sethi, Minura Abeykoon and Shoka Ira all played a significant part in the
team success. All three have the talent to become very
good players. Minura opened the batting throughout
the season, was a constant presence in the nets and
showed that one day when he grows above stump high,
his evident class will shine through. The team’s success? It was a quite outstanding season with a solitary
defeat against, ironically, a B team – that of KCS Wimbledon. This was the only disappointment in an otherwise brilliant year but an excellent KCS B team showed
that this Tiffin team is far from the complete side and
still needs to work hard at consistency with bat and
ball, but above all to field better as a unit.
Following the winter’s success, a haul of 13 wins from
14 matches and the Plate shield from the Rokeby tournament was quite outstanding. It was only a shame
that the Surrey Cup semi-final match against Whitgift
had to be conceded.
Team after team was dismissed by the pace and accuracy of Vinay Samtani, probably the best opening bowler on the circuit. If Vinay didn’t do the damage it was
Bashir Bhatti, probably the best spinner on the circuit,
who mopped up. Bashir holds the season’s best figures
of 5- 10 against R.G.S. Guildford. In the bowling wings
were the excellent Dominic Jones and Josh Cook who
included amongst his season’s figures a hat-trick
against John Fisher. The lower order was rarely required to bat but the heavy margins of victory did give
the team the chance to rotate some of its key positions
in the batting line-up. Vinay Samtani headed both batting and bowling averages with the captain, Arjun Rana,
tight on his heels. There were impressive runs, too, for
Josh Cook and Dominic Jones, both of whom need to
become a little more selective in their approach to the
art of batting. Last but far from least, the wicket was
kept with remarkable aplomb by the excellent Max Talman. Max will one day be a leading all-rounder in
school’s cricket. His brilliant form in the indoor leagues
was not transferred to the grass season but he will persevere and needs to hone his batting technique to get
feet and bat moving in the right direction.
This team shows enormous potential and has a fine
group of B team players waiting in the wings. They are
fun to watch!
MW
TIFFIN UNDER 13 SIX ASIDE CRICKET TEAM
Playing evening indoor winter matches, they were U13
Cup: Winners, U13 League: Runners Up, U14 Champions League: Finalists
Manager Simon Jones writes:
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We played 15 matches: Won: 10 (+ 2 walkovers), Lost
3 - a great performance by any standards, particularly
given the last 4 matches were played in the U14 Champions League. The high spots for me were winning the
U13 cup and in the Champions League beating Staines
& Laleham A, a ‘fancied’ U14 team (who were runners
up in the U14 League). The most exciting (and nail biting) match was the U13 League decider v Chessington.
The game and league title were clinched by Chessington on the 5th ball of the final over but it could have
gone either way!
Success was based on a team who played as a team as
well as making a string of first class personal contributions and maintaining consistency throughout the season. There were some fine batting displays but the
team excelled in the field. We only conceded 100 runs
once (102 by Epsom, although we won the match). In
four matches we bowled the opposition out for less
than 50 (including our first match v Chessington).
Based on NRR we were the highest performing team in
the division stage of the U14 Champions League.
The team managed themselves – both as cricketers
and Tiffin representatives - in an exemplary manner.
Everyone took the captaincy and at some stage during
the course of the season everyone put on a performance that merited a ‘man of the match’ award. During
the season 9 of last year’s U12XI played for the team
and rotation seemed to have little (negative) impact on
the performance. I hope that bodes well for the summer.
Max Talman only missed out by 1 run on being the
most prolific U13 run scorer over the season (I think
that’s what I heard?) and is on the roll of honour with
four 25+s - I am sure others were not far behind.
Meanwhile, special thanks to organisers Darren Talbot
and Neil Bunting, and Richard Challoner School and
Toworth Recreation Centre for providing the venues.
U12 XI
As per normal, the U12 cricket season involved even
shares of highs and lows and I take great pleasure in
recounting the enthusiasm, enjoyment, nous, naivety,
brilliance and despair showed at various points in the
season. During this very short season there is little
time to gain confidence and momentum and get to the
point at which you are as competitive as can be. In our
early fixtures, where mistakes are always made, our
inexperience was particularly costly. By the close of the
season, the stature of the side was unrecognisable
from the team that got rolled over by Kingston Grammar in April. A very satisfying win against RGS Guildford enabled a positive and light-hearted final post mortem from Mr Kennis and I highlighting improvements in
individual talent and technique and also the collective
promise held by the side. What struck both of us was
how strong a unit of players this team is, how much
better they understand and work for each other and
how willing they are to put into practice the advice they
receive.
Already mentioned was the nousless defeat to Kingston
Grammar where, captain apart, there was no regard for
the value of one’s wicket and little understanding of
how to minimise the opposition’s flow of runs in the
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field. A successive defeat came at the hands of Reigate who blasted a total that was always going to be
out of our grasp. That said, there was encouraging resilience shown as we replied with a total of 104 all out.
We then had opportunity to be the bullies against
Emanuel and John Fisher, comfortably beating both.
Conor Fulton hit 47 not out and took three stumpings in
the former and he and George Griffiths both reached
half-centuries in the latter.
These wins acted as confidence boosts and good preparation for Hampton. We made fewer elementary mistakes and consequently were very competitive against
a formidable outfit. Good spells of bowling from Daniaal Bhatti (2 for 13) and Prannay Roy (3 for 16) and
good economy from spinners Krishan Sachdeva and
George Griffiths restricted them to 168 all out. In reply,
Conor got us off to a good start again with 36, but on
this occasion Daniaal Bhatti posed the bigger threat.
He struck the ball remarkably cleanly to reach 63 in
exciting and cavalier fashion. Further brave efforts
from Matthew Hinks and Aniket Borawake got the
scoreboard moving again after Daniaal’s departure and
we were far from disgraced as the innings closed on
151 for 9.
Having been outclassed for a second time by Reigate
and been unconvincing in a narrow victory over Emanuel, socks were pulled up for the Seaborn Trophy match
with St George’s. A splendid 54 from Daniaal Bhatti
was well supported by Krishan Sachdeva. Then Gian
Shori and Anish Khanna struck well at the death to enable a declaration at 130 for 9. Daniaal also did the
damage with the ball. He ripped through their top order
with 3 for 8 and was the catalyst for their collapse to
77 all out; another 3 stumpings in an innings from
Conor helped, too.
Wishing to forget much of what happened in the second contest of the season with John Fisher, mention
should be made of the only saving graces of the match.
Daniaal hit his third half century in typically disdainful
fashion and Yusuf Jackson (27) helped get us to a semi
-respectable total. It proved nowhere near respectable
enough, and they reached the total at the cost of a single run-out.
In our final 2 matches of the season, the side showed
what it is more capable of. Trinity, flush with County
representatives, were restricted to 119 for 4 in 25
overs. This was thanks to good, economical bowling
and sharp ground fielding all round. In response, the
Captain led by example. He shared partnerships of 40
with Daniaal Bhatti, 35 with Gian Shori and 25 with Will
Sharp on his way to an unbeaten 58. A 5 over spell
that went for only 7 from one of the Trinity bowlers was
all that separated us from victory. We ran out of overs
at 112 for 5, a meagre 8 runs short of what would have
been a fabulous win. Nonetheless, it was a tremendous effort and one which we took a lot of heart from.
A week later against RGS Guildford, we showed no fear
for what is a notoriously tough fixture. Again, bowlers
bowled with accuracy and fielders – particularly Stefan
Frost – threw themselves around to save runs. Consequently their batting capitulated to 96 all out. Wickets
were shared out (Hinks 2 for 12, Roy 2 for 9 and
Sachdeva 3 for 5) and there was a brace of stumpings

for Conor, taking his season’s tally to 10. What looked
to be a formality of a run chase, with Conor and George
scoring freely for the first few overs, became more of a
struggle as wickets fell. Casual and irresponsible batting cost us 5 wickets; simple catches, misjudged singles and dancing down the wicket to get stumped off
the first ball from a spinner made the game more competitive than it ought to have been. However, George
Griffiths held firm and as long as he stayed in, the win
was still likely. While George looked as safe as houses
at one end, Aniket Borawake looked anything but at the
other. Therefore, things looked less promising and the
responsibility on Aniket’s shoulders increased when
George was bowled by a horrible shooter. Aniket
showed no sign of worry and continued in belligerent
style. Although hearts were in mouths every time he
wielded, no matter how straight or full, he survived and
struck an invaluable 29. 3 more wickets fell needing
just 2 to win and it required the calm of Prannay Roy to
gracefully guide the winning runs into the covers with
us 9 wickets down. More difficult than it should have
been, this was a good win and a fine way to finish a
most enjoyable season.
This side boasts much talent and potential; everyone
bats and everyone bowls and it was often difficult to
give individuals as much of a game as I would have
liked. Conor, past the 300 run mark, Daniaal the 200
and George just shy of 150 were our most prolific scorers, whilst wickets were fairly evenly shared: Krishan
Sachdeva (10 at 17), Prannay Roy (10 at 12.6), Anish
Khanna (9 at 7.8) and Daniaal Bhatti (9 at 14.2).
George Griffiths, Yusuf Jackson and Will Sharp as promising spinners each took their fair share, too.
Three excellent shot-makers in the top-order, several
useful middle-order and a few others who don’t fear
putting bat to ball give good balance, as does a good
mix of medium-quick, medium pace and spin bowling.

With match-turning fielders in Matthew Hinks and
Conor behind the stumps, I await with interest to hear
how this side matures and achieves as it goes up the
school. A thoroughly rewarding year and I thank the
players for their enthusiasm, the parents for their interest and Mr Kennis for his experienced input and advice. Keep enjoying the game, boys, and you will enjoy
plenty of success!
CO
Reigate U12 6-a-side Tournament
With few fielders and plenty of scope for hitting boundaries, the U12 A team took full advantage. Conor Fulton, Daniaal Bhatti and George Griffiths enjoyed the
freedom that the format allows and each reached enforced retirement scores against Caterham B, Caterham A and Reigate B. Against John Fisher A in the semi
-final, chasing 58, Conor and George began well and
got retired. Having already hit two enormous 6s,
George returned to the crease needing 14 from 4 balls.
He then hit a third 6 but was caught on the boundary
attempting to hit another on the next ball. Sadly, we
fell 4 short of the target, but it was a brave attempt
nonetheless.
Meanwhile, the B team were making good progress in
the plate competition. Having run Trinity A and John
Fisher A close in the group rounds, they then beat Caterham B team to reach the plate final where they
would face John Fisher B. Tiffin were making a good
job of their chase and, needing 14 to win in the last
over, Aniket hit a 4 followed by a 6 to get retired and
bring Sam English to the crease. Needing 3 to win,
Sam gracefully glanced the last ball of the match off his
legs for 4 and secured the B team a well-deserved victory.
CO

Reigate U12 6-a-side Plate Winners, 2010. Back row: Stefan Frost, Prannay Roy, Gian Shori, Aniket Borawake, Mr Kennis.
Front:: Anish Khanna, Sam English.
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Cricket Results
Match

1st XI

Reed’s

L 142-9

Kingston Grammar
Reed’s (3rd XI)

146-4
W 288-8

216

2nd.XI
Forster 29
Toor 27
Khan 20
Khan 119
Toor 52
Forster 30
Bray 25
Patel 3-31
Belcher 3-43

T 207-4

207
D 207-2
147-8

3rd.XI / 4th XI
Dilworth 89 L 114
Djalai 60
Kooner 37*
McConnell 31
Edwards 26 227
Walsh 3-20
Edwards 112* L 202
Dean 87
Kooner 50*
Nichols 20
Brunt 4-21
205-2

U15 Colts

U14 XI

W 115
W 164-7
116-2 Hamish R 52*
163

Wimbledon Coll

W 145-5
114-6

Peter C 39 W 140
Graham 30
Baugh 3-14
106

U13 XI

Khanna 34 W 64-2
Dale 28
63
Ervin 23
Sharma 4-35
Ervin 3-32

U12 XI

Rana 40*
Rana 3-4
Cook 3-6

L 140

Toor 41
Gev 34

D 193-9
155-8

Kooner 35
Nagpal 3-15

L 97
204-2

Dean 37

W 201-3

143-3

Hamish 59*
Hutcheson 41
Sandford 23

Fulton 49

L 104
139-5

Fulton 26

Dale 34 W 62-1
Ervin 26
58
Sharma 20
Sharma 5-10

Reigate (Cup)

Emanuel
Reed’s (3rd XI)

L 112
113-3

W 154-6

Samtani 80
Jones 41*

W 98-3
Fulton 42*
96-9 Khanna 3-11

110

55
King’s Wimbledon

W 159-6

156

Forster 47* W 163-7
Bray 43*
Fawcett 24
146
Gev 4-20
Thomas 3-24

Kooner 58
Dilworth 31
Garner 3-30
Brunt 3 wkts

L 103
114-6

Emanuel

W

John Fisher

Hampton

Reigate

L 192

195-4
W 306-5

274-9
Rokeby (Cup)
Emanuel (u12)
St.George’s Coll.

W 219-9

Bray 42
Gev 42
Toor 34

Toor 106* D 139-5
Bray 45
Forster 37*
192-8
Krishnan 37
Thomas 5-55

Toor 53
Khan 34

118-4

L 127-7
238-6

L 79
259-4

Nagpal 32* L 163-9
Grewal 4-38
167-5 V

Patel 3-33

Dmitri 60* W 118-7 Varesh 42
Edwards 21
Froogh 20
Walsh 3-37
112-7
Nagpal 3-42

Edwards 40

A 66-2
235-5

Dean 43*

L 96
97-1

L 57
59-2

Sandford 26 L 55
56-3

D 120-7

W 99-7
Jones 20
52-9 Samtani 4-7
Jones 3-6
Khanna 30 W 45-4
Muammar 28
41
Samtani 4-7
Jones 3-15

W 98-3
Fulton 47*
97 Khanna 3-11
W 149-3
Fulton 73
Griffiths 51*
99
L 151
Bhatti 63
Fulton 36
168
Roy 3-13
L 97
171-6

196-5

A 53-3
130-8

L 48
178-4

W 88-3
85
W 143
23

Rana 41* W 81-9
Bhatti 3-9
67-9
W 130-9
77

Bhatti 54
Bhatti 3-8

Ewell Castle

W 244-5

Wimbledon Coll.

C

City Freemen’s
Incogniti

A 5-0
L 194

John Fisher

196-4
W 93-5
92

Dmitri 49*
Dilworth 39
Krishnan 36
Forster 33*
Toor 32
Kooner 22

W 128
Khanna 34
50 Khanna 3-19

W 46-1
45

Samtani 34
Samtani 4-10
Bhamra 3-1

W 76-0
75

Samtani 54*
Bhatti 4-12
Samtani 3-7

163

C

C

W 54-4
53

Dilworth 22*
Garner 4-12

Patel 4-11
St.Paul’s 20-20

L 121-9

R.G.S.Guildford

122-4
L 148-7

203

C

Forster 26
Toor 24

W 141-7
29

C

Fawcett 51* L 102-9
Graham 27
Toor 35
Hamish R. 22*
Dilworth 21
103-3
Patel 3-37

Trinity

L 81-9
84-3
L 101
178-8

W 113-7
112-9

H.C.C. The Hague

L 176

V.R.A. Amsterdam

177-3
W 153-5
40
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Bloemendaal C.C.

L 122

Quick C.C.

124-8
W 77-2

Past Captain’s XI

76
Gev 3-13
W 185-7

M.C.C.

184
L 190

Widger Match

248-4
D173-7
182-5 d.

C

C

W

L 114

Thomas 35
Toor 28
Dilworth 28

Bray 47
Khan 33
Gev 58*
Toor 50
Gev 3-5
Thomas 3-12
Dmitri 27
Gev 27
Razzaq 3-16
Gev 31*
Thomas 27*
Harshan 3-18
Bray 54
Fawcett 32
Forster 20
Gev 110
Forster 23
Fawcett 48
Edwards 32
C O’C 66*
Kapz 51

Graham 37 D 90-8
Sandford 30 129
Baugh 4-3
Belcher 3-7
Hamish 20

Neely 41 L 77
221

Sandford 37 L 95
Randhawa 21 99-1
Ramesh 4-20

Khanna 5-37
Ervin 3-9

Dale 23
Khanna 3-37

Khanna 45

J.Cook hat-trick

Bhatti 52
Jackson 27

115-2

W

Cook 59* W
Bhatti 6 wkts
Samtani 3 wkts

W 52-2
50

Bhatti 5-10
Samtani 3-12

D 112-5
119-4

Fulton58*

LEADING PERFORMANCES
BATTING
M.Khan
119
H.Edwards
112*
G.Liyanage
110
K.Toor
106*
M.Dilworth
89
R.Dean
87
V.Samtani
80
S.Krishnan
76
K.Toor
75
C.Fulton
73
W.Reed
69
T.Shuaib
65
D.Bhatti
63
D.Dharmasena
60*
K.Djalai
60
H.Robertson
59*
J.Cook
59*
G.Liyanage
58*
C.Fulton
58*
P.Bray
54
V.Samtani
54
D.Bhatti
54
K.Toor
53
H.Robertson
52*
T.Edgar
52*
K Toor
52
D.Bhatti
52
T.Fawcett
51*
G.Griffiths
51*
T.Kooner
50*
K.Toor
50
100 PARTNERSHIPS
139
C.Fulton (73) & G.Griffiths (51*)
105
H.Robertson (59*) & A.Hutcheson(41)
104
K.Toor (55) & M.Khan (34)
BOWLING
L.Perera
6-8
A.Sharma
5-10
B.Bhatti
5-10
A.Khanna
5-37
J.Thomas
5-55
J.Baugh
4-3
D.Jones
4-4
V.Samtani
4-7
V.Samtani
4-7
V.Samtani
4-10
P.Patel
4-11
A.Garner
4-12
B.Bhatti
4-12
R.Ramesh
4-17
G.Liyanage
4-20
R.Ramesh
4-20
W.Brunt
4-21
A Sharma
4-35
K.Grewal
4-38
HAT-TRICKS
B.Bhatti
C.Fulton (Stumpings)
J.Cook
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v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

Kingston Grammar
Kingston Grammar
M.C.C.
Reigate
Reed’s
Reed’s
Emanuel
Trinity
Trinity
John Fisher
Hampton
Hampton
Hampton
Reigate
Reed’s
Emanuel
St.George’s College
V.R.A. Amsterdam
Trinity
Past Captain’s XI
Wimbledon College
St.George’s College
St.George’s College
Kingston Grammar
St.George’s College
Kingston Grammar
John Fisher
R.G.S.Guildford
John Fisher
Kingston Grammar
V.R.A. Amsterdam

1st XI
2nd XI
1st XI
1st XI
2nd XI
3rd XI
U13
1st XI
1st XI
U12
U15b
U13b
U12
2nd XI
4th XI
U15 Colts
U13
1st XI
U12
1st XI
U13
U12
1st XI
U15 Colts
U15b
1st XI
U12
1st XI
U12
2nd XI
1st XI

v
v
v

John Fisher
Emanuel
St George’s College

U12
U15
1st XI

v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

Kingston Grammar
Wimbledon College
R.G.S.Guildford
John Fisher
Reigate
John Fisher
St.George’s College
Hampton
Reigate
Ewell Castle
John Fisher
John Fisher
Wimbledon College
St.George’s College
King’s College Wimbledon
Trinity
Kingston Grammar
Kingston Grammar
Hampton

U13b
U14
U13
U14
1st XI
U15 Colts
U13
U13
U13
U13
1st XI
2nd XI
U13
U15b
1st XI
U15 Colts
2nd XI
U14
2nd XI

v
v
v

Emanuel
Emanuel
John Fisher

U13
U12
U13

Munchkin Magic

Tiffin Under 12 XI at Emanuel

UNDER 12 BOWLING QUARTET

Prannay Roy

Will Sharp

Krishan Sachdeva

Daniaal Bhatti

UNDER 12 XI

Off side technique: Stefan Frost

UNDER 13 SIX-ASIDE CRICKET TEAM

Subhodeep Biswas, Minura Abeykoon, Vinay Samtani, Josh Cook, Max Talman and Dominic Jones

UNDER 14 XI

TM, Josh Loyd, Malik Oddy, Sam Dale, Akshay Khanna, Muhammad Muammar, Akshay Sharma, Sharif Dougramaji,
FRONT: Tom Morse, Charlles Shanmuganathan, Ed Ervin (captain), Russell Davies

1st XI

Kamran Toor showcases 'The Flamingo'

1st XI

Gevin du Liyanage on the front foot

Arun Harinath

2004-5's Captain of School cricket follows Kevin Pietersen out to bat for Surrey v Cambridge MCCU at Fenner's. Arun scored 80, KP 30

CRICKET AVERAGES
BATTING
Name
1st XI
K.Toor
G.Liyanage
P.Bray
M.Khan
R.Forster
T.Fawcett
S.Krishnan
J.Thomas

Inns

N.O.

Runs

19
15
16
16
19
15
16
12

3
3
1
1
4
1
0
2

640
370
393
319
280
248
243
113

106 *
110
54
119
47 *
51 *
76
35

40.00
30.83
26.20
21.26
18.66
17.71
15.18
11.30

2nd XI
T.Kooner
H.Edwards
M.Dilworth
D.Dharmasena

7
8
10
5

2
1
3
1

188
263
187
84

58
112 *
89
60

37.60
37.57
26.10
21.00

3rd XI
R.Dean
H.Eaton
A.Jahangir-Basit
M.McConnell
B.Carter
Z.Froogh
T.Nichols

5
2
2
2
2
3
4

1
1
0
0
0
0
0

200
19
28
26
22
31
31

87
14
14
14
13
20
20

50.00
19.00
14.00
13.00
11.00
10.33
7.75

U15
O.Neely
H.Robertson
P.Chamberlain
M.Sandford
J.Graham
A.Hutcheson

5
9
7
10
10
6

1
2
0
0
2
0

93
161
126
165
135
101

41
59 *
39
37
37
41

23.30
23.00
18.00
16.50
16.90
16.80

9
9
8
9

2
0
0
0

129
159
98
101

28
45
34
28

18.43
17.67
12.25
11.22

U13
S.Biswas
V.Samtani
A.Rana
J.Cook
D.Jones
J.McKenzie

4
12
10
7
9
5

3
3
4
2
3
1

39
306
166
96
106
47

14
80
41
59
41
17

U12
C. Fulton
D. Bhatti
G.Griffiths
A.Borawake
M.Hinks
Y.Jackson

11
11
11
8
7
10

2
0
1
1
3
1

329
211
147
66
30
60

73
63
51 *
29
15
27

U14
E Ervin
A.Khanna
S.Dale
M.Muammar

Highest

Average

*
*
*
*

39.00
34.00
27.67
19.20
17.67
11.75

36.56
19.18
14.70
9.43
7.50
6.67
73

BOWLING
Name
1st XI
P.Patel
C.Belcher
J.Thomas
G.Liyanage
P.Bray

Overs

Maidens

Runs

Wickets

Average

102.1
83.5
79
87.2
108.5

14
9
8
11
6

427
356
344
404
592

26
19
18
18
16

16.42
18.73
19.11
22.44
37.00

29
34
55
43
52

3
3
5
4
3

119
197
255
179
279

8
12
15
9
11

14.88
16.42
17.00
19.89
25.40

3rd XI
V.Patel
H.Eaton
H.Paripooranananthan
A.Sivasubramaniam

10.5
29
10
13

2
4
1
1

41
153
57
94

5
6
2
3

8.20
25.50
28.50
31.33

U15
J.Baugh
A.Watkins
R.Ramesh
J.Randhawa
D.Belcher
S.Jones
O.Neely

38.3
35.1
29.5
14.4
46
17
23

11
8
1
2
6
0
0

109
104
101
75
171
63
119

13
8
7
5
11
4
5

8.38
13.00
14.43
15.00
15.55
15.75
23.80

U14
A.Sharma
J.Loyd
A.Khanna
T.Morse
E.Ervin

30.3
26.4
55.1
30
36

1
0
6
2
3

160
140
214
128
187

12
10
13
7
9

13.33
14.00
16.46
18.28
20.77

U13
B.Bhatti
J.Cook
V.Samtani
D.Jones
H.Bhamra
A.Rana

51.2
27.3
50
41
6.5
41

14
4
11
7
1
7

127
88
143
139
34
134

31
16
23
20
4
14

4.09
5.50
6.22
6.95
8.50
9.60

U12
A.Khanna
M.Hinks
P.Roy
D.Bhatti
K.Sachdeva

26
15
34
44.2
36.1

5
4
9
10
6

71
66
126
128
170

9
6
10
9
10

7.89
11.00
12.60
14.22
17.00

2nd XI
W.Brunt
H.Karunakaran
J.Walsh
K.Grewal
T.Nagpal
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CRICKET: FROM THE COMMON ROOM
This article, a regular feature since 1978, has become
virtually redundant: in a summer term of much good
weather half a dozen staff fixtures failed to materialise,
leaving only The Widger on which to report.
Here, Gev Liyanage’s men, boldly assertive, adopted
the tactic of insertion. After MW had blunted their
opening attack, and IK hefted an immense six, Kapilan
Balasubramaniam crafted a fifty powerful yet refined,
while CO (66 not out) progressed from initial caution to
majestic belligerence, adding 82 unbroken with SC
(16*).
The resultant 182 for 5 declared appeared unsurpassable as the evergreen Mike Hickman shrugged aside
injury to bowl 7 overs, 2 wickets for 15, until Henry Edwards (32) and the estimable Tim Fawcett (48) produced a pulsating partnership of 71, ended only by an
involuntary deflection off Kapz’ ankle at the bowler’s
end. O’Connell, Marley, White and Brooks were dynamic in the field, causing the School to finish just short
with 7 wickets down, a draw enabling the Staff to retain
the Widger Trophy.
TM
TIFFIN INVITATION TOURING SOCIETY
The 35th consecutive (now mini) Devon tour comprised
an afternoon’s golf at Okehampton, an all-day cricket
fixture on Tavistock’s tor-top venue, then afternoon
matches at Kilmington and Budleigh Salterton. Thirties
from Ravi Uthayashanker (fast) and Ian Burrows
(considered) propelled us to 139 on a wet surface in
the opener, after which Tavistock reached 102 for 2 in
reply, only for Manish Patel (4 for 48), IB (4 for 35) and
our superb fielders to restore dignity before the hosts
inched in with 9 down. Sixties from Kapilan, Andrew
Nutt and Martin Kukla (not out) helped realise 248 for
4 declared at Kilmington, who seemingly had no answer to IL, Kapz and run outs (3 wickets apiece) – until
their last pair crashed 97 off 10 overs, before CO broke
the stand and won the game.
Finally 162 for 8 declared (IB 51 not out) was never
enough at Budleigh, who cruised home almost apologetically by 9 wickets. An enjoyable venture orchestrated as ever by MW had seen Andy Nutt pass 1500 career tour runs, Kapz pass 1000, and IL reach a phenomenal 150 career wickets, moving into second place
in the all-time list behind only the legendary Bert Seaborn.
TM
THE HANSOM AWARD
This trophy, commemorating Olly Hansom (1st XI and
Tercels in the 1970s), is presented annually to the
most improved school team wicketkeeper, and though
2011’s recipient is an Under 12 who from early summer exhibited a rare appreciation of this most taxing of
cricket disciplines Conor Fulton further developed and
polished his approach sufficiently to meet the award’s
terms of reference. He is a wicketkeeper-batsman,
rather than the reverse, and in congratulating Conor on

his achievement, we wish him many more years of success at Tiffin and beyond.
TM
BOAT CLUB
After very successful summer racing, the rowers of
TSBC immediately geared up for the bracing autumn
head race season. With high expectations for the club’s
achievements, the 2010-11 Captain of Boats Greg
Street and Vice Captain Jonathan Williams have encouraged increased training across year groups and the
rowers have responded with enthusiasm and solidarity.
This club-wide commitment to improvement was further
strengthened by the club’s half-term training camp for
which we decamped to Walton Rowing club. An intensive three days of three sessions each culminated in a
mini-head against the Walton Junior rowers, in which
TSBC dominated.
The next few weeks saw a flurry of racing; our J18 quad
was tested at Four’s Head of the River, their time placing them 25th in a massive category. Also racing was
Richard Clarke in a Tideway Scullers/Stowe School/
Tiffin composite quad, which placed an impressive fifth
in the same category. Kingston Small Boats Head soon
followed, and Tiffin put out a staggering 22 crews. The
J18 quad found satisfaction this time and easily won
their category. An exciting win also came for our only
Tiffin Girls’ entry in the Women’s J15 quad.
Tiffin celebrated last year’s successes at our annual
dinner on 12th November, where we were joined by the
Heads of both the boys’ and girls’ schools. Our guest
speaker was Steve Gunn, who is the head of the Great
Britain Rowing Team’s Start Program, and former British Rowing Men’s High Performance Coach. J15 rower
Jack Pearce was named Outstanding Junior Rower, and
Aaron Moran of U6 won the Coaches’ Senior Rowing
Prize.
TSBC have been making improvements this year both
on the water and off. In conjunction with Kingston Rowing Club we applied for a 99k grant from British Rowing
for matched funding to improve our boathouse and
landing stage. Both cubs are committed to the development of the existing boathouse as a destination centre
for those rowing at Tiffin school(s) and within the Royal
Borough of Kingston. In order to obtain the grant we
had to submit a lengthy Sports Development Plan giving financial details of both parties combined with
measurable milestones which highlighted our commitment to development and increased participation in
rowing as a successful British sport up to and beyond
2012. Jointly, both cubs plan to increase overall participation by an average of 66%, which we will achieve by
offering Learn To Row courses as well as by continuing
to expand and develop rowing within Tiffin Girls. We
also plan to launch ‘Explore Rowing’, a new British Rowing initiative which aims to make rowing appealing for
those who, often due to academic constraints, don’t
feel they can commit to heavy training, but still want to
improve their skills and enjoy the sport.
It was a busy spring for TSBC! In the second week of
the Easter holiday, the team headed off on training
camp to the Bosbaan rowing lake in Amsterdam, Holland, with high hopes for building a strong racing team
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come the summer. The team were welcomed with
warm weather, beautiful water and long days training
alongside the Dutch national squad. Upon our return
we were ready to face the upcoming spring races, and
get stuck into side-by-side sprint racing.
The season started with Chiswick Regatta on the first of
May, and a number of successes there started our season off with a bang. Stand-out winners were Eddie
Rolls, who won his IM3 singles category, Richard Clarke
winning the Junior 16 singles, and the J16 quad of Nathan Holt, Richard Clarke, Jack Claydon and Joel
Nulsen who showed great promise for success in larger
races to come.
The racing at Thames Ditton Regatta saw more successes; the results were so improved on those of last
year that the day gave us even more confidence going
into the busy racing month. TSBC dominated several
events; the most exciting race of the day came in the
form of a Tiffin vs Tiffin final race in the J18 doubles
event, with George Nottidge (Upper Sixth) and Jonathan
Williams (Lower Sixth) narrowly beating the Lower Sixth
pairing of Aaron Moran and Greg Street. Special mention must be made of George Nottidge’s extraordinary
performance in winning both his doubles and singles
events – after four races in two hours, he certainly
earned his trophy! Nearly all of the competitors made
the semi-finals or finals, showing the entire team to be
on fine form.
The Tiffin rowers began the busy summer racing season by facing a mercilessly windy National Schools Regatta in Nottingham. The fierce weather conditions
meant that the Championship 4x and the two J15 4x+
were denied side by side racing but made strong showings in large and competitive processional events on
the Sunday. Though Friday and Saturday’s racing did
feature multilane races, the weather proved a very
challenging opponent, and we were proud of the day’s
racing, particularly of the J16 4x+ who made it into the
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semi-final round. All in all it was a tumultuous weekend
of racing; here’s hoping for calmer waters next year!
The next few weeks saw intensive training, particularly
by the senior quad of Aaron Moran, Jack Claydon, Richard Clarke and Joel Nulsen who charged into Marlow
Regatta at full speed, hoping to get a good look at their
Henley competition. They did just that by competing
well against two strong Leander boats to finish an impressive fifth. They then almost immediately faced increased competition days later at Henley Royal Regatta, competing in the Fawley under new rules where
combinations are no longer permitted. The end result
of this rule change was a massive 68 crews competing
for 12 non-allocated spaces. The Tiffin quad just
missed out on qualification, finishing 18th, some 2 seconds behind the 12th placed crew. Athough they were
disappointed not to have gone further, the club is extremely encouraged by their successes.
The summer season was capped with Kingston Regatta, held on our home stretch of the Thames. The weekend saw wins for the J18 2x of Greg Street and Will
Beedham, as well as our Women’s J15 4x+. Additionally the Sunday saw five boats reach their event final,
including the impressive J14 Tom Hodson in his single
and the cox-rower pairing of Sam Mitchell and Michael
Morris in their J15 2x. We then finished the year with
the annual House Regatta, in which our newly appointed Captain of Boats Will Beedham was introduced,
along with Vice-Captain Richard Clarke and Head of
Lower School Rowing, Guy Thomson.
As the Boat Club continues to develop we want to thank
all those who support us; teachers, parents, and old
boys alike. We continue to go from strength to strength
and could not continue to make these strides without
the generous contributions of both time, money and
genuine enthusiasm of the wider TSBC family. Thank
you!
KF

ATHLETICS
All boys should be proud of their achievements this
year on the track and field. As always competition is
very fierce within the borough and this year at
Kingsmeadow .
Well done to all boys on a very rewarding season.
WM

BADMINTON
Tiffin Under 19 VI remained at the top of the tree in
2010-2011 but the season became truncated due to
administrative problems with the league fixtures which
meant that neither the Surrey League Cup, nor the Surrey Knock-Out Cup (both of which Tiffin hold) were competed for. This was a shame since Peter Bray and his
team had a remarkably good six and whenever Aaron
Cheng could play for us, it was a brilliant six. In fact the
only competition that was played to a conclusion was
our own Under 19 Invitation Tournament. This was a
tremendously hard fought afternoon’s badminton with
the two top schools seeded to reach the final. Tiffin
duly played the very strong Wilson’s outfit and with the
match tied at 4-4 with the final game tied at 20-20 Wilson’s crept over the line. The standard of play between
these two schools was staggeringly good and Peter
Bray, who has represented the 1st VI for 4 years,
Prashanth Thambimuthu and Louis Tam can be proud
of having maintained Tiffin’s badminton at an excellent
standard. Lower down the school, enthusiasm runs
high but on occasions fails to meet expectations, particularly against the strength of Wilson’s who will dominate the game in Surrey for the foreseeable future. If
Tiffin can sit on their shoulders in second place they
will have done extremely well!
MW

BASKETBALL
Best Achievements:
Surrey League, 2nd (U15s)
Surrey Cup, Runners Up (U15s)
National Cup Quarter Finals, Runners Up (U15s)
The U15s (15 wins from 20 - 75%)
The U15s had a great season of basketball, losing only
to Hollyfield, Archbishop Lanfranc, Harris Merton Academy and St Mary’s from Croydon. With too many games
to mention the team excelled and progressed from 64th
nationally last season to 8th this season, narrowly losing to St Mary’s away from home 84-82 in the quarter
finals of the national cup. This result goes to show what
a great team the U15s are as St Mary’s were runners
up in the national cup final a few weeks later, losing 83
-81. The U15s also achieved the biggest win since I
have been teaching at Tiffin by beating Kelsey Park
School 123-4. A 75% win record is not a fair reflection
of the U15s ability as they lost 4 of the 5 games due to
injured players being absent and also lost them by less
than 10 points.

Starting Five
Tim Livingstone has not only grown in height over the
last year but his 3 point shooting, rebounding, fitness,
drives and gameplay have also grown. He was the highest points scorer in the school and was good enough to
be coached by former LA Laker Steve Bucknall during
the year. Tim is a fantastic basketball player and if he
continues to improve and develop will play professionally in the future.
Captain Mohamed Ali has also grown in skill and confidence this season. His mix of skill and strength has left
opposition dazed and confused. His ability to drive to
the basket, no look pass and score has worked well for
the team and placed him second as the highest scorer
for the school behind Tim. With Tim and Mo playing
together it’s very rare for the U15s to lose matches.
Hasan Mohiaddin has really worked hard on improving
his footwork and his shooting and he is as reliable as
anyone when it comes to training, coaching or playing.
His three point shooting is very good and if anyone was
needed to hit a three pointer in the last few seconds of
a game, he would be the go to guy.
Tom Edwards is the best post player we have had in the
school, and when he’s on fire no one can stop him.
From rebounding to scoring he is a threat to any defence or offence a school has.
Peter Chamberlain/Paul Franke. It’s impossible to separate these two point guards. Their size always makes
opposition think that they are no contest, but when they
have the ball they cause serious damage to any
school’s defence with accurate passing, quick driving
and precision shooting. Their play-making on the court
is also as good as any other point guards I have seen
for their age group.
Bench
Zayd Mehdi has developed his ability of driving to the
basket and is one of the best players in the team for off
-loading the ball under pressure; his lay ups and shooting have also improved and he is a dependable player
on the court. Tim Edgar has made a big impression
and his footwork and shooting are as good as anyone’s
on the team. His mid-range jump shot is effortless and
he rarely misses. David Belcher is strong and determined and I can remember some fantastic baskets he
has scored to help us win games at crucial times during
the season.
Gagan Sidhu has learnt so much in a short space of
time and he is very close to making the starting five for
future games through his strength and finishing. Daniel
Chen and William Reed are also very effective on the
court and the killer crossovers the two of them have
done in games have left our bench cheering and the
opposition bench embarrassed. Nick Shuttleworth is a
great basketball player whose real passion is for rugby,
but he gives the basketball team the extra edge when
on court and has a great mid-range shot. Bharkulan
Nithiyabhaskaran and Riwaj Shrestha are always important to the team; they work tremendously hard on
court and have made some vital blocks or steals during
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games to help the U15s maintain their high percentage
wins.
Other teams also had success during the year and
there are some great players to look out for in the future including Angelo Buter, Arash Hussaini, Ali Fouladiasl, Andrew Siu, Alex Demetrescu, Daniel Wheatcroft,
Praniith Selvaranjan and Shane Selvadurai, all of whom
are playing beyond their years. A big thank you also
goes to Gogulan Nithiyabhaskaran, Raekulan
Nithiyabhaskaran, Shane Selvadurai, Zayd Mehdi and
Hasan Mohiaddin for their coaching of the younger
players before school. Next season all age groups will
compete in the Surrey League, Surrey Cup or National
Cup.
WM
Basketball Tour of Atlanta, Georgia
Day 1
In April last year 20 Tiffin pupils, Mr Martin, Mr McKenzie and Mr White travelled to Atlanta, Georgia for a
week of training, matches and sightseeing.
Getting pupils to school on time in the morning can
always be a challenge, especially when everyone had to
arrive at Birkenhead Avenue at 4.30am. However, with
everyone on time it wasn’t long before we were on our
bumpy 9.5 hour Delta flight to Atlanta.
Once we arrived at our hotel there was enough time for
a quick shower before heading off for our evening meal
at an Irish restaurant/bar to watch the Chicago Bulls
take on the Boston Celtics. To say that everything in
Atlanta is big would be an understatement and this
included the food portions and free refills which boys
fully took advantage of. The starter was so big it could
have been mistaken for a main course!
After a team talk back at the hotel the players headed
for bed as they had their first match the following day.
It was only 8pm local time; however, it was 2am over in
the UK and the boys needed their sleep.
Day 2
Being international sportsmen, as these pupils now
were, meant treating their bodies like a temple, preparing mentally and physically for training and matches
after a long flight, so what better way to do this than by
going to the World of Coca Cola. Boys learned about the
history of Coca Cola, how it’s made, watched a 4D movie and best of all they got to try all 63 different varieties
of Coca Cola products and make their own Cola. It was
agreed that the Coca Cola drink ‘Beverley’ was the
worst tasting drink ever made and should never have
been produced. There were certainly some very happy,
energetic basketball players leaving Coca Cola world
that afternoon.
After lunch the sugar rush subsided and we headed by
coach for our first fixture, about an hour upstate from
our hotel. Considering the venue was a local school, the
boys were amazed at how fantastic the facilities were.
The school had an Athletics track, American Football
pitch and Basketball courts with seating for 500 spec78

tators including many other facilities. The basketball
team’s dressing room was out of this world. It looked
like a dressing room NBA players would have used. The
players had jerseys hanging up in their changing area,
new trainers with their names on and a 70 inch television with leather sofas for the players to use; there was
even gym equipment.
The boys got changed and ready for their first set of
matches. The U15s played first and they lost 42-33, not
bad considering they were playing against a town team
and not a school team, and had been travelling all the
previous day. The U14s also played well considering
some of the players had never played a competitive
game of basketball before. They finished the game losing 52-32. All boys had a fantastic time and socialised
with the opposition after the game playing 3 on 3,
‘gotcha’ and one on one. Daniel Eke was the winner of
the one on one competition.
Day 3
The next day saw some of the boys travelling to Dr Martin Luther King Blvd and museum and they really enjoyed the experience: it was a really peaceful and calming place where boys got to learn, relax and reflect. This
was followed with a more up tempo game of American
Football in Centennial Park where the Olympics were
held in 1996.
Day 3 seemed to involve several lookalikes ranging
from the Soya Silk Advertising lady at a stall in Centennial Park who had an uncanny resemblance to Alicia
Keys, to the Bernie Mac Recreation Manager at the
basketball training facility. He not only looked like Bernie Mac but sounded like him as well. The ultimate spot
of the day was our coach driver who looked and sounded like Morgan Freeman. It was unbelievable.
The boys had a great training session on day 3 playing
games, working on their shooting and defending, before heading back to the hotel for dinner. For the rest of
the evening the boys spent their time doing a sports
quiz, surfing the net and preparing for tomorrow's shopping trip.
During the match I think we performed really well and I
was grateful to score, but the previous trip to Coca-Cola
world left me with a bad taste in my mouth. Never drink
Beverley! James Newall.
Day 4
After a 6am run around Atlanta the entire group had
breakfast at the hotel and headed to Lenox Mall for
shopping. After 4 hours of shopping the boys were exhausted and we headed back to the hotel by train using
our 'breeze' passes (the ATL equivalent of an Oyster
card). The boys then had a split decision on whether to
watch an NBA game at the hotel or head to the Olympic
Park to play American Football, so half stayed at the
hotel with Mr Martin and the other half went to the
Olympic Park with Mr White and Mr McKenzie. The Year
groups of 8, 9, and 10 bonded well, and staff were very
impressed with their time management during the tour.

The basketball has been great! OMG, my shoes that I
wanted were too small. Best highlight: London 9 degrees, Atlanta 29 degrees. Will Reed
Today we went to Lenox Mall by train to hit the shops. I
bought some new basketball shorts, basketball shoes,
a Ralph Lauren hoody, and an Abercrombie shirt which
were all really cheap! Great day and it was nice to relax
in the afternoon. David Belcher
Day 5
The day began with a typical nutritious breakfast for the
athletes and a bowl of Granola and a glass of orange
juice for the staff. Even though the bus driver got lost
on the way to our American Football training session we
still made it in time for our Atlanta Falcons training session. Boys took part in passing, catching, skill work,
drills and finished with a game at the end. The boys
also appreciated the token gifts they received from the
Falcons before heading to the basketball courts for
their 2 hour training session.
This basketball session focused on defensive positioning as well as a free throw competition won by Tim Edgar (9 from 10), a 3 point competition won by Daniel
Eke and a dribbling/shooting competition won by Tim
Livingstone.

During the matches I received emails from parents
back in the UK saying how great the live game was and
how clear the picture and sound was, definitely something we will try and do again for future tours.
Once the boys returned to the hotel and got changed,
they headed to Centennial Olympic Park for the awards
presentation. The awards for the tour were as follows:
Most Valuable Players - Peter Chamberlain, Tim Livingstone, Daniel Wheatcroft, Arravin Jeyakarunakaran
Most Improved Players - Ira Shokar, Tim Edgar
Best Play on Tour - Will Reed
Best All Round Tourist - David Belcher
Best Sportsman - Daniel Wheatcroft
The boys then returned to the hotel to an end of tour
evening meal and a chance to pack their bags ready for
departure the following day.
The whole trip has been great - especially the NBA
match. LeBron and Wade's dunks were epic!! The mall
was huge and we didn’t even get the chance to see all
of it....we were there for 5 hours!!

After basketball training we headed back to the hotel
before travelling by foot to the Philips Arena where the
boys were treated to a surprise Atlanta Hawks Phillips
Arena 'early entry' set up by Mr Martin. We all gained
VIP access an hour earlier than the public and watched
some of the players warm up for the 7pm tip-off. This
included watching the cheerleaders rehearsing their
dance moves for time outs and half time. During the
game the Hawks went down by 20 points, and managed to pull it back to 88-88. It was very exciting; however, Miami were too strong for Atlanta, winning 98-90
in the end. When we returned to the hotel Hamish and
David managed to get signed photos from some of the
Dallas Cowboys cheerleaders that were staying at the
hotel. What an end to a great day!

Pablo Hughes

Day 6

Peter Chamberlain

The boys had a VIP tour of the internationally recognised CNN studios. They had the opportunity to look
behind the scenes of the live news cables including an
opportunity for some boys to experience reading from
an autocue and be in the studio during a live broadcast. After this, the boys grabbed the chance to have
some lunch and prepared themselves for their match
against Georgia Style. This was a big game because
Tiffin wanted and needed to win, but also it was being
streamed live back to the UK via frog. So parents and
pupils in the UK were able to watch the games live!

The cheerleaders at the match were a bonus for the
Year 10s. Hamish and I also got signed photos from
two of the Dallas Cowboys cheerleaders who were staying in the hotel.

On this occasion the U15s were too much for their
American counterparts and won 58 - 48 in an improved
and enthralling contest. This was our 2nd win in the
U.S. against quality opposition. The U14s had a very
tough game and lost 56 – 16; however, all boys
showed a vast improvement from the previous game as
a result of their hard work and commitment during the
training sessions while on tour.

We went to see the Hawks Vs Heat. It was great and
there were lots of cheerleaders there. We also did
American Football training which was very fun and a
very good experience.
Hamish Robertson
I really enjoyed American Football training. Probably
because I threw a 40 yard touchdown pass and my
team won 30-0!
Tom Edwards
The NBA game was great but sadly the big 3 (Bosh,
Wade and James) destroyed the Atlanta Hawks.

David Belcher
Day 7
After a very filling breakfast we checked out of the hotel
and headed to Georgia Mall (the largest shopping mall
in Georgia) for some last minute shopping. The boys
came back from the mall with even more gifts before
trying to get it all into their suitcases, something that
Mr McKenzie found difficult to do as he went way over
the 23kg limit which he only discovered at the airport
when he was faced with a $140 charge.
Day 8
We had a very good flight home and landed at Gatwick
on time before travelling back to Tiffin School. We had
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a great time and Mr White, Mr McKenzie and Mr Martin
looked forward to a well-earned break before heading
back to school the following week.

convincing display at the Judge Cup where Joe Klein
and Michael Moore joined the Coventry heroes and the
Wednesday regulars to achieve 2nd place.

This year two teams will be travelling to Boston, Massachusetts, USA in April. For more information on basketball training, the 2013 tour, photos or videos please go
to the basketball homepage under ‘wider opportunities’
on the school website or the basketball tour pages under ‘Tiffin community’ on Frog.
WM

As Tiffin hit the final stretch the seniors ran through hell
and high water putting in crucial performances at Wellington, Wallington, Hampton, John Fisher and Whitgift.
It was an opportunity for Simon Williamson, Navneet
and Sunmeet Kandhari and Santheep Sritharan to gain
some valuable experience. March also featured a trip
down to Christ Church College, Oxford, for the Tortoise
relay where we romped to 7th place out of 16 teams. It
was a sad day knowing that the upper sixth had only
two fixtures left in the red, blue and white. Determined
to end things on a high, we travelled to Croydon for the
last time to run riot at South London Harriers and then
to Oxted School where we could’ve won by turnout
alone. After the medals were dished out accordingly the
Captains were given their complimentary bundle.

CROSS COUNTRY
Seniors
This year the season kicked off to a great start. A fantastic turn out at the first race of the season, Croydon
Runathon Grand Prix, saw the club finish in second
place with six medals awarded to the junior team, the
best start to a season in over a decade! The Senior
Wednesday squad was greatly strengthened by the additions of Adam Curran, Nikolaj Schubert, Oliver Garner,
Ben Whitfield, Marc Oppenheimer and Aravinden
Ratnakumar from Year 11 as well as new star Simon
Williamson.
The team held training sessions twice a week to work
on pace and endurance. A massive thank you must go
to Tim Sagar, an ex-captain, who set up circuit training
in the winter term. The vast improvement of the squad
was evident by their achievement of third place at the
Tiffin Home Grand Prix followed by a great run at Charterhouse which saw all Tiffin senior runners finishing in
the top fifty.
The winter weather saw the unfortunate cancelling of
several races so the squad put the time into good use
by training in cold conditions, making sure they were
well prepared for the match at Wellington School where
they came in the top five. The team had a very successful first term with each and every individual putting
in their best effort.
The cold January rain tested their nerve at the Surrey
Club Championships. Despite the tough competition
the seniors pulled through with (Old Boy) Ciaràn Costello and Adam Raimondo qualifying for the right to represent Surrey. Soon came the journey to Reigate for the
Surrey Schools Championships, the sternest test of the
season by far for the first team regulars and Max Melsa
who soon made it a debut to remember. Tiffin under
the banner of Kingston surged to 5th place out of 14
boroughs while recording the best results for 19 years.
The seniors entered as non scorers at the Kingston &
Poly match and Marc Oppenheimer fully appreciated
the chance to run as a guest.
As Tiffin entered the business end of the season their
first order of service in February involved competing on
a national level at the King Henry VIII relay, calling forward the six finest Tiffin runners. Tim Livingstone was
once again recalled to a senior line up and this, hand in
hand with the previous experience of Oliver Garner,
proved the difference as Tiffin stormed to 19th place
out of 66 of the best Cross Country teams in the UK.
Coupled with this triumph, Tiffin put in another highly
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Many congratulations to all who represented the school
and a huge thank you to the leadership of Zhu Li, Adam
Raimondo and Tim Smith with the great linkage of Greg
Ledderboge-Vucinic and Max Ledderboge-Vucinic who
once again set the bar of accomplishment way too high,
but the true praise deservedly goes to Mr Shaw and Mr
Haskey who have worked very hard to keep the team
inspired and in shape. Mentions also go to Simon Williamson for most improved runner, and Adam Curran
for the most Grand Prix points. I can’t figure out what
will be missed more between the team spirit and winning medals?
Good luck for the future.
Zhu Li and Adam Raimondo
Intermediates
The Tiffin Intermediate team have had a hugely successful season. While we may not have had as many
dedicated runners as the seniors or juniors, our regular
patrons from Years 9 and 10 did the school justice.
The season started with a bang in our first race. Some
new faces along with experienced team members did
well to launch us into a racing standard that continued
throughout the year. Tristan Perera was joinjed by the
debutant Ben Williamson to consolidate the Saturday
team into a fine second position in the Surrey relay series. Andrew Wood ran well at Oxford to gain a bronze
medal and combined with Aneesh Sachdeva to gain
silver at the Hampton 24 min race.
My favourite moment was during a Wednesday race.
We were running a 3K relay around a lake on an especially muddy course, and no-one had come out of it
without mud, except quite a careful runner from another school. He had been concentrating on staying clean,
up until the final five metres. Upon turning his concentration to the next runner whom he would be tagging,
he lost his footing, slipped, face planted into the mud
and slid quite an impressive distance.
Tim Livingstone and Ben Gibbons also gained silver in
the Hampton 24 min race, although Year 10’s a year
young for their age group. Both represented the Borough in the County Championships and Tim went on to

represent Surrey in the English Schools, placing 62 out
of 340 even though a year young for the age group.
The last chance to gain points was at our final run at
Oxted, with an 1800m relay. The team pushed themselves to their limits, and did well to come first in the
inter race. Everyone had their eyes on the top spot for
the inters, and all deserved it. Sadly, the prize can only
go to one person. The end result for the intermediates
was Joe Klein first (1534 pts), Edwin Harris second,
(1376 pts), Michael Moore third (1074 pts), Harshul
Patel fourth (868 pts), Alex Lever fifth (860 pts), Tristan
Perera sixth (797 pts), Julian Hewitt seventh (540 pts),
Ben Gibbons eighth (499 pts) Ben Williamson ninth
(261 pts) and Tharshan Balenthiran tenth (177 pts).
We look forward to seeing more of Tharsh, Julian and
the two Bens next year!
Joe Klein
Year 8
The Year 8 Cross Country team has certainly had an
amazing season this school year with many medals
won and glory taken home. It started with the Croydon
runathon. Many turned up to run, most with no previous experience (not that it mattered!) This is usually the
race in which runners decide whether to join the club.
We found a fair few willing to run again, much to the
delight of our trainer, Mr Shaw.
Many races were to follow in our season with many difficult and long courses. Charterhouse is one such example of the latter. But although this may sound like a
daunting thing to do on a weekend, our highly distinguished runners both enjoy and excel in these races.
These eminent veteran Year 8 runners are of course
Reuben Dracup, Kirusanth Murugaiah, Abhilash Sivaraman and Christian Beattie. These runners should be
gratified about the successes made and awards they
have won. Each one has won multiple medals for their
amazing performance, including third position in the
Surrey League. Kevin Lutcher and Harry Jarvis won
silver at the Oxford races, Kevin going one better at the
Hampton 24 minute race – both exceptional performances as they were in the Year 9 age group.
At Kingston Borough, Reuben Dracup and Christian
Beattie achieved 3rd place, and went on to represent
the Borough. Abhilash gained a magnificent amount of
points over the course of his races, an amazing
achievement considering he only ran around 6!

Mr Haskey lightened the mood and kept the Year 7s’
spirits high. Daniel Riding did particularly well, coming
9th in the Surrey Championships, and Tom Jackson
came 43rd out of over 90. They did very well in the relays with both good starting and finishing legs earning
many medals.
The team consisted of many excellent runners including William Andrews, Daniel Riding, Tom Jackson, Will
Burdess, Euan Traynor and Mohammed Eita. They all
performed very well and turned up to almost all the
events, helping the team to win a variety of medals.
Daniel, Tom, Euan and Matthew Hinks combined to win
the Borough title; Daniel and Tom went on to represent
the Borough and win the County Championships, and
Daniel then ran for the County as Surrey vanquished
the South East of England. They also received a hardearned trophy which could not have been in the Trophy
cabinet without the collaborative efforts of the whole
Year 7 cross country team.
The team hopes to do well next year as the oldest of
the Junior section and also to set a good example for
the new Year 7s to aspire to.
Tom Jackson

Cross Country Achievements: 2010-11
Silver Surrey relays and league Runners Joe Klein 4,
Edwin Harris 3, Tristan Perera 3, Alex Lever 2, Ben Gibbons, Michael Moore.
Hampton 24 Minute Run – Silver - Oliver Garner, Tim
Livingstone, Ben Gibbons.
Borough Representatives: Tim Livingstone, Oliver Garner, Ben Gibbons, Ben Whitfield, Edwin Harris, Joe
Klein.
County Representatives:Tim Livingstone 62/340 English Schools, Nottingham.
Oliver Garner Inter Counties Prospect Park
Juniors
Year 7 Borough Champions
3rd Oxford relays Kevin Luther, Harry Jarvis, Andrew
Wood.
2nd Hampton 24 Minute Run - Andrew Wood, Kevin
Lutcher, Aneesh Sachdeva
Surrey Representative Daniel Riding in the Surrey winning team at the inter counties Reigate.

Some of the most enjoyable races included Charterhouse, Croydon Lloyd Park, South London Harriers and
Reigate County Championships. Accompanied by runners of every age, the Year 8s have certainly made an
impression.
Christian Beattie

Christian Beattie and Reuben Dracup 3rd team at County Championship representing Kingston Borough.

Year 7

90 Club Cross Country

The Year 7 Cross Country team had an amazing first
year, winning medals in almost all races. We were first
home at the Surrey Cup, receiving awards for being the
first Year 7 boys’ team. Throughout the year there was
a variation of different weathers and the team kept
their spirits up throughout. Even if the sun was down

A record 62 athletes out of a max 90 ran on weekends
for the elite club over the season, scoring Grand Prix
points as follows:

Borough Representatives: Daniel Riding, Tom Jackson,
County Champions in Kingston Borough team.

1622 Tom Jackson, 1534 Joe Klein, 1307 Adam Curran, 1489 Christian Beattie, 1376 Edwin Harris, 1278
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Nicholaj Schubert, 1434 William Andrews, 1074 Michael Moore, 1251 Adam Raimondo, 1008 Kirusanth
Murugaiah, 868 Harshul Patel, 1191 Jeevan Thind,
862 Reuben Dracup, 860 Alex Lever, 1053 Greg
Ledderboge-Vucinic, 617 Mohammed Eita, 797 Tristan
Perera, 1012 Zhu Lee, 513 Karlis Pauzers, 540 Julian
Hewitt, 1005 Ben Whitfield, 510 Will Burdess, 499 Ben
Gibbons, 893 Shankar Saanthakumar, 380 Abhilash
Sivaraman, 261 Ben Williamson, 765 Max LedderbogeVucinic, 300 Daniel Riding, 177 Tharshan Balenthiran,
400 Oliver Garner, 271 Euan Traynor, 342 Ed Purse,
272 Karanvir Dhillon, 81 Marc Oppenheimer, 250
Navneet Kandhari, 81 Santheep Sritharan, 257 Sunmeet Kandhari, 183 Aravinden Ratnakumar, 73 Oh
Hun Kwon.
Congratulations to all who ran, especially to Tom Jackson on winning the club’s most valuable athlete award.
RS

TENNIS
After the poor start to the previous season, preparation
for the 2011 season started early, with the squad training regularly at New Malden Tennis Club throughout the
winter on a Wednesday. Calum Peebles was Captain
and did an excellent job during this time, in preparing
the squad for the coming season. It enabled us to sort
out the best pairings and gave the players an opportunity to get used to playing with their partner and also
others in the squad. As well as the Surrey League, we
entered the Rootham Trophy and the National Schools
Championships.
Having got through the first few rounds in both competitions, we then lost narrowly to strong teams from
Hampton and KCS, in the Rootham and Nationals respectively. In the Surrey League we had drawn
Claremont Fan School, Reed’s B and Hampton, with the
winner of the group only going through to the final.
With some fine performances from the whole team,
and all the hard work over the winter really paying off,
we had comfortable wins in all 3 matches, winning 6-3,
9-0 and 7-2 respectively.
So onto finals day, where due to commitments made
elsewhere by a couple of members of the squad, I was
now looking for able replacements. Victor Glovnea
(Year 9) and Nikhil Kapila-O’Shea (Year 10) were promoted into the side and both performed incredibly well
against opposition that was considerably older than
them. We had to get past RGS Guildford in the semis,
which we duly did, beating them 6-3. In the final, of
course, we were up against Reed’s, where all the team
played close to their personal best and were valiant in
defeat, losing 3-6 in the end. They are the current
World Champions, so it was the best result that we
could really hope for in the Surrey League.
My thanks go to all the members of the squad who
played their part in what was a very successful season
overall.
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They are Calum Peebles, Max and Greg LedderbogeVucinic, Harrison Tricker, Brian Wang, Dishan De Silva,
Nikhil Kapila-O’Shea and Victor Glovnea.
MT
Year 7
Last year the Year 7 tennis team had a great first year
at Tiffin. Every school we took on, we played to the best
of our abilities and rarely came out unsuccessful. The
team, Matt Stevenson, Robert Pitman, Will Sharp and
Greg Tucker all won most of their games, which put us
first in our group and through to the school county finals. It was a tense day as the team travelled to Reed’s
School to face their toughest challenge yet. Unfortunately, only Will came out with a win despite Matt and
Rob fighting till the end with lovely forehands and great
mentality. Will and Greg also fought well in the doubles,
managing to get the result. Although we didn’t win overall, we can be proud of ourselves for achievements this
year. Thanks to Miss Shirley for coaching us and to Mr.
P Williams for driving us to every game. We hope we
can do just as well next year.
Matt, Rob, Will and Greg

House Activities
House Championship 2010 – 11
C/G

D

K/M

L

R

S

Public Speaking

5

15

20

30

25

10

Chess

25

10

30

5

20

15

Drama

10

30

25

17.5

17.5

5

Badminton

15

25

5

10

30

20

Literary Quiz

15

25

30

10

20

5

12.5

12.5

12.5

12.5

25

30

Basketball

25

20

30

5

15

10

Grist's Run

15

25

30

5

20

10

Rugby

15

30

35

20

10

5

Table Tennis

10

30

25

15

5

20

General Knowledge

15

30

25

20

10

5

Soccer

20

30

25

15

10

5

Singing

15

25

30

10

5

20

Tennis

10

25

30

20

15

5

Cricket

12.5

25

20

12.5

30

5

Swimming

10

30

25

5

17.5

17.5

Rowing

15

10

20

25

5

30

Athletics

30

25

20

10

5

15

POINTS

275.0

422.5

427.5

247.5

285.0

232.5

4th

2nd

1st

5th

3rd

6th

Bridge

POSITION

KINGSLEY-MONTGOMERY
After years in the darkness Kingsley-Montgomery prevailed as House Champions. Last year K/M achieved 2
wins. This year K/M achieved 6 wins and 9 other top 3
finishes, with 427.5 points the highest points, score for
any House during my time at Tiffin.
The reason we were so successful this year is the passion and leadership of the captains and vice captains.
First of all, captains Kieran Brunt and Chris Belcher
were able to lead House meetings, motivate members
and give up time to run rehearsals and training sessions before, during and after school whenever necessary. Kieran was the driving force behind this year’s
campaign and his passion for a K/M win in his final
year was always visible. Vice Captains James Kimber,
Gogulan Nithiyabhaskaran, Nick Burke and Patrick
Milne were also passionate about winning and I am so
proud of what the captains and vice captains did for
the House. Special mention should also go to James
Kimber and the hard work he put into K/M success.
You couldn’t wish for a better team of leaders. My only

regret was that Joshua Thomas who was not included
as a vice captain, should have been, as he put a lot of
time and effort into the House achieving first place.
As for prefects, there are too many to mention, but all
of them alongside the year leaders didn’t want to fail
and kept us in the chase for the House championship.
K/M had built a reputation for being the ‘arty’ house,
but now we were winning basketball, the House runs,
tennis and narrowly coming second in rugby, soccer
and swimming. Other sixth form pupils who should be
mentioned for their time and effort are Ben Phillips,
Thomas Dolfi, Alex and James Ireland and Max Ledderboge Vucinic.
K/M’s performance in the Arts this year has been nothing short of incredible, as we continued to dominate
across the board.
Public Speaking saw many K/M faces on stage in the
final, gaining vital points for the House. Hindered by an
unfortunately incomplete entry, K/M gained 3rd place
overall, just two thirds of a point behind 1st place! In
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House Singing we secured a confident victory which
was the perfect way to end a 5 year run which has seen
the House win the whole event 4 times and the unison
section 3 times!
Sweeping the board this year, K/M won 1st place in the
Unison section with a hearty rendition of the very challenging street urchin’s song from Bizet’s Carmen, performed with guts that even the boys’ choir themselves
would be jealous of. Patrick Milne lent his phenomenal
finger-work to the very difficult (transposed!) piano part
and Kieran Brunt, who also won the ATB solo competition, conducted. Edan Umrigar performed with style to
achieve a well-deserved 2nd place in the Treble solo
section and, against all odds, Kieran and Patrick’s last
minute arrangement of ‘Something Inside So Strong’ –
complete with an (almost) authentic African introduction – won 2nd place. A great win; well done to all involved!
House Drama saw an equally fantastic performance
from the House, and only worked so well because of
the passion, commitment and sheer camaraderie of
those involved. It was another fairly last-minute effort:
the cast were handed new pages of script at each rehearsal, and even rehearsed on a Sunday evening at
school…! The end result was a slick, entertaining piece
of theatre – ‘Bankopalypse’, a political satire by Kieran
Brunt – involving 15 fantastically grotesque actors playing bankers (and a narrator). The play placed 2nd overall and special mention must go to the tremendously
reliable Max Funcheon-Dinnen, whose charismatic performance as the pivotal character Gresham won the
Best Actor award.
Elsewhere in the Arts K/M won the Literary Quiz yet
again, completing the seniors’ unbeaten run in the
event, and performed very well in the General
Knowledge as per usual. Congratulations to all who
took part in these events which K/M have excelled in
for so long. We couldn’t have won without them.
Kieran Brunt
Senior house rugby in 2011 looked promising from the
outset, with a solid forward pack containing many 1st
team players. All but 1 of our matches were won and
deservedly so, with superb performances all round.
Special mentions must go to Parveen Dehal for his perfect, bone-crunching tackle on a Drake, our Year 11
contingent led by Rory Goldring being a great addition,
and Kimber’s 100% kicking record. Missing out on
overall 2nd place by the slimmest of margins means K/
M’s tradition of being the whipping boys of rugby is
over.
K/M’s football team was based around a spine of solid
players, and hard work across the entire pitch. Mentions must go to Tom Dolfi for a superb display in goal,
as well as the superb defence led by Michael Enright,
Jae-Wook Jung and Nick Burke. Ewan Sheldon had 3
chances as a lone centre forward and converted all of
them to give him the most goals. The midfield was held
together by Captain James Kimber, with pace and
strength in the wide areas through Kirk Willicombe and
Ed Purse. With a number of questionable refereeing
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decisions going against us and a number of regular
players missing, K/M claimed a superb 2nd place in the
seniors as well as overall. In basketball, star performances came from Daniel Wheatcroft and Alex Demetrescu in Year 8 to help secure an overall win for the
House.
By the time K/M won House Tennis, our dominance in
sport was no longer a surprise. With strong performances all round, specifically from Years 7 and 8, the seniors were the last to take part to bring full points home.
Dishan De Silva and Max Ledderboge-Vucinic obliged,
winning all of their matches with such ease they barely
looked as if they were trying.
On sports day there was hard work and volunteering
when needed, particularly on display by Max FuncheonDinnen stepping up at the last minute for the Year 11
high jump, and finishing in joint 1st place – a fantastic
achievement. The lower years continued their excellent
form, claiming a lot of points which we could not have
won without. In the seniors, our standout performer has
to be Kirk Willicombe. 1st place in the 800m, a close
2nd in the discus and a competitor in all relays made
him invaluable and brought home many points. Further
mentions must go to Will Caruana and Max Ledderboge
-Vucinic for competing strongly in multiple events. K/M
finishing in 3rd, an improvement on last year, shows
that hard work, team spirit and motivation can win the
House Championships. The phrase “Going for Gold” is
finally accomplished!
James Kimber
In our penultimate house meeting we had a visit from
the legendary Mr McCann (8 successive wins as K/M
House Master) who encouraged the boys to dig deep
for a K/M win which really motivated them going into
the final week, and he received a massive round of applause for talking to them. Going into the last two
events it was very close between Drake and K/M; in
fact we were tied on 387.5 points with only swimming
and sports day to go.
On sports day the atmosphere was tense and we knew
that on paper Drake had a stronger track and field
team than us. We could afford to finish one place behind them to win the championship, but no more than
this.
Alex and James Ireland had made some fantastic K/M
flags to help bring unity to the K/M House, which they
did. The flags were so big, James and Alex weren’t allowed on the bus with them as the driver refused them
entry. I hear through the grapevine that all Houses will
have flags next year on sports day. Rest assured no
matter what other Houses do to emulate or keep up
with K/M, we will always be one step ahead.
After the relays all competitors made their way to the
centre of the track for the results. When K/M was announced as in 3rd place for sports day we knew that we
had either won or tied with Drake. Then the result
which brought a massive cheer from the K/M contingent “and in 2nd place…… Drake”. We had done it; the

boys had done it. A fantastic end to a very satisfying
and rewarding year for all boys in K/M.
My three year goal of K/M finishing 4th, 2nd and 1st was
a realistic goal, but I hadn’t anticipated K/M winning
the House championship in 2 years. Now it’s back to
the drawing board to plan how we stay at the top for
another year.
Well done to all who have volunteered throughout the
year!
WM

DRAKE
It was another fine campaign for Drake this year and a
particularly close run affair, too. From the outset, we
were always playing catch-up on Kingsley-Montgomery
who led and competed fiercely throughout, but the
Championship – as so often – was still undecided until
the final event. Sadly for us, we finished only one place
ahead of K/M on Sports Day and therefore 5 points
behind them in the overall Championship.
Without an iota of bitterness, we had to admit that the
‘Martin-machine’ were deserved winners and that there
was something fitting about seeing Kieran Brunt and
Chris Belcher raise the trophy following their 7 tremendous years of high quality contribution to the full range
of events. There was plenty of enthusiasm amongst
their troops, and the banner-bearing army of supporters
that arrived at Kingsmeadow was tangible evidence of
their energy. As well as spurring their performers on, it
had the effect of making them public enemies and the
biggest cheer of the day was definitely for Scott against
them in the tug-of-war. Scott, who won that contest,
were then unable to cope with the might of Drake in the
final in (what we called) the ‘red ribbon’ event of the
day. Perhaps I should have pushed harder for it to
have been a competition in its own right and then the
Championship outcome would have seen us crowned.
As has proven so successful for Drake over the last few
years, ensuring that we are competitive in each event
meant that we would finish out of the top 3 in only
three competitions in the year. For this I have much to
thank the Drake stalwarts of the outgoing U6 for. Their
commitment and enthusiasm for House competition
permeated the House, giving credence to contributions
no matter how insignificant they might seem to individuals at the time.
To single a few out, I must pay tribute to our co-leaders,
Erik ‘the Viking’ Tate and Philip ‘the Intellectual’ Oddie.
Between them they appealed to a broad range of the
Drake population, encouraged participation and
showed equal levels of interest in outcomes. Erik, far
more at home competing on the sports field, led by
example, while Philip rallied Chess, Bridge, Literary Quiz
and General Knowledge teams, his own personal contribution to the senior team’s success in the latter being nothing short of brilliant!
Although without specific position of responsibility, due
to the fact that he had hands full as Head Boy, I would
also like to take this opportunity to thank Robert Hawkins for his faithful service throughout his time at

school. Most significantly to Singing and Drama, Rob
organised and conducted the Unison song for each of
the last 3 years, arranged the part song for the last 2
and wrote and directed 2 brilliant House plays – the
latter of which was deservedly given first place. In addition this year, he was awarded Best Writer on Drama
Finals night and had the Part Song placed first in House
Singing. The amount of time that he has given to
speech writing, choir arranging, play-writing, running
rehearsals and all the performances has been truly
exceptional. Rob has ever been in competition with
Kieran Brunt, Patrick Milne, Ed Jillings and Tom Nichols, and the quality of what they each produced, with
minimal input from staff, has been a pleasure to see,
and I was delighted that Rob’s efforts were rewarded in
each discipline this year. I always struggled to articulate my thanks in House Meetings, but my admiration
and appreciation are enormous and I hope those
House members who fell under Rob’s guidance realise
how fortunate they were to have such a devoted and
skilled tutor. Brilliant, brilliant, brilliant! I hope the bar
for performance competitions remains as high in these
boys’ absence this year!
With big boots to fill, Peter Lidbetter and Callum Fraser
succeed as House Captains for 2011/12 and their deputies are to be Matty McConnell, Sam Dando and Rob
Forster. These officers offer another good balance of
strength and will, I’m sure, sustain the momentum and
motivation across the House.
The success stories of the year included victory in General Knowledge, 2nd in Singing, 2nd in the Literary Quiz
and winning House Drama. Although Rob Hawkins and
Philip Oddie played pivotal roles in each, they were well
supported by the likes of Peter Lidbetter, Matty
McConnell, Tom Bain, Matthew Ashwell, Xarius Austin,
Sam Dando, Sam Loyd, Rob Singleton and Christian
Rasmussen.
There were also plenty of sporting successes. Year 11
won their first ever sporting event; it came in Soccer as
a result of dogged resilience in defence and closing out
draws against the stronger sides. It was also a deliberate handball from Delan Shaweis that enabled Scott to
win a last-minute penalty and gain an unlikely draw
against Raleigh, costing them overall victory. Elsewhere, wins in Year 7 and Year 8 Football and Rugby
competitions helped us win both overall, and tremendous efforts across the House in the Grist Run, Basketball, Badminton, Table Tennis and Tennis meant that
we would drop only 25 points in total in these events.
Hard as we tried to overtake K/M, whenever we finished 1st or 2nd, K/M were usually 2nd or 1st placed and
we just couldn’t gain enough ground on them to give
ourselves a buffer in first place by the time of the Rowing regatta. An all-Drake senior final between Peter
Bray and James Sesemann bagged 30 points for Table
Tennis, but this gain would be undone later that afternoon at the Boathouse. Despite fantastic efforts in the
ergo competition, minimal points from the actual rowing placed us 5th overall and left us 10 points behind
K/M in the Championship.
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THE DRAKE TUG OF WAR TEAM TAKING THE STRAIN

Angelo Buter, Shane Jeyakrishna, Tom Hodson, Matteo Probert, Tom Edwards, Erik Tate and Rob Forster, urged on to victory by Callum Fraser, ex-Head-of-Drake Mr Whittaker and Mr White

Results went against us in senior Tennis the next morning, but we re-closed the gap to 10 points in monumental style in the Swimming Gala. Year 7, 8 and 9 teams
won 17 out of 21 races and gala records fell to Jonny
O’Hanlon in the Year 9 Butterfly and to the Year 9 Medley Relay team. Matty McConnell refused to take note
of such good examples; his technique of inhaling the
pool proved flawed and resulted in his being ambulanced off to Accident and Emergency as a precautionary measure!
Deep down, we knew that we would never finish 15
points ahead of K/M on Sports Day. For a start Scott,
Livingstone and Raleigh were destined for 4th, 5th and
6th places and really, a 2nd place finish was as good as
we could hope for. So the Championship closed with
Drake 5 points behind K/M in 2nd place. Gracious and
philosophical in reflection over the year, we resisted
focussing on the pivotal moments that could have gone
in our favour and led to a different result. Focussing
on those alone means forgetting the occasions where
things conspired in our favour and definitely undermines all the fabulous efforts made by individuals and
teams. I can’t fault the contributions and am confident
that those who put themselves out to take part in activities gained from and enjoyed them. For me, that is the
primary objective of the House system.
CO

RALEIGH
Raleigh 2010 – 2011: a journey of self-discovery. We
tested our boundaries; we pushed ourselves to our limits. At last a sun was rising over the green pastures of
Raleigh House, leading us out of the dark into a brighter world. The days of poor motivation were over; a revolution had begun. The atmosphere was indescribable.
As Fawcett and committee took the helm it felt as if
anything was possible. And lo, the first event was upon
us. Raleigh began the campaign in excellent fashion,
with particularly pleasing results in early events. Public
Speaking allowed us to hit the ground running, achieving an impressive 2nd place by displaying the charisma
and tenacity which permeates Raleigh House. Following
this, the intensive selection process of forming the
House Chess teams proved successful; the strategic
guile of Russell Alexander helped guide Raleigh into a
solid 3rd position and maintain a positive start to the
House Championship. Furthermore, a concerted effort
in Badminton soon gave Raleigh its first great triumph
of the year, achieving 1st place and establishing the
House as a real contender.
For the first time in a few years it really felt as though
the vast majority of students in Raleigh were committed
to putting in a united effort: our early success was furthered by superb performances in Bridge and the Literary Quiz, gaining 2nd and 3rd places respectively. Raleigh’s controversial entry for House Drama – though
not critically acclaimed – was truly a testament to the
creativity and wit of many senior members of the
House. With a taste for the extravagant, Raleigh’s
dramatists staged a tremendous piece of theatre –

albeit not appreciated by everyone – of which they can
be thoroughly proud. Particular highlights were the performances of Fin Fitzgerald and Nitesh Nagrath, as well
as an impressive performance of Sugar Hill Gang’s
“Apache (Jump On It)” by Tom Anthony, Chris Born and
Adam ‘The Mirsk’ Mirsky, though credit must be given
to all those involved in the writing, directing and acting
of the play; the slightly underwhelming joint 3rd place
received should not detract from their valiant efforts.
Despite the encouraging start to the year, we suffered
several setbacks in winter sports (as has often been
the case in previous years). Due to great commitment
and determination we performed moderately well in the
Grist’s Run and Basketball; however, this was not
enough to amend the disappointing results in Rugby
(5th), Football (5th) and Table Tennis (6th). House Singing also proved to be a travesty; the tireless organisation and enthusiasm shown by Tom Nichols in arranging the event for Raleigh was magnificent, and we can
collectively feel very hard done by to have ended up in
6th place. However, Raleigh’s glorious mastery of (crazy
indoor) Cricket allowed us to regain lost ground, as Raleigh finished in no less than first place.
As Raleigh’s brilliant leaders departed to govern from
afar, the end of year blues struck the House once again
as the final events came into view. The athletics saw a
poor outcome, regardless of the efforts of Raleigh’s
heroic runners and throwers. As a hard year drew to a
close, Raleigh achieved a solid third place. A brilliant
outcome, but one not totally representative of Raleigh’s
attitude and endeavours throughout the year. Six
weeks respite now lies before us, as the people of Raleigh head to distant shores to recuperate and prepare
for something big. A beast is stirring. The Raleigh Revolution is moving into its second year, and soon we’ll be
back and finer than ever before…

Faris Shoubber and Olly Massey

LIVINGSTONE
The House quite simply peaked too early last year for at
the end of November 2010, Livingstone led the House
Championship following a sweeping victory in the Public
Speaking competition. This, though, was as good as it
got for Livingstone who, despite their versatility in the
words department could not transfer words to effective
action when it came to the rest of the championship.
There were bold, even noble efforts at times, but to
finish the year in the bottom half of the table was disappointing. At least we avoided relegation.
Tommy Latimer has taken over as House Captain in
2011. He has all the talent and energy of the outgoing
captain, James Walsh but without the singing voice.
This shouldn’t hamper him unduly as he prepares his
assault on this year’s championship.
But what of 2010? After the solitary triumph of the Public Speaking it is fair to say that we sat squarely in the
middle of almost every event without dominating any of
them. There were disappointments, the Grist’s Run
being the biggest of them. The House has some of the
best distance runners in the school and in the shape of
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Ollie Garner, Tim Livingstone and Kevin Lutcher the
first through the tape in three year groups. That so
many of the remaining runners should satisfy themselves with a position further than half way down the
field is a huge disappointment not only for the overall
House position but particularly for those who have
shown the way. The run, more than any other event,
reflects the health of the House and in 2010 its health
was sickly but sadly, not infectious. We hope that the
injection it has received in the shape of Tommy Latimer, Jonathan Hall, Sam McArdle and Kiyan Djalai at
the head of the House in 2011 will allow it to come out
of quarantine.
The picture was not all gloomy. It was quite rosy at
times. There were some remarkable performances at
the beginning and the end. James Walsh completed his
5th consecutive win in the Prose & Verse competition –
that’s 5 out of 5 as they say and there were readings
and speeches from the other finalists that give much
hope for the future. At the end of the championship,
the distance runners mentioned previously performed
with immense qualities of speed and endurance on
Sports Day but despite a remarkable amount of covering by the senior boys in the House, we couldn’t compete with the quality present in other Houses. The ball
games were passably average with our best results
coming from the rugby competition. Badminton proved
to be more of a challenge than for many a year, as did
Basketball, both of these being competitions that have
been the unique province of Livingstone in recent
years.
There was the usual terrific effort put into singing and
drama under the very able James Walsh and Tommy
Latimer respectively. Both of them worked so hard to
bring performances to perfection and despite positions
that disappointed them, the House contributed to hugely successful and extremely professional entertainment
on two evenings in the championship calendar.
This year we will have the outstanding Year 11 at the
top of the House. Their talent and enthusiasm will go a
long way to papering over some of the chasms that
have opened up in recent campaigns. We look forward
to a long and fruitful year of excellent participation.
MW
No report was received from Churchill-Gordon or Scott.

HOUSE PUBLIC SPEAKING
Finals night 2010 produced contrasting extremes: a
desperate paucity of audience, yet hitherto unscaled
peaks of consistent magnificence from performers.
Never before have so few boys or staff found it worth
their while to attend; never before have those absent
missed such levels of entertainment, culminating in the
sublimity of the concluding speeches.
Readings began with the four legs versus two legs
“Ashes” Test Match from David Benedictus’ “Return to
the Hundred Acre Wood”, beautifully written à la mode
Milne, cunningly contrived to co-incide with the first
night of the Australia v. England series and beautifully
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voiced by C/G’s Ben Britton, whose beguiling Piglet and
Kanga characterisation proved just too good for another debutant, Edan Umrigar (K/M) of the “heroic notes”
and delightfully delivered Milligan poem “Silly Old Baboon”. I cannot recall a higher standard in the opening
tryst.
Four past masters succeeded them, first intermediates
Zack O’Dowd (L) and Adam Mirsky (R), the former revealing marooned Ben Gunn’s predilection for cheese
(“toasted, mostly”) supported by a Luke Wright poem,
the latter recounting Jim Hawkins’ dispatch of pirate
Israel Hands – both passages from R.L. Stevenson’s
“Treasure Island” – buttressed by a wickedly sardonic
Ogden Nash number. The Adjudicator remarked of
Zack “another fine voice”, “an intelligent reading” and
“a fantastic conclusion, electric!” though Adam
squeezed home courtesy of his superior communication, knowledge of his verse and totally relaxed mien, in
another cracking contest.
James Walsh (L), previous winner on no less than four
occasions, “gripped the audience” with a “genuinely
chilling” extract from Elizabeth George’s “Payment in
Blood” – “ a very sophisticated piece of work”, and possessed the maturity to interpret an unhackneyed
choice, “To E.T.” by Robert Frost. Yet K/M’s Louie
Mackee, formerly a quadruple victor himself, ran the
favourite close with “dynamic stance” and telling use of
accent in “a real actor’s performance”, very authoritative too, on a Larkin poem, before James celebrated his
high five.
The accomplished Thuva Mathetharan (R) led off the
speeches, “thoroughly prepared” on “The Effect of Video Gaming”, complete with psychological analysis and
deadpan humour. Serious public speaking ensued as
Livingstone’s Louis Sutcliffe exposed the evils of tyranny in Burma, also well researched, speaking from the
heart, but not totally eschewing humour (an amusing
reference to the quality of acting in “Rambo”). But
newcomer Laurence Ellis of Kingsley seized the junior
guerdon, hilarious, quirky, displaying huge personality
and utterly compelling as he asked “Can We Trust Radio 4?” (which had omitted the electric guitar from its
list of the 100 most important items around). “A career
as a stand-up comic” clearly beckoned!
Next, the intermediates. Ben Baker (S) produced a
“consummate start” and “brilliant finish” as he offered
advice on “How Not To Deliver a Speech” – sound history essay technique indeed, co-incidently the day after
Sean Lang (Senior Lecturer in History at Anglia Ruskin
University), to whom your correspondent taught A-Level
history precisely a generation earlier, had praised the
school for continuing its important tradition of public
speaking. Jack Hawkins (D), “highly intelligent, witty
and confident” as a “Dedicated Follower of Fashion”,
peppered his effusion with memorable quotations – the
adjudicator loved “Celebrity is just obscurity biding its
time” (original?). I particularly enjoyed “Nostalgia is like
heroin to the over-fifties” (surely original) and “There is
simply nothing like a fine cotton shirt and supremely
tasteful waistcoat for vastly improving one’s skills…just
look at me”. Two tours de force here, edged by Ben
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MARS MAGAZINE MAN

Andrew Wood flanked by astonaut Richard Garriot and Professor Stephen Hawking's daughter, Lucy, with Andrew's parents to his right

Gig Night

KC and MN (not the Sunshine Band) rock

despite our bewaistcoated adjudicator’s admiration for
Jack’s so similar dress code.
That quality could escalate further seemed impossible
– until debutant Ian Sipin (R) rose and in “rich and
beautifully modulated Harvard tones“ addressed the
“intensely serious and weighty topic” of “The Purpose
of Education”, full of relevance and substance,
“sophisticated”, “eloquent”, “deeply impressive”.
“Education is experience. Everything else is just information”. Yet in defiance of probability, if not possibility,
Drake’s Rob Hawkins proceeded to cap even this in
expounding his theme “I Hate Tiffin Public Speaking”,
“brilliantly funny”, “wonderfully assured”, ANOTHER
“tour de force”. Our adjudicator adjudged this “a fitting
climax to a wonderful evening: here were two young
men, careers assured” (Rob’s very likely in politics)
“whose oratorical powers would have had the Oxbridge
Union members on their feet applauding”.
Former professional opera singer Paul Wilson, currently
Director of Music and Drama at Whitgift School, expressed nostalgia for his alma mater in Cardiff upon
entering our Main Hall, re-iterated the importance of
public speaking as a life skill, digressed in informing us
of his school’s progress that afternoon in both age cohorts of the Daily Mail rugby competitions, and had
manifestly revelled in escaping the jarring Croydon accent for a night – his undertaking had been “a profound pleasure,” our performers “beautifully intelligent,
superbly spoken”. His sole disappointment – how few
boys supported the event. Thereafter, superlatives
littered his adjudication; hence I make no apology for
quoting so many accolades above.
We are indebted to Paul, and the school is indebted to
these finalists for embellishing its profile and reputation.
TM

HOUSE SINGING
The 2011 House Singing Competition was a vintage
one, with every House’s offering so strong in the heats
that all six Houses went through to the Final. As the
School Hall cannot accommodate those numbers of
performers and audience, the house choirs were accommodated in six classrooms, with a Eurovision-style
live video feed of events in the Hall appearing on the
smartboards as the evening progressed. They all participated with energy, enthusiasm and a sense of fun,
and had been knocked into shape with real skill by
their conductors. It was a pleasure to welcome back to
Tiffin David Nield, Director of Music here between 1965
and 2002, who as ever hit various nails on their head
with both conciseness and good humour.

planning, both musically and logistically, was of such a
high level that the audience was treated to musicmaking of a professional standard throughout.
Both treble and ATB solo sections featured expressive
and communicative performances from everyone. Kit
Davey won the treble section with Beyond the sea,
while Kieran Brunt’s songs from Dichterliebe won him
the ATB cup. Singers awarded positions were Edan Umrigar, Robert Singleton, Peter Lidbetter and James
Walsh, while Mr Nield singled out Year 10 baritone Adam Mirsky as a singer with tremendous potential.
The developing enthusiasm for close harmony in the
school, inspired partly by The Tiffinians and equally by
Glee, brought about well-rehearsed, musical performances from all six Houses. Flash (Raleigh), Creep
(Livingstone), YMCA (C/G), Only You (Scott), Something
inside so strong (K/M) and Goodnight my Angel (Drake)
– all of these matched a style of singing and choreography (some admirable restraint here) with the nature of
the song, with the more introverted songs being genuinely moving. Robert Hawkins’s Drake close-harmony
was one of these, and deservedly won the Rice Cup.
The choices of song for the Unison Songs were equally
varied and ranged from the risqué (Livingstone’s
Springtime for Hitler) through up-beat songs from musicals (Raleigh’s Pick a pocket or two, C/G’s The Roses of
Success and Drake’s Oklahoma) and Glee-inspired
numbers (Scott’s Don’t stop believin’) to an opera chorus (K/M’s Boys’ Chorus from Carmen). All worked well.
There is always a real sense of fun about these performances these days, which often belies the amount of
hard work and heartache that can go into the preparation and conducting of them – the task of organising a
house’s entry for House Singing is one of the most challenging things we ask any boy in the school to do: this
lot made it look effortless – the skill of great leadership. In a last hurrah of stunning unison songs for K/M
over four years, Kieran Brunt characteristically raised
the bar by choosing an opera chorus – with greater
vocal and dramatic demands than the usual unison
song – and his House rose to the challenge magnificently, winning first place. Drake came close, and Nicholas Wong’s Scott showed themselves to be real contenders for future years – there are three more years to
go of Nicholas’s leadership (just as there were from
Kieran when he first led his unison song in Year 10).
James Walsh’s characteristically purposeful and energetic conducting of Livingstone ensured that he was
awarded the conductor’s baton.
ST

And he had a difficult job to do, too. An exceptionally
strong group of Upper Sixth conductors – Kieran Brunt,
Robert Hawkins, Ed Jillings, Tom Nichols and James
Walsh – together with an exceptionally promising Year
10 student (Nicholas Wong) produced part-songs and
unison songs, each of which was of the standard to
win. As ever, every minute of time at school had been
used in fever-pitch rehearsing; this year, the level of
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DANCE

Infant Dance Workshop

The Arts
PERFORMING ARTS COLLEGE

TIFFIN BOYS’ CHOIR

2010/11 saw significant changes in personnel in our
Arts staffing, with the arrival of Lucy Hughes and Nik
Partridge in the Drama Department and Philip Viveash
in the Music Department. All three have brought about
work of outstanding quality, galvanising the boys impressively, leading by example and showing strong
sense of purpose and ambition.

2010/2011 promised to be an exciting year for the
choir. Despite the loss of so many Upper Sixth to university and a number of trebles to puberty, the sound of
the choir was to develop into a vibrant and mature
sound well beyond what can be expected of even the
best boys’ choirs.

The main school production was Richard III, updated to
a twisted modern-day setting, and not only featured
remarkable performances from Finbar Fitzgerald, Max
Funcheon-Dinnen et al, but also intelligent set design
from Robert Hawkins and an outstanding stage and
technical crew. This proved a catalyst for inspired activity in drama for the rest of the year, culminating in a
superb end of year production of Lord of the Flies and
taking in some great GCSE and A Level performances
too.
With the arrival of Philip Viveash came the creation of
the Tiffin Boys’ Training Choir and the Thames Youth
Choir. You can read about both in the articles which
follow – both ensembles have made a big impact both
in the school and the community at large, with the
Thames Youth Choir filling a gap in the provision for
young singers in the local area similar to that provided
by the Thames Youth Orchestra. There are excellent
reports about both groups in the magazine, and both
look set to play even more significant roles in the development of music in Kingston in the future.
Karolina Czerniak’s work continues to set the standard
nationally for what can be achieved in Boys’ Dance. The
school hosted the Kingston Dance Festival, and was
one of a handful of youth dance companies to be selected for the Refresh project at The Place. Dance and
Gig Nights have been popular and featured casts of
hundreds, and the two dance companies have visited
many local schools to give inspirational workshops.
Tiffin played a large part in the International Youth Arts
Festival 2011, including a one-off night of Jazz at a
packed Rose Theatre given by the Swing Band, featuring Patrick Milne in Rhapsody in Blue, Tom Nichols in
the Ebony Concerto and several Afro-Cuban numbers.
This also featured tracks from their latest CD, recorded
at the BBC Maida Vale Studios.
Members of the band were also in the Thames Youth
Orchestra the following day, when they performed an
ambitious programme, including Patrick playing Rachmaninov’s 2nd Piano Concerto and Robert Hawkins
accompanying Adès’s … and all shall be well with video
art at London’s Cadogan Hall. Meanwhile, the Boys’
Choir performed Mahler’s Third and Eighth Symphonies
on consecutive weekends with the Philharmonia and
Royal Philharmonic Orchestras respectively, as well as
preparing for a once-in-a-lifetime tour of Australia.
ST

One of the first major events of the academic year for
the choir is always the Oratorio performance, where the
back row and a treble section swollen with many new
Year 7s press-ganged by Mr Toyne join with the Tiffin
Oratorio Choir. We were delighted to work with the period-instrument Sinfonia Britannica and the terrific Michael Bundy as Elijah to perform Mendelssohn’s masterpiece of the same name. Under the reliable leadership of our maestro, Simon Toyne, the evening was a
huge success and very enjoyable for both the performers and the 850 audience members who packed into
The Rose Theatre for the second year running.
There was no let-up in our busy schedule as the next
day Mr Toyne had us back in the Walden Hall rehearsing for the fast approaching carol services, this year
featuring an arrangement of Es ist ein ros entsprungen
by David Nield, former choir master of Tiffin, featuring
an alto saxophone played from the east end of the
church. Meanwhile, the treble line was fulfilling two
sets of engagements at the Royal Opera House, singing
in Hansel and Gretel as well as Tannhäuser. With two
treble lines involved, and a large number of boys in
both, this meant that there were Tiffinians on stage at
Covent Garden every day for two weeks over the Christmas period!
Throughout the entire year preparations and fundraising for our tour to Australia in the summer of 2011
were requiring a huge effort on the part of both the
boys and their parents. This saw me shovelling ice and
snow off the school playground at 7am two days after
Christmas as we attempted to clear it for use as a car
park for those braving the ice for the greater dangers of
the post-Christmas sales. Additionally, our aim to raise
a significant proportion of the tour fund from concert
revenue saw us perform a selection of English choral
music, ranging from the 16th and 17th century works of
Tallis and Byrd to Tippett’s Five Spirituals from the 20th
century, in a late-night concert at St Martin-in-the-Fields
as part of the Brandenburg Choral Festival in January.
One of my favourite concerts saw us sing some beautiful French music accompanied by the fantastic London
Mozart Players and Stephen Disley on the organ as part
of the Thames’ Concerts French Season. In addition to
the great ensemble demonstrated by the choir the
evening saw two outstanding solos. Firstly, the always
impressive Kieran Brunt demonstrated great vocal maturity while taking the tenor lead in the second of Debussy’s Trois Chansons de Charles d’Orléans. Secondly, the delightful Kit Davey sang the Pie Jesu from the
Duruflé Requiem with intense colour, comparable to
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that of Kieran when he was a treble. A bright future
awaits both these boys.
The summer term saw us working towards the music
we were to take to Australia with only a brief reprieve
as those of us in the upper years sat our external exams. Our concert at St James’s, Piccadilly saw a fantastic debut solo for Hugo Schuler, Year 7, singing the Pie
Jesu from the Faure Requiem, while during our evensong at Selwyn College, Cambridge the following day we
performed for the first time Nico Muhly’s Like as the
Hart, scored for choir, woodblock, triangle, tam tam
and solo violin. This was an incredibly challenging piece
to sing, with the regimental counting and listening skills
required to perfect it; however, it created a mystical
effect that as an audience member, I am told, was a
delight to listen to. With a fantastic year behind us and
infinite pieces of music bursting out of our choir folders
we set off to Australia on what was to be the best and
most rewarding choir tour I have been on to date.
Matthew Edmunds

TIFFIN BOYS’ CHOIR TOUR TO AUSTRALIA
It says in the Old Book, ‘To whom much has been given,
much will be expected’; and indeed, an acute awareness of privilege and responsibility was the single
most defining characteristic of the choir as it faced
down the daunting slings and arrows of a concert tour
to Australia. The great anticipation and excitement with
which the members of the choir approached this year’s
tour translated itself noticeably into enthusiasm and
true focus during rehearsals and concerts in the run up
to the tour. No longer were Thursday afternoon reheasals the sweating, albeit musical, malaise of which any
hardened member of the choir has had their fair share:
final preparations were made amidst a glow of excited
concentration.
My memory of our long haul flight is, at best, hazy. Interestingly, it seems that one can have enough of free
chocolate, drinks and American rom-com when all that
is really required is to stretch one’s legs. Thankfully,
however, this opportunity at last presented itself as we
trotted drowsily from plane to coach, and from coach to
McDonald’s for a surreal first breakfast on Australian
soil. This first, gentle, Anglo-American taster of culture
in our new environment was sharply contrasted with
the sheer Aussiness the ‘Lone Pine Koala Sanctuary’
exuded. Koalas were cuddled, kangaroos fed and
chicks (“we breed them to feed them to the eagles”)
stroked. Profoundly happy at our good fortune was how
I remember feeling, plunged as we were into an adventure just beginning.
I shall not attempt to describe all, or even many, of the
days and their respective events of the tour. This is
partly in the avoidance of ennui but mainly because a
choir tour, especially one spent with such hospitable
host families as those we were entertained by, is very
much a personal experience. Although a similar tour
‘feel’ was enjoyed by all, one boy may have spent his
first afternoon ringo-ing behind a speedboat through
the centre of Brisbane whilst another was visiting a
Modern Art museum. Some shared highlights included
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a sunset cruise of Sydney Harbour (with champagne for
the birthday of Mr Toyne himself), a visit to Seaworld,
and the farewell lunch on the boat back into Perth on
our final day.
Rare moments of real unity were achieved in the performance of the music that remained the keystone of the
tour throughout. The attempts of our enthusiastic hosts
in each state to prove to us that their city really was the
best in all Australia further added to the intensity of our
agenda. Nevertheless, the hectic humdrum of our
schedule was set aside each time we came to perform,
making for some very poignant moments which will not
be easily forgotten by members of the choir, our audiences (of Brisbane, Canberra, Sydney, Melbourne and
Perth), and the school musicians we collaborated with.
Exceptional mentions must be made concerning Geistliches lied (Brahms), The Ballad of Little Musgrave and
Barnard (Britten), and Cantique de Jean Racine
(Fauré). These pieces were well loved by the choir and
were, as I have heard, equally well performed. The tour
highlighted two important lessons. Firstly that when it
can be sensed in an ensemble that the prevailing desire of the performers is to achieve the best possible
rendition of a piece, the unity of spirit felt as a result is
almost overwhelming. This, of course, translates itself
in quality of sound to the audience. Secondly that, with
a shared choir psyche, good banter and good singing
can be combined to great effect.
Our travels brought us at last to the seaside city of
Perth. Any moroseness commonly felt at the end of
such a brilliant tour was forgotten in order that all the
delights of Freemantle could be duly absorbed. In fact,
whilst in ‘Freo’ it was a challenge not to forget our last
singing engagement (St George’s Cathedral, Perth)
completely. I believe many of us also avoided thinking
about the impending service as it signalled our last
ever performance as a choir. The emotionally charged,
but nonetheless exceptional, final service was a fitting
last tribute to those in our number with whom we were
about to part ways. There is indeed a special providence in the departure of a generation of musicians
whose genuine talents and commitment to the choir
have so shaped it during their time at Tiffin.
And so it was with fulfilled but heavy hearts that we
returned home, heads full of the glint of evening sunlight on the Sydney Harbour and the last echoes our
music, fading in the Cathedrals of that distant continent about which we shall tell stories for many years to
come.
Jack Hawkins

THE TIFFINIANS
Members: Kieran Brunt, Robert Hawkins, Ed Jillings,
Tom Nichols, Ben Phillips, James Walsh, Tom Batstone,
Peter Lidbetter, Joel Nulsen.
Coming from humble beginnings in a grammar school
in Kingston to performances for multi-national companies and government officials, the first year of close
harmony ensemble ‘The Tiffinians’ went from strength
to strength. Growing out of an offshoot of the Boys’
Choir, this new ensemble developed quickly as a social

group as well as, more importantly, a group of musicians. With a somewhat unorthodox repertoire ranging
from classics such as A Nightingale Sang in Berkeley
Square to the more contemporary works of Michael
Jackson and the Fleet Foxes, The Tiffinians soon began
to make a mark inside and outside of Tiffin School.
The Tiffinians performed at a variety of different types
of event, ranging from school concerts and Kingston
community events to international performances and at
corporate events. Early on in the autumn term, The Tiffinians were invited to sing at a corporate event for FedEx at the Victoria and Albert Museum. Such a high
benchmark of performance standards early on in the
year provided an excellent basis upon which the group
could build later in the year. With the start of the Christmas season, the number of gigs began to rise significantly with further performances for Christmas shoppers in John Lewis, and for a variety of nursery and primary schools, in particular, a performance at a Kingston nursery school accompanying their nativity play,
with a special Tiffinians twist (the inclusion of Postman
Pat, whilst not traditionally part of the nativity story,
went down particularly well). One Christmas highlight in
particular was a performance at The Wych Elm pub in
Kingston. Helped to some extent by the fact that it was
snowing at the time, the gig was a very festive affair
with friends and family of the group coming to support,
with arrangements of old and new carols as well as
some Tiffinians favourites.
The spring and summer terms continued in much the
same way, with The Tiffinians building on early performances through expanding repertoire and improving
musicianship within the ensemble. One of the highlights of the spring term was the visit of the Duke’s Men
of Yale to Tiffin as part of their UK tour. This involved an
a capella workshop with The Tiffinians, in which each
other’s music was showcased and the two groups even
collaborated in one of the Duke’s Men’s songs. The
culmination of this was a shared lunchtime concert,
which I’m sure will be fondly remembered by all the
members of the group, not least for Ed Jillings’ Christina Aguilera-esque improvised solo in the collaboration
which we had learnt during the workshop.
The Boys’ Choir tour to Australia this summer provided
The Tiffinians with an opportunity to take their music to
an international audience, and with a final opportunity
to sing together as a group, with performances at a
variety of schools and concerts around Australia. Whilst
down under, the group took the opportunity to sing at
the house of the British Consul General in Australia, at
an event hosted for all the Tiffin alumni in Australia and
New Zealand, which drew in an impressive crowd of all
ages, and was a truly unique experience.
A fitting end to this incarnation of The Tiffinians, the
Australia tour was a successful and emotional farewell
for the group. We shall have to wait and see what next
year’s group has to offer!
Tom Batstone

CONCERT ORCHESTRA
Concert Orchestra is an orchestra in Tiffin School that
contains pupils that are at Grades 1-8, and it contains
mostly students from Years 7-10. The orchestra has
been playing some of the world’s most famous pieces,
from Mamma Mia to the Can-Can. In my opinion, Concert Orchestra has really begun to shine, and I believe
audiences at all of the concerts have really enjoyed the
new enthusiasm and vigour with which the Orchestra is
now approaching its playing. The quality of the strings,
whilst not viewed positively by the woodwind section,
has really improved in recent months, and it is clear
that there is great potential in the section. Of course,
Concert Orchestra would not be complete without the
ever-reliable woodwind section, which is made of mostly Year 11 students who are at a higher grade (around
6 or 7). The woodwind section has been fantastic in all
the concerts that we have played in (although being a
flautist in the woodwind section, I may be slightly biased in thinking that!). And last, but not least, we must
not forget the efforts of Mr Viveash, as the orchestra
would not be complete without his ability to lead an
ensemble, and his humorous remarks that make rehearsals that little bit more enjoyable.
I hope that Concert Orchestra continues with the wonderful playing. The Orchestra will be playing at Bedelsford School several times over this academic year, carrying on with their superb efforts to help the local community, and I look forward to seeing more of these initiatives soon.
Michael Moore

SWING BAND 2
This year saw the introduction of a new force in Tiffin
music in the form of a companion to the main Tiffin
Swing Band, led by master drummer and general Tiffin
music legend Hugo Fagandini. While the band is made
up of less experienced musicians than the main band,
fears about this being a Swing Band ‘lite’ were assuaged after our first appearance in a school concert
which saw us tackle classic jazz standards like Count
Basie’s Jumpin’ at the Woodside. The stars of the show
were Ash Grover on alto sax and Matt Gilbert on trombone, whose solos added extra dazzle to the set.
Our next public appearance came at the annual Tiffin-in
-the-Garden event, where we played in the slot usually
occupied by the Tiffin Swing Band as they were playing
a gig at The Rose Theatre. Our summer selection consisted of more modern pieces such as John Coltrane’s
Blue Train as well as a more lighthearted medley of hits
by disco sensation KC and the Sunshine Band. Unfortunately sunshine is not a word which could refer to the
weather that day, but the band more than made up for
it with their ebullient playing. This time it was the trumpets who stole the show, particularly 1st trumpet Chris
Mallet, backed up as ever by the stalwart rhythm section of Hugo on drums, Jack Bazalgette on bass and my
good self on keys.
All signs point to Swing Band 2 having a bright future
ahead. The band is expanding with more members
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from other schools in the community and the Duke Ellington charts and show tunes which form the basis of
our coming sets are sounding very promising indeed. A
degree of freedom in terms of repertoire has also allowed us to work on suggestions from the band including David Rose’s classic tune The Stripper which is becoming an SB2 favourite. We anticipate hearing much
more from this fresh and exciting ensemble in the future.
Charlie Hudson

THAMES YOUTH CHOIR
September 2010 saw the start of a new choral ensemble, the Thames Youth Choir, under the direction of
Tiffin’s Mr Philip “P. Vivvy” Viveash. Drawing students of
mixed ability aged 14 to 18 from schools all around the
Kingston area, it provided a rare opportunity for young
people in the Kingston area, regardless of school, to
participate in the singing of a large and varied choral
repertoire, ranging from gospel music to madrigals.
The first event in the choir’s calendar was the heats of
the National Youth Choral Competition at the Royal Festival Hall. Armed with Ireland’s The Hills and Orban’s
Daemon Irrepit Callidus among others, TYC gave an
excellent first performance from the first note. Unfortunately we were not quite convincing enough to progress
further in the competition, but received great praise in
the report from the festival organisers. Perhaps the
excellent and not at all hideous decision to combine
cerise and black in the uniform design adversely affected their first impressions.
Christmas is always a significant part of the choral year,
and for TYC it involved a packed concert at Kingston’s
United Reformed Church. This concert, in association
with primary school choirs from around the area and
the Tiffin Boys’ Training Choir, featured new repertoire
for the choir, including the debut of a new piece, The
Snow lies Thick by Simon Hancock. The concert closed
with a heart-warming rendition of Eric Clapton’s Tears
in Heaven, performed by TYC, standing around the audience in what Mr Viveash termed a “musical hug.”
What was particularly good about the variety of the repertoire was that it equally stretched the performance
abilities of the most experienced singers and those
newer to choral music. Adapting to the style of Houston
Bright’s gospel song, I hear a voice a Prayin’ was a
challenging but refreshing change for those of us
raised on a choral diet of Palestrina avec Victoria, and
led to one of the more memorable quotations of the
year, “Basses, to get the character of this piece right
you need to imagine you are 6 foot 6 and called Leroy.”
In July, the choir embarked on a brief “tourette” to Ely
and Cambridge. Over two days, we rehearsed and performed a concert programme in Ely’s beautiful cathedral and the choir was invited to sing evensong at Clare
College, a great honour as the choir that calls Clare
home is one of the most prestigious in Cambridge. The
first day was spent rehearsing in a newly refurbished
hotel in Ely, very close to the cathedral. It was amazing
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to see how far the choir had come in less than one
year, as the finishing touches were added to the complex repertoire.
In Cambridge, the challenging Tomkins Responses,
Palestrina Magnificat Primi Toni and Parry’s My Soul,
There is a Country, featured, some conducted by Mr
Viveash, and some by Clare’s charismatic director of
music, Graham Ross, who said afterwards that he’d
been very impressed with the choir and urged any of us
interested to apply for a Clare choral scholarship.
After a very successful inauguration and enjoyable first
year TYC looks forward to new and exciting challenges
in the coming year, including John Blow’s Venus and
Adonis in March 2012. It is difficult to imagine a way in
which the ensemble could have got off to a better start.
Peter Lidbetter

THAMES YOUTH ORCHESTRA
Following on from its already considerable success,
TYO has continued to push the boundaries of youth
music in as it entered its fifth year, working with contemporary composers and new artistic media as well as
lending its trademark enthusiasm and flair to a variety
of more well-known works. At the start of the year we
said goodbye as always to a number of members, cogs
in the harmonious machine that is TYO. Nevertheless,
the orchestra was on fine form for the first concert of
the year in our home at Kingston Parish Church as it
deftly worked its way through a demanding programme
of music by Elgar, Vaughan Williams and Thomas Adès.
Adès’ …but all shall be well required a large orchestra
including six horns and a large percussion complement
but the orchestra rose to the challenge and delivered a
convincing and enjoyable performance.
TYO was back in KPC in April for another concert, this
time featuring an all-Russian programme including
Tchaikovsky’s 4th Symphony and Shostakovich’s Festival Overture. On top of this, Patrick Milne moved from
his normal position at the Timpani to centre stage when
he played Rachmaninov’s 2nd Piano Concerto with the
orchestra. Patrick’s playing was at once subtle and exhilarating and the orchestra supported him masterfully.
On his departure Patrick was lauded by conductor Simon Ferris as ‘simply one of the finest youth musicians’
to pass through Tiffin’s music scene and working with
him has been a fantastic chapter in TYO’s existence to
this point.
In July, TYO once again outdid itself by putting on two
summer concerts. For the first we returned to the Cadogan Hall in what has become an annual tradition,
and played a selection of pieces from the previous two
concerts including Adès’ …but all shall be well, this
time added to with an engaging video art installation
created by art student and TYO trumpeter Robert Hawkins. Playing this in the presence of the composer and
his family added much to this already special experience. Another concert a week later in KPC comprised a
20th century programme of Poulenc, Satie and
Respighi. On top of this, many TYO musicians joined the
Tiffin Swing Band for a performance of Rhapsody in

Blue by George Gershwin in a thrilling performance at
The Rose Theatre which once again showcased the
expertise and imagination of Patrick Milne’s playing.
In the Summer TYO embarked on its most ambitious
tour yet when it made the journey across Europe to
Croatia, venturing out of the European Union for the
first time. This presented some not insignificant problems with customs, which were only solved with administrator Hugo Fagandini’s tireless patience and energy.
This was a long-anticipated tour and members of the
orchestra had contributed through a variety of fundraising methods, including a bag-packing stint at Marks
and Spencer and helping to run a car boot sale at Tiffin.
Tour repertoire consisted of a number of old favourites
like Milhaud’s Le Boeuf sur le Toit as well as Richard
Strauss’ oboe concerto with soloist Catherine Hancock
and a trumpet concerto composed by Stephen Dodgson which was commissioned by TYO for Imogen Hancock, both delivered with fluency and understanding.
Other fantastic performances came from Miles Dilworth, bravely the only bassist on the tour, Will Whiting
who filled the role of principal horn with characteristic
effortlessness, and TYO intern and veteran Georgina
Feary who was seen playing viola, horn and clarinet at
various different points in the programme. As well as
the fantastic concerts, there was opportunity for repose
in Croatia’s historic towns and famous beaches.
Our thanks go out Simon Ferris and his team of coaches for a memorable tour and a truly spectacular year.
The quality and maturity of sound achieved this year is
a testament to the hard work of all those involved with
the orchestra and we look forward to experiencing
more of what TYO has to offer in the coming years.
Charlie Hudson

DANCE
Dance in Tiffin has again continued the momentum
from the previous years to make it another hugely successful year for Tiffin Dance.
With the new GCSE specification for the Year 11s it
proved to be a hugely challenging but beneficial year
for them. The students were given an opportunity to
work with the lower years to choreograph dance pieces
as well as solo choreographies. These were all performed in showcase evenings in November and January
which greatly benefited all participants in developing
confidence and also gave parents and teachers an insight to the work rate that the students put into their
projects.
For the fourth consecutive year Tiffin Dance Company
was asked to perform in the Kingston Grammar School
House dance competition where the dancers in both
Years 10 and 11 again delivered memorable performances whilst Karolina Czerniak excelled judging the
competition!
Dance seems to be becoming more and more popular
with the younger students in Tiffin as the annual Dance
vs. Gig Night proved to be the most popular yet. Over
fifty students participated from all year groups in bril-

liant performances to form one of the liveliest Dance
Nights held in Tiffin yet.
A dance year would not be complete if Tiffin Dance
Company did not participate in another national dance
event, which they duly did. Given the project to create a
completely abstract piece from just a piece of music,
the group of eighteen dancers did so in just over a
month. Hours of dedication were put in by all dancers
with many high points from again working with worldrenowned choreographer Kerry Nichols and leading her
through a warm up to simply watching the close bond
that formed between all dancers during the rehearsals.
The piece now called ‘No Way Out’ was performed in
one of London’s premier dance venues, The Place, to
excellent reviews where many said it was “great to see
an 18-strong all-male dance company in action”. The
performance was met by bittersweet emotion from the
Year 11 dancers for this was to be their last performance for Tiffin Dance Company after three hugely
rewarding years beginning with them forming Tiffin Junior Dance Company in 2007 to assuring that Tiffin
Dance Company maintained its flawless reputation and
of course the friendships that developed between the
dancers during the hours they spent together rehearsing throughout the years.
Read Interview with Tiffin Dance Company at Refresh
2011:
http://londondance.com/youth-dance/articles/refresh/
qanda-with-dancers-performing-in-refresh-2011/
Tiffin Dance Company is an all male company working
with their dance teacher Karolina Czerniak. Tiffin’s music was chosen for them by Jasmin Vardimon. Here’s
what a few of the boys had to say about the project so
far…
What did you think the first time you heard the music
that was chosen for you?
Louie (16): I was initially quite sceptical, feeling that
the music was a little monotonous. However, after listening to it a couple of times, I felt more positive.
Harry (15): I thought that the music was really good and
we could do a lot with it to make it the best it could possibly be!
Have you learned anything new about the way music
can be used in choreography?
Nitesh (16): Yes, we normally choreograph to the music
directly, but this time we have just used the music as
an extra layer.
Louie: Often with our company, the music plays a key
role in both the timing and style of our movement. In
this performance, it is used simply in the background to
add atmosphere.
Have you worked collaboratively with your company on
choreographing the piece and have you enjoyed doing
so?
Nitesh: Yes, we are a very tight knit company so rehearsals are probably the highlight of the experience.
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Louie: We have always been good at working together
and choreographing has become a better experience
with everyone expressing their ideas and adding to choreographic elements – it makes choreography more
enjoyable.
How do you feel about performing at The Place and
where do you see Tiffin going next?
Harry: I feel like we have to make sure that we dance
really well as we are going to be seen alongside other
youth companies. I hope Tiffin will continue doing performances and exploring new ideas. I really love performing!
Tiffin Dance students also gave something back to the
community by leading dance workshops at the local St
Andrew’s and St Mark’s Primary School in Surbiton and
Alexandra Infant and Robin Hood Primary in Kingston,
teaching the young boys and girls basic dance techniques and giving them the belief that dance is not only
for girls, with Year 10 GCSE Dance groups proving to be
excellent teachers!
July always is the busiest month for performing arts at
Tiffin. The Junior Dance Company performed at The City
Hall for London Youth Dance day; Tiffin led Kingston
Schools Dance Festival at Kingston Grammar School
for Momentum Charity and we have raised £150! The
evening included dance performances from Tolworth
Girls, Kingston College and Kingston University and
Tiffin Junior Dance Company.
Once again this was all only possible through choreographer, dance teacher and superheroine Karolina Czerniak, who with her tireless work rate was the bed rock
for everything. Dedicating time after school, before
school and even the weekends to dance in Tiffin she
has been seen as a role model for commitment by
many and all the dancers thank her for the vibrant attitude she continuously maintained during the GCSE examination struggles. All that is left to say is to watch out
for next year as Dance in Tiffin is sure to reach even
greater levels.
Nitesh Nagrath L6

DRAMA
2010 saw the beginning of a new era in Tiffin drama
with the appointment of Lucy Hughes as Head of Department. Ex-Tiffinian Nik Partridge also joined as director in residence and drama teacher. The first task was
to stage a production of Shakespeare’s Richard III. This
challenging play was modernised with the focus being
placed upon its relevance in the modern political arena.
The production saw students of all years take part in
one of Shakespeare’s great histories, both on stage
and back stage. Fin Fitzgerald brought a unique and
powerful interpretation of Richard and was truly chilling
in his performance. Other stand-out performances
came from Max Funcheon-Dinnen as the Machiavellian,
ever-plotting Buckingham and Chris Born as the bumbling, ill-fated Hastings. The production also saw many
students making their debut performances at Tiffin.
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Head Boy Rob Hawkins created a wonderful, multimedia-filled environment on stage. The production played
to packed houses every night and received brilliant
feedback from the audience that came to see it.
Following Richard III would always be a challenge and
one that was met by the Year 9 production of William
Golding’s Lord of the Flies. With a hardworking and
enthusiastic group of Year 9 boys we were able to put
on a show which gave those younger students the opportunity to shine, with standout performances from
Tom Morris and Diptarko Chowdhury as ‘Piggy’ and Jonathan Ashenafi, Alex Keane, Adam Mirsky and Josh
Cobb as our Ralphs and Jacks. The staging for this production was further highlighted by the fantastic creation of the pig’s head, courtesy of James Ireland whose
artistic skills were truly put to the test with his outstanding and wholly realistic creation. The work of the
back stage crew headed up by Isaac Jarratt Barnham
and Nick Wong was essential to the success of our productions last year.
NP

Societies, Courses and Other Activities
UK MATHS TRUST MATHS CHALLENGES
I am pleased to report on the year’s achievements in the Junior, Intermediate and Senior Maths Challenges and
Olympiads. Nationally, the Senior Maths Challenge is aimed at strong A level Maths students, the Intermediate
Challenge at the top third of students in Year 11 and below and the Junior Challenge at the top third of students in
Year 8 and below. In each category, the top 40% of scores are awarded Bronze Certificates, the top 20% Silver and
the top 7% Gold.
Nationally, about the top 1000 scorers in each of the JMC and SMC are invited to sit the follow-up Olympiad papers,
which are particularly demanding. As a follow-up to the IMC, the top 500 scores in each of the Year 9, Year 10 and
Year 11 are invited to sit the respective Intermediate Olympiad Papers and a further 5000 or so invited to sit Kangaroo papers.
Senior Maths Challenge
Of the 110 sixth form and Year 11 mathematicians entered for last year’s SMC, 24 achieved Gold Certificates, 49
Silver and 23 Bronze. Savva Theocharous and Stevan Manokaran of Year 12 scored exceptionally well and it was
pleasing to see a good number of entrants from Years 11 and 12 qualify for the British Maths Olympiad. However,
it was Jonathan Williams and Greg Street who showed their experience as Year 13 students and their potential as
Oxbridge Maths undergraduates; each of them achieved a Distinction in the paper.
Name
Savva Theocharous
Jonathan Williams
Stevan Manokaran
Greg Street
Greg Ledderboge-Vucinic
Gareth Sum
Kiran Richards
Ben Davies
Marko Sestovic
Matteo Probert
Shemin Sheen
Oliver Garner
Adam Raimondo
Haris Barakzai
Tim Smith
Mohammad Farwana
Jack Claydon
Kamlesh Walis
Nitesh Nagrath
Thomas Dolfi
Mithun Sathananthan
Mark Mitchinson
Nathan Holt
James Temple

Form
L6RE
U6TA
L6PL
U6RH
U6WI
U6RH
11SC
U6KR/NG
L6MR
11HH
11LA
11MC
U6ML
U6IL
U6IL
L6RO
L6RE
U6IL
11HH
L6AL
L6FC
U6WI
L6IG
L6AM

SMC Score
110
108
105
102
101
101
98
97
97
97
97
93
92
91
91
91
91
90
90
88
88
85
85
85

SMC Certificate
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold

BMO Certificate
Participation
Distinction
Participation
Distinction
Participation
Participation
Participation
Participation
Participation
Participation
Participation

Participation

Intermediate Maths Challenge
In the intermediate category, 54 Gold Certificates, 54 Silver and 13 Bronze were awarded to entrants. A score of
100, out of a possible 135, is a good benchmark for outstanding scores, which helps put into context the achievements of Kiran Richards and Louie Mackee. Kiran Richards proceeded to perform well in the Year 11 Olympiad,
where he gained a Merit, and Oliver Garner was only just short of gaining a distinction in the same paper. Matthew
Shin fully and accurately answered 2 questions in the Year 10 Olympiad and part-answered other questions sufficiently well to gain a Distinction, placing him in the top 25% of scorers in the Year 10 Olympiad.
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Name
Kiran Richards
Louie Mackee
Aiken Cairncross
Oliver Garner
Shemin Sheen
Guy Thomson
Mohamed Ali
Matthew Shin
Sanjaey Mohanaraj
Ben Temple
Harris Robinson

Form
11SC
11SC
11HA
11MC
11LA
11HA
10AH
10PD
10PD
11KF
9CC

IMC Score
114
111
105
105
105
104
104
104
102
99
95

IMC Certificate
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold

IMO Certificate
Merit
Participation
Participation
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Distinction
Participation
Merit
Participation

The qualifiers for the Kangaroo papers and their awards are listed below:
Name
Hayan Butt
Nitesh Nagrath
Sai Prudhvi Ulluri
Zayd Mehdi
Sun Kyo Kim
Prushoth Ratnatheepan
Alexander Strange
Kieran McPhail
Andrew Forster
Jack Pearce
Rory Goldring
Leo Wang
Jagir Chahal
Daniel Eke
Harry Eaton
James Langdon
Saeon Piremakumar
Rathikk Ramesh
Pung Kang Kang
Joe Pennycook
Jonathan Cheung
Max Thomas
Joe Abell
Ahilan Srivishnumohan
Mithelen Baskaran
Aneesh Sachdeva
Alexander Oscroft
Laurie Evans
Doveshan Arasilango

Form
11HA
11HH
11SC
11HH
10TN
10TN
11HH
10TN
10AH
10NA/SJ
11HH
11MC
10PD
10NA/SJ
11HH
10NA/SJ
10NA/SJ
10AH
11LA
10NA/SJ
9KC
9CC/ND
11HA
11MC
10NA/SJ
9TR
9KC
9AB
9AB

IMC Score
103
102
102
99
98
98
97
97
96
96
94
94
94
93
92
90
90
90
89
89
89
89
88
88
88
88
83
82
78

IMC Certificate
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold

Kangaroo Certificate
Participation
Participation
Merit
n/a
Participation
n/a
Merit
Participation
n/a
Merit
Participation
Merit
Participation
Merit
Merit
Participation
Participation
Participation
Participation
Participation
Participation
Participation
Participation
n/a
Participation
Merit
Merit
Participation
Participation

Junior Maths Challenge
All boys in Year 8 and 45 boys in Year 7 were entered for the Junior Challenge. Of them, 68 were awarded Gold
certificates, 63 Silver and 33 Bronze. This is impressive indeed and a reflection of the high calibre of Mathematician that we have the pleasure of teaching here at Tiffin.
There were 6 Year 8 boys who qualified for the Junior Maths Olympiad. Of them, Lucas Tishler and Thuva Mathetharan gained Certificates of Distinction for their attempts in the challenging paper. This places them amongst the top
quartile of the 1200 Olympiad qualifiers. Also, Lucas provided full and accurate solutions to 3 of the 10 complex
problems in section B of the paper and achieved a Bronze Medal, and Thuva achieved a Silver Medal for complete
and accurate solutions to 4 of them.
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Name
Thuva Mathetharan
Lucas Tishler
Bemin Sheen
Cameron Ruiz
Chet Johal
Alexander Kirkup

Form
8GA
8KH
8OS
8PV
8KH
8PV

JMC Score
124
112
112
110
105
105

JMC Certificate
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold

JMO Certificate
Distinction
Distinction
Merit
Participation
Participation
Participation

Congratulations to all participants and on all successes in Maths Challenges this year.

CO

Aneesh Sachdeva, Jonathan Cheung, Bemin Sheen and Saamir Mirza represented the school in the UKMT Team
Maths Challenge Regional Finals on March 18th. They worked together brilliantly as a team, getting off to a flying
start with full marks in round one, the group challenge round. The cross number round was challenging for all teams
and the team co-operated well in pairs to gain a further 40 points. The afternoon session started with the head-tohead round and Tiffin performed well, racing ahead and scoring bonus marks in 3 out of the 4 sections. The final
round, the relay, saw the team work super fast to be one of the only schools to get to the last few questions before
the time ran out. The competition from other schools this year, however, was tough and Tiffin came a respectable 5th
out of 36 teams. Well done to all the four boys that took part on excellent Maths and brilliant teamwork!
CH

Jubilation amongst Intermediate Maths Challenge entrants, as they express their thanks
for the excellent tutelage of Mr Hameed.
[Photo: CO]
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HANS WOYDA 2010-11
The Tiffin Hans Woyda team of Jonathan Williams (U6),
Savva Theocharous (L6), Ollie Garner (Year 11) and
Adam Hillier (9CC) began their campaign in hesitant
style against Sir William Perkins School. After a sluggish Starter round, the team grew in confidence and
was in full flow by the Team round. Although relatively
unconvincing, a single point victory was deserved. Our
next opponents were Wellington College, who held the
lead throughout the first 5 rounds and appeared to
have enough authority to seal victory. However, a 6
point swing in our favour in the Algebra round put us
ahead going in to the last round. With scores level, the
result hinged on the final question. Jonathan proved to
have more composure than his opposite number, and
got in first with the correct answer to close a satisfying
44 – 42 victory.
A defeat by St George’s College in the final group match
put us into the knock-put Plate Competition, where we
would meet St Paul’s Girls’ School. As was to become
our modus operandi, we stayed competitive throughout, scored maximum points in the Team round and
remained calm under pressure in the Race round.
Again the game would be settled by the final question
and, with scores level, Jonathan proved to be quicker
off the mark and accurate, too, getting to the answer
first again.

We then faced Sutton Grammar School in the semi-final
and the tale was a familiar one. We were behind
throughout and faced an 11 point deficit in the Race
round with just 16 points to play for. We answered the
first 5 correctly and were still a point behind with only
the final question remaining.
Given that

and

, express xz

in terms of y, giving your answer in the form
.
Cool as a cucumber, Jonathan set to work in haste and
arrived at
without any trouble at all. This
was, of course, correct, and the only time in the match
where we led. We proceeded as 37 – 36 winners to the
final of the Southern Plate.
Having survived each of the tight encounters on the
way to the final, Tiffin had confidence in their ability to
think logically under pressure. In the final against
Colfe’s School, held at Dulwich College, we took an early lead and increased it steadily throughout. By the
start of the last round, the lead was unassailable and a
final score of Tiffin 42, Colfe’s 23 reflected our relative
strength. It was a deserved victory and even more fitting as Jonathan Williams was the Year 9 member of
the team the only other time Tiffin have won the plate,
4 years previously.
CO

The Hans Woyda Southern Plate winners; (left to right) Adam Hillier, Savva Theocharous, Jonathan Williams and
Oliver Garner, pictured here with chaperone Mr O’Connell and competition organisers Peter Collins and Tony Herd.
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THE DEMPSEY CENTRE
It has been another active year in the Dempsey Centre.
Following a visit from the World Bank representative
and the Minister of Education in Armenia, I was asked if
I would assist them set up libraries in all the High
Schools in Armenia as they wanted to promote Independent learning throughout the curriculum there. I
visited Armenia and their schools during the autumn
half term to see what provision they had so that I could
tailor a training programme for librarians on how to set
up a library in a school and how to teach and promote
independent learning, as well as a programme on training Head Teachers and Teachers. This would be rolled
out in summer 2011.
I went to Armenia again in February to train a selected
set of librarians on the use of the programme; each
librarian would then train at least another 20 librarians
in the summer once they had learned the training programme and implemented their own school library and
independent learning strategy. There was also separate
training for Head Teachers who got an overview of what
the Ministry of Education was expecting schools to provide and how to imbed independent learning throughout the curriculum; they were then given a training programme for their teachers to use in PDD.
I took some film of the schools out there and showed it
to some students for General Studies who decided that
the poor state of the schools and the provision that
they have could benefit from some financial help and
support. Sam Hopcroft, Daniel Teh and Akash Gupta,
particularly, worked tirelessly for 2 months doing book
sales with the help of others, and with the generosity of
many students and parents, raised nearly £740 which
paid for 10 sets of encyclopaedias for the more remote
schools in Armenia who are unlikely to have or get internet access. These were given out during the training
sessions in the summer term when I went out again to
assist and evaluate.
The International Literary Quiz is a competition against
other schools in the UK to represent the UK at the finals against the winners from the US, South Africa,
Australia, New Zealand, Canada and China. This is a
very hotly contested competition in the UK: our A team
came 4th in the South East and the B team came 13th
out of 64 schools.
The Inter Kingston Schools championships are held
every year for World Book Day. There is a team comprising Years 7 and 8, who achieved a surprising 3rd,
along with another competition for Years 9 and 10 pupils who won their round. The winning team were then
entered into a competition against independent
schools in the area: the students were swapped in and
out of the team as they came from 3 schools in Kingston; they narrowly lost to Hampton.
10 boys went on a story-writing course at the Tate Britain with local author Ian Beck, followed by a visit to the
Muybridge Exhibition at Kingston Museum. They then
wrote a story on their inspiration which was edited by
Ian Beck, and were entered into a competition in which
George Villars won his category.

For World Book Day, all of Year 7 went to the Rose Theatre for an “In conversation” with authors Philip Reeve
and Philip Womack, who are hugely popular authors for
students of their age. The boys surpassed themselves
with their excellent behaviour and intelligent questions;
they were a credit to the school and had great fun.
Each boy was given a World Book Day book at the end
of the performance.
The book group has been running all year in conjunction with Kingston Library; Vanessa Howe is our link
librarian who comes in every 2 weeks to join the group
and provides the books as we need several copies of
each book for everyone to read and discuss.
We were host to several events for the Kingston Readers’ Festival again this year, thankfully saved by their
new sponsor, the John Lewis Partnership. All the
speakers were promoting their books and gave a talk.
We had Will Hutton talking about his book “Them and
Us, Changing Britain and Why We Need a Fair Society”,
Michelle Paver, to talk about her first and hugely acclaimed book for adults “Dark Matter”, Sylvia Endacott
on a fascinating talk, “75 years of Butlins”, Rupert
Thompson with his first non-fiction book on the fragility
of family life, “This Party’s Got to Stop”; and Patrick
Barkham, “The Butterfly Isles”, on his quest to find every one of the 59 species found in Britain. Sadly, Peter
Snow who was to talk on his new book about Wellington’s march from Portugal to victory at Waterloo 200
years ago, “To War with Wellington”, was unable to attend due to a TV commitment in Ireland but hopes to
come back next year
LF

INTER-HOUSE LITERARY QUIZ
We were lucky to have the use of some new software
and “slammers” instead of buzzers for the competition
this year. The software ruled out the possibility of error,
judging who was first as it was now read on the computer (some say it was the arguments that were some
of the fun but there we are!). Also the introduction of a
written round on the set books this year avoided someone reading the book and then not getting the chance
to answer the question. We had a range of books for,
hopefully, all interests to choose for the set books, and
a round of tricky questions in the general literary
knowledge. In the final there was a picture round, too.
The competition is set throughout the year as we read
the books and write the questions ourselves. The Upper School round in the autumn term was won by K/M,
Drake second, Raleigh third and Livingstone in fourth
place. C/G & Scott were knocked out. The intermediate
round of Year 9 and 10 boys in the spring was again
won by K/M, with the next three being Raleigh, C/G and
Drake, this time Livingstone and Scott being knocked
out. The Lower School play two rounds in the summer
after the exams, one for Year 7 and one for Year 8, with
their scores being added together to establish the overall winners. All the scores throughout the year were
added together to give a nail-biting finish. The overall
winners of House points were K/M, then Drake, Raleigh, C/G, Livingstone and Scott.
LF
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BIOLOGY FIELD TRIP
Wales, a word that typically conjures up images of torrential rain, endless fields of bleating sheep and Rob
Brydon. Surprisingly, all of these were absent (well,
there were some sheep) during our week-long visit at
Orielton Field Centre on the Pembrokeshire coast. In
fact, sunburn was a common ailment after our many
hours spent conducting research on various beaches,
with white woolly livestock and hilarious Welsh accents
only making brief appearances.
Upon arrival we were quickly shepherded off to our
rooms, whose names were to be a source of much ornithological banter over the coming weeks. GANNET!
However, the excitement of arriving was short lived as
we made our way to our first lesson at 7pm. So much
for 9 to 5.
We spent our first day studying psammoseral succession at the Broomhill Burrows sand dune system next
to Freshwater West, this beach being famous for its use
in the recent Robin Hood film and as the site of Dobby’s death in Harry Potter. The next two days were
spent studying varying species of snail, crab, limpet
and seaweed on the rocky shores close to Orielton
Field Centre. Our studies culminated in an independent
research project involving a chosen species and relevant abiotic factor.
During what little spare time we had we found many
ways to occupy ourselves, often causing anxiety for our
teachers, a notable event being Kristjan Moore’s tree
climbing escapade that had Miss Orchard’s heart in her
mouth. Our other exploits included an extensive poker
tournament and Frisbee games that were often halted
to search for the Frisbee amongst the omnipresent
brambles. However, our brave comrades tasked with
retrieving this elusive disc were always successful, yet
often returned lacerated and traumatised.
On our final day we let our work take a back seat as we
enjoyed a conservation walk around the beautiful Pembrokeshire coast. Although the length of the walk, 9
miles, was a cause of much moaning, we were able to
relax at two beaches on our way round. These stops
were filled with sunbathing and games of volleyball in
the sea that resulted in the complete soaking of Mr
Leeves!
We were all sad to leave Orielton behind, largely because of the great time we had but also because it
meant the write-up of our rocky shore study was soon
due in. We would like to thank the staff of Orielton Field
Centre for putting up with Tiffin students for another
year, and the biology department staff for making the
trip so enjoyable. Long live Uncle Gannet
Matthew Edmunds

CLASSICS TRIP TO NAPLES

With great expectations for the highly anticipated trip to
the Bay of Naples, there was no stopping the Classics
department from waking up at 3:00am to be ready for
their flight. The group, consisting of around 50 people,
students and teachers alike, painstakingly congregated
in the school playground, ready for their eagerly awaited excursion.
Although the journey was relatively short, nothing could
have made it more tedious and so we were all pleased
when we touched down and exited the plane into a nice
30 degree heat. But as soon as we had arrived, we had
left on our way to our next destination, the volcano Vesuvius (or Vesuvio in Italian).
On the coach, the troupe was fortunate enough to
make the acquaintance of our guide for the trip, a man
named Roberto. He was quick in with giving us information as any guide should be and almost immediately
started talking about specialities in Italy, namely gelato:
ice cream. We had finished discussing the many flavours (or flowers, I’m not quite sure) when we arrived at
the site.
Vesuvio was an interesting site, but the gravel paths
provide no grip and make climbing up an absolute
nightmare for some. However, this difficulty of climbing
was exploited through the sale of walking sticks which
very few actually succumbed to (likely due to the price).
Our accommodation during the trip was adequate; however, a damage report had to be conducted and a small
list of complaints including a ‘disregard for the placement of the toilet roll dispenser’ was soon lodged from
each room. There was an ensuite bathroom for each
room, with three or four people per room. The location
of the hotel was good, providing easy access to the
centre of the coastal town of Sorrento (not to mention
the many gelato shops which were stationed there…).
The second day provided a window into the past as we
metaphorically unearthed the magical lost city of Pompeii. The city was astoundingly well-preserved, and as
one walks through the streets, it is as if being transported back in time, as the cliché goes. Some of my favourite buildings were the amphitheatrum, “domus Caecillii”
and the theatrum, while others enjoyed the delights of
the lupanare.
On the third day a trip to the smaller, yet in many ways
better preserved city of Herculaneum (known there as
Ercolano) proved more enjoyable than the main event
of Pompeii. Unfortunately, there was little on offer that
we had not seen the day before and so some people
turned to taking comedic photos for the daily competi-
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tion, which for no particular reason prompted an overzealous security guard to pursue a group at a distance.
The day continued to impress through the means of the
National Archaeological Museum of Naples which held
a seemingly appealing exhibit entitled the secret cabinet, but I think that everyone else who went on the trip
will agree that the contents of this room are not fit to
be published in this magazine! On the same day, we
experienced the effect of Roberto’s rainbow flag. He
was waving the flag quite liberally so that we wouldn’t
lose him, but when one pairs a rainbow flag with large
group of boys, the public just might get the wrong end
of the stick.
Waking up at 03:30 in the morning was a pain, although it didn’t seem so bad when we were on our way
home. I will never forget the indescribable feeling of
relief that I had knowing that I hadn’t perished during
an unforeseen eruption from the active volcano that
loomed over the bay.
If I were to rate this trip as a percentage, it would have
to be 99%, as it was only slightly detracted from by Roberto’s rainbow flag. As ever, our thanks go to the members of staff that organised and joined us on the trip:
Mrs O’Connell, Miss Bolton, Ms Cooke, Mr Ross and Mr
Tabbert.
Euan Carter

GEOGRAPHY IN THE FIELD
Again the Geography department aimed to teach as
much as possible in the best teaching environments on
offer, namely in the outside world. We have managed
to extract pupil from lessons, sometimes for up to a
week at a time, in Years 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 and will be
working on extending this in the near future to cover
every year group. Trying to blend the confines of curriculum necessities which stipulate certain aspects of
field-work with some extension and enhancement of
understanding has led us near and far.
The Year 8 pupils had a fine, sunny day learning how
the mighty River Hogsmill managed to carve itself a
path through Tolworth and down to Kingston to join the
Thames, eroding, transporting, and depositing on its
way, and also losing a large volume of its flow which
was removed inside numerous Wellington boots or other varied footwear or in saturated clothes. Meanwhile
those in Year 9 spent a day discovering the internal
workings of volcanoes and other sundry tectonic features and processes, all in the safety of the Natural
History Museum due to the obvious logistical problems
of exploring the real thing and the restriction of health
and safety regulations regarding molten rock and seismic shock-waves. The day was shared in the wonderful
company of the Biology department which meant that
some genuine inter-disciplinary learning could take
place looking at how the earth and the life upon it have
evolved over the past 4.6 billion years.
Once captured by the department following their GCSE
choices, Year 10 pupils were whisked away to the Dorset and Hampshire seaside for a day where, smiled
upon by a late English summer sun conducive to ice-

creams, the mysteries of sea-level change were revealed, along with fossilised sharks’ teeth and the processes of coastal change. The catastrophic impacts of
bad management were also patently obvious where
whole houses had collapsed into the sea due to very
poor decision-making in the past – a perfect case-study
needed for the exam, and exciting to see, too.
The wonderful thing that is controlled assessment at
least gave us the opportunity to take the Year 11 pupils
down to the North Downs to study variation in processes and features along a river, allowing us to get even
more pupils soaking wet on a succession of gloriously
sunny days (the consistency with which there are beautiful sunny days for geography trips should be noticed)
along the River Tillingbourne. We did, however, have a
thunderstorm which did undermine the meteorological
success rate on the final day. Staff and pupils also had
to suffer a lunch on the village-green at Shere next to
an award winning bakery!
And then there were the Lower 6th trips to the SouthWest of England, embracing Devon and Dorset from
Kingsbridge to Poole Harbour. Between them, the combination of Messrs Langrish, King, Brittain and Horwood beguiled the academic elite of the subject with
outlandish tales of past climates and landscapes, peoples and places, and still found time between trying to
impart their own enthusiasms for the subject to ensure
they delivered what was necessary to pass the AS exams.
Thanks to all the staff for help and/or forbearance, and
to that of the students, too, allowing another successful
year of Geography in the field to take place.
MH

TIFFIN SKI AND SNOWBOARD CLUB:
WINTER PARK, COLORADO - THE RETURN
The Tiffin School ski party embarked on its latest adventure on the morning of Friday 8th April 2011 with
one clear objective: to tame the snow-capped Rocky
Mountains. Forty intrepid Tiffinians and five ever-willing
members of staff set off on the mammoth journey to
the breathtaking Winter Park, Colorado. After a long
flight, and a twisting transfer from the airport, the party
collapsed in their rooms to get some well-needed rest
before the 6 day assault began.
After the skis were fitted, the first day was glorious. We
had warm conditions, plenty of space to learn, and very
soft landings! The scenery erased any lingering jet-lag,
and the ski instructors were on hand to showcase excellent technique. In true Tiffinian style, the boys were
eager to ski as much as possible, and their enthusiasm
and great attitude made a lasting impression on their
hosts, and expedited their learning.
Over the course of the 6 days’ skiing, the boys faced
hugely varying conditions; melting snow to icy mornings, deep powder, bright sunshine and an occasional
breeze. This was absolutely perfect for the group, as
they learned how to deal with all types of ski conditions.
For the last few days the slopes were virtually deserted,
and the whole resort was ours. This meant that the Tiffinians could select their favourite ski runs, and enjoy
the terrain without crowds of other skiers.
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By the end of the week, the beginners were no longer
beginners, and were confidently negotiating some of
the steepest terrain. The advanced skiers were flying,
and everyone made progress. Even the seasoned veterans amongst the ski instructors were impressed by the
ski technique and talent on display from our boys. It
was a truly unforgettable experience, and certainly one
that will be difficult to equal.
Off the slopes, our accommodation was more than
comfortable, and the food excellent. Despite the generous portions, I would be very surprised if anyone put on
any weight over the week, as the whole party worked so
very hard on the slopes. The group had several high
quality evenings of entertainment. IL provided yet another fantastic quiz, and MW, CO and GA arranged a
phenomenally successful ‘casino evening’. The group
had excursions to a 10 pin bowling alley and a local
leisure centre, which included a 45 man game of basketball ‘knockout’. In the talent show, we were serenaded by the dulcet tones of Kit Davey, and Shaan Sethi’s
‘milkshake’ brought the house down!
The sadness of departure was lessened by a visit to the
shopping mall in Denver on the way home, and no
doubt a final fast food experience!
A special mention must be made for the heroic Alex
Lever who skied on for the rest of the first day, not noticing a painful cut into his lower leg. He endured the
injury in very good humour, walked to the medical centre, and was promptly carted off in an ambulance! His
bravery impressed not only the teachers, but also the
entire medical support network in Denver. Thank you
Alex.
What an amazing trip! Can we go again?
AM

D of E AWARD SCHEME
Bronze Award
Duke of Edinburgh is a fantastic opportunity for anyone
to be presented with and it was with this in mind that
myself as part of the group of new Year 10s embarked
upon the Bronze award.
Duke of Edinburgh is definitely not all about the final
expedition, in fact some might say even more important
than that is the hard work which takes place over a 3-6
month period in areas such as physical, skill and volunteering. Many students chose a wide range and variety
of exciting and diverse activities for them to complete.
This ranged from sporting endeavours to personal horticulture and included many students helping out in the
school library and many charity shops in their local
community. I greatly enjoyed the time I spent volunteering and playing sport for my physical and especially
developing my skill of public speaking and reporting on
events.
Often with activities that are similar to the Duke of Edinburgh Award, there is a certain stigma attached to
them that students just partake in them because they
feel it to be obligatory; however, I know from personal
experience and from feedback from other pupils involved in the award that not only did they thoroughly
enjoy developing a new skill and taking part in a physi-
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cal activity, they also relished the opportunity to volunteer their services in order to benefit other people.
Duke of Edinburgh requires from and gives everyone
who takes part in it a wide range of life skills that will
be extremely beneficial in the so called ‘real world’.
These skills were first brought up before the original
training trips with first aid skills and equipment being
taught and discussed as well as a piece of invaluable
advice: to keep your bag as light as possible. This is
one of the most important things that I picked up on my
way to complete first the practice expedition and then
eventually the assessed expedition, that if your bag was
too heavy you would feel the toll through the duration
of the trip.
The training trip was a mixture of bad map reading,
poor weather conditions and the ability to put up the
tent in the dark. However, these adverse conditions
and situations caused my teamwork ability to improve
as well as giving me an adequate reflection of what
skills I required to achieve and gain the Bronze award.
One of the other challenges put before you is cooking
your own food and especially in bad weather this can
be hard; however, being thrown into the deep end as
such made all the pupils on the trip think on their feet
even after a day of exhausted trekking and desperate
attempts to interpret a map.
After completing all of our activities everyone successfully finished the expedition trip. It was an enjoyable
walking experience and although the weather wasn’t
the kindest, all the groups were able to produce a useful and informative presentation.
I have thoroughly enjoyed my Duke of Edinburgh
Bronze experience and I am looking forward to completing Silver.
Josh Graham
Silver Award
Another year of Duke of Edinburgh, another year of our
brave Tiffinian troops journeying through the wilderness
on the brink of death. This year’s Silver Duke of Edinburgh award was not for the faint hearted as we saw
our Tiffinians venture to the Black Mountains for a four
day assessment expedition. After we were loaded onto
the minibuses, Thursday morning began with cheerful
spirits as the thirty man strong group bellowed at the
top of their voices to Capital FM.
When the explorers finally arrived, they were greeted
with a ruthless equipment check from Colonel Brittain;
no-one was spared when he realised that most did not
know the meaning of a true waterproof jacket. Kiran, in
particular, suffered more than most, having his mac-ina-sac ‘waterproofs’ kicked far into the distance on multiple occasions. Fortunately, the boys’ lack of
knowledge regarding what was, and what was not, a
waterproof was spared by a full weekend of fantastic
weather.
A late night walk through the local area maintained
spirits, with teachers and students alike enjoying their
new surroundings. The first day of walking was deemed
a triumphant success, but the same could not be said
for the second. Come nine o’clock in the evening, one
group was yet to return from their intrepid adventuring.

At last the group arrived unscathed, and although they
received a hero’s welcome from the fellow troops, the
teachers were not impressed. For the most part, the
final day passed without problems, but as the weary
warriors approached their final destination, instead of
an enthusiastic welcome, they were met with a sigh of
relief, just grateful that everyone had emerged alive.
Although most people enjoyed setting up camp and
staying in a tent for a couple of nights, Minuk was undoubtedly an exception. On the first night, Minuk’s
group were awoken to groans of ‘I hate D of E, but I like
chocolate’. Matt Elmore was arguably the hero of the
trip, carrying two bags to help out an ill friend on the
final day; despite his heroics, Matt argues that most of
his time was not spent walking, but rather sliding down
the hill tops.
The teachers must be thanked for their commitment
and support of the students during the whole expedition. Mr Howes, Mr Brittain, Miss Czerniak, Miss
Hughes, Mr Bryan-Williams, Mr McKennan, Mr Garlic,
Mr Di Luzio, Miss Cooke and Mr Partridge provided outstanding banter for the students. The boys also deserve
congratulations for pushing themselves to the limits
and completing their expedition section of their Silver
Duke of Edinburgh award.
Nitesh Nagrath and Louie Mackee

EXPEDITION TO BOLIVIA
After a year of fundraising, preparation days and a truly
miserable training trip in North Wales, 13 intrepid boys
from the sixth form accompanied by Miss Ashby, Mr
Howes and Simon Jones of Outlook Expeditions set off
on a 25 day trip to explore the vast and varied land of
Bolivia in South America.
On arriving in the country the first challenge became
immediately obvious to the whole group. At almost
4000m altitude La Paz is the world's highest capital city
and one where the average low-altitude Londoner is not
too well adapted. Headaches, nausea and fatigue from
the most simple of activities dedicated the first couple
of days to rest and acclimatisation whilst taking in the
substantial culture change and the sights and sounds
of La Paz. Soon enough, though, the group were on
their way to the shores of Lake Titicaca and the Isla Del
Sol. With the deep blue waters of the lake and the high
peaks of the Cordillera Real mountain range spanning
the horizon, a spectacular backdrop helped keep everyone in high spirits as they had their first opportunity to
test out hiking at altitude with full packs on- easier said
than done.
As the altitude sickness started to wear off, the group
headed for one of the more demanding sections of the
trip in the form of a trek along an ancient Incan route
through the mountains. If the constant group banter
was insufficient to keep everyone entertained, the
herds of wild llamas, indigenous mountain communities and wild scenery certainly did the job. 4 days, 50
miles, a 3000 metre descent and one 'subida del diablo' (devil's ascent) later, everyone rolled into the beautiful town of Coroico, ready to relax for a well-earned
break.

After regaining strength the group were soon on the
move once again, this time heading for the Uyuni salt
flats in the south of Bolivia. An extremely remote hotel
made of blocks of salt was surely one of the most scenic places the group stayed during the expedition and
was topped off by the vast, surreal, barren landscape of
pure white salt with volcano and mountain tops in the
distance that had been passed through to get there. A
high altitude game of football on the second night
proved a real challenge given the 4000m altitude
though fancy skills were still on display, particularly by
Miss Ashby who proved to be a fantastic goalkeeper.
The fourth and final section of the expedition took the
group to the Bolivian rainforest. After a one hour flight
from La Paz, the group arrived in Rurrenabaque - a
small town from which the pampas and rainforest tours
would start, travelling by motorised dugout canoes.
The wildlife on display was outstanding. At one point, a
herd of grotesque, primitive mammals ran out from the
river shore in an attempt to scare one of the boats. It
transpired that this was actually Miss Ashby, Simon and
their groups of boys who attempted to scare the second
boat by racing ahead, covering themselves with mud
and then hiding in the undergrowth until the second
boat approached. A good effort, and one only surpassed by Mr Howes and his boat of boys attempting to
do the same a little later by hiding in some overhanging
trees ready for an ambush. Alas, this merely resulted in
one and a half hours of being attacked by ants as the
first boat never materialised, having broken down. The
pampas and rainforest offered many more wonderful
experiences, from swimming with pink freshwater dolphin to piranha fishing. For many, the pampas and rainforest was the highlight of the 25 days in Bolivia and a
great point on which to end the expedition.
Special mentions go to Giles Smith and his interesting
leadership/ motivational style on the Isla del Sol, Kirk
Willicombe for having every imaginable utensil including spares for Miss Ashby, Kyle McKenzie for sharing
some insightful philosophical concepts about pancakes, Jeevan Thind for eventually plucking up the
courage to swim with caiman in the Amazonian waterways, Daniel Teh for making sure nothing was left undocumented in his impressively detailed diary, Shankar
Saanthakumar for llama foetus smuggling, Alex Reid for
his attempt at speaking Spanish, Alex Ireland for his
great positivity when times were tough on the trek, and
finally Callum Fraser, Tommy Latimer, Ben Crespin,
Ryan Ladwa and Adam Salisbury (the GTL crew) for
their dedication to ‘getting their ream on’ (acquiring a
tan) at every conceivable opportunity throughout the
trip. Thank you to everyone involved for such a fantastic
adventure and wonderful experience.
AH

TICKET TO MARS

Andrew Wood and Joe Prentice (9TR) placed in the top
ten nationally for a poster design competition, COSMIC
FUTURES, and together with Kieran Hashmi (Year 11)
consequently produced a national science magazine
for children, Trip to Mars, being distributed to every
school in UK, and visited ASTRIUM (the UK equivalent
of NASA). (see over)
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s Red?

Introduction

Welcome to Ticket to Mars! This guide will
give you all the information you need for a
trip to the red planet. Our team of intrepid
reporters have searched high and low to
find out all sorts of facts - from where you
might go on Mars to what life you might
find when you get there. And, if getting to
Mars seems just too difficult, check out our
home page, which features great ways to
bring Mars to you. Enjoy your travels!

Why is

Andrew Wood, 14

The planet was originally called
Mars because it was red - the
colour of blood. It was named after
the god of War during the Roman
period. Over the centuries myths
and legends told of great battles
in the sky, involving mortals, gods
and aliens. Others speak of the
planet as an omen for plagues
of pests, wars to commence and
apocalyptic disasters to take place,
due to its placement in the sky.

2 Fun Facts!
2 Fun Facts!

M

metres, and in most places is never
more than a few millimetres thick,
so water can’t be the cause.
The real answer was discovered
The true reason lies in the dust that during an experiment at the
covers the planet in layers over the Mars Simulation Laboratory, at
rock. A mineral called magnetite
the Aarhus University, Denmark.
is found in the planet’s rock. This
Turning the quartz crystals that
red form of iron oxide is usually
make up the rocks of the planet for
formed on Earth when iron is in
7 months forms dust. This is what
contact with water for a prolonged
would have happened during the
period of time (known as rust). This many storms on the planet during
could suggest that in the past, large the winter. When they added
amounts of water have been present magnetite, found in the rocks at
on the surface of Mars, and the red the Martian poles, the dust took
iron oxide has often been used as
on a red colour, because the red
evidence of this. However, over the mineral hematite was produced.
large and varied surface the dust is So, the red rock was formed by
only red for a maximum depth of two storms, not oceans.

Did you know that: Mars has two moons: Phobos and Deimos and they go around
Mars in the opposite direction to most other moons in the Solar System.

PLEASE SUMBIT TEXT

3.5 billion years ago: After
a period of volcanic activity,
Mars was fully established.

365 BC: Mars appeared to pass
behind the Moon, as seen by the
Greek philosopher, Aristotle.

Mars vs. Earth
Check out the differences between the two planets.
Name: Earth
Nickname: The Blue Planet / Terra
Length of Day: 24 hours
Length of 1 Year: 365.25 days
Size (at Equator): 40,075.017 kilometres
Location from Sun: 3rd (149 million
kilometres)
Atmospheric Pressure: 101.325 kiloPascals

Name: Mars
Nickname: The Red Planet
Length of Day: 24 hours 40 minutes
Length of 1 Year: 686.971 days
Size (at Equator): 21,344 kilometres (53% the size of
Earth)
Location from Sun: 4th (228 million kilometres)
Atmospheric Pressure: 0.636 kilo-Pascals (0.6% of
that of Earth)

From the fact files we can see that despite their difference
in looks, Earth and Mars are similar in many ways.
This is one of the main reasons that some scientists
think it possible that life exists, or once existed,
on the red planet. The key difference is the
atmosphere that surrounds the planet itself. The
atmosphere on Earth is thick - thick enough to trap
the incoming heat from the sun, and keep the cold
of space out. It is this atmosphere, coupled with
the Earth’s magnetic field, that stop flares of solar
radiation from the sun ravaging our planet and
killing all life on its surface. Mars currently does
not have a magnetic field, and in the commonplace

event of a large solar flare reaching it, the radiation
would be completely disastrous for most types of life,
with everything being entirely engulfed in the fiery
storm. However, deep within the rock the remnants
of a magnetic field can be sensed. Could this be proof
that life may once have lived there? Even better, is it
possible that life has evolved to cope with these solar
flares, and has remained undetected for all these
years...

Did you know that: Phobos orbits Mars three times in a Martian day and is so far the only
moon to be discovered that goes around a planet faster than that planet turns.
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Seasons on Mars
Andrew Wood, 14

Mars’ seasons are similar to Earth’s.
There are four: spring, summer,
autumn, and winter, and each season
is twice as long as it is on Earth, as
is the length of the year. The tilt of
Mars’ axis, which determines the
seasons and its weather, is 25.2°,
very similar to the Earth’s 23.6°,
meaning similar conditions.

The winter on Mars is the most
drastically different season. The
temperatures drop, regularly
reaching -140°C. The polar ice
caps expand hugely, with each of
the poles covering a third of the
planet. Colossal dust storms also
cover the whole planet savaging
the landscape. They block out the
Sun, meaning that solar panels do
not work, so any scientific Rovers
operating will be forced to go into
hibernation, and wait for the sun.
Frost forms at night and then melts
during the day, leaving water
vapour.
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Spring follows the winter season,
which sees the ice caps getting
smaller and the days longer. The
autumn is the opposite of the spring:
the ice caps start to expand, and the
days shorten.
During the summer the dust settles,
the temperatures are warmer,
usually around 20°C, and the Rover
missions take place. The Sun shines
all the time due to the very thin
atmosphere, and the visibility is
good. During this time the ice caps
recede to the poles, and they can
disappear from the view of the
satellites completely.
The seasons greatly affect the
outcome of a mission. Both Spirit
and Opportunity, the current NASA
Mars Exploration Rovers, have
outstayed their estimated mission
time due to good weather, and
the late arrival of winter. Spirit
is unfortunately stuck, and we
have lost contact with it, but
Opportunity plans to continue
for as long as the seasons will
permit it.

4 Fun Facts!
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Did you know that: The month of March is named after Mars.
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Hiba Chaudry, 18
So do you know what the largest
volcanic mountain is on Mars, and
in fact the whole Solar System, is?
The answer is...Olympus Mons. It
has an estimated height of around
21-29 km – that’s nearly three
times as tall as Mount
Everest – and
is as wide as
the entire

Hawaiian Island chain. We think
it’s less than 100 million years old
because there are very few craters
on its slopes. This tells us that
its very young compared to other
areas on Mars.
Olympus Mons was named after
the home of the twelve gods of
Olympus in Greek mythology,
and was originally known
as Nix Olympica,
meaning the ‘Snows
of Olympus’. It is
estimated that
the most recent
large volcanic
eruption at
the volcanic
mountain
happened
about 25
million
years

Martian
Geography
ago but the oldest activity could
be much older than this and would
have been buried by lava.
Have you heard of Hellas Plantia or
Valles Marineris? No? Well on Mars
these are the must-see tourist
sites! Hellas Plantia, also called
Hellas Impact Basin is a huge,
roughly circular impact basin in the
south of Mars. It is the third largest
impact crater and the largest
visible known in the Solar System
with a width of about 2,300 km and
8km deep. Through Earth-based
telescopes it frequently appears
bright due to mists and cloud.
Valles Marineris, also called
Mariner Valleys is located along
the equator of Mars and stretches
for nearly a quarter of the planet’s
circumference. It is the largest
system of canyons in the solar
system, about 4000 km long – big
enough to stretch all the way
across the USA. In some places
the canyon floor reaches a
depth of 10 km, 7 times
deeper than the Grand
Canyon.

Mars has a volcano three
times as tall as Everest
Did you know that: The symbol for Mars looks like the shield and a spear belonging to the
war god Mars. It is also the symbol for the male gender.
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Kathryn Coldham, 15
For centuries humans have gazed
up at the stars and wondered: is
there anyone out there? We have
imagined receiving a visit from
aliens that want to invade our
world and kill all humans that try
to stand in their path. There have
been claims about humans being
sucked up by a blinding bright
light, taken into a UFO and having
strange experiments carried out
on them. But could aliens actually
exist somewhere out there? We
may be closer to the answer than
ever before…
On the 12th August 2005, NASA
launched the Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter towards Mars. Its goal: to
search for evidence that water has
existed, in the past or present, on
the little red planet. But why is the
search for water so important?
Well, life cannot exist without
water so if water is found, there
could be a chance that there’s
Martian life living on, or under, the
planet’s dusty surface.
What devices does it have? Well,
the orbiter contains 4 cameras,
a spectrometer, a radiometer,

6 Fun Facts!
6 Fun Facts!

three engineering instruments,
solar panels and radar. The
spectrometer splits some of the
light in its images so the different
types of minerals found can be
identified. The radiometer detects
changes in temperature and the
concentration of water vapor in
the atmosphere. The radar shows
if there is water ice more than one
metre below the surface and the
solar panels provide power for the
spacecraft. The three engineering
instruments enable the orbiter to
move and communicate. Finally,
the cameras are used to take
pictures and allow the orbiter to
“see”.
But what types of life might it
see? Well, some astronomers in
the nineteenth century believed
that the linear features which can
be seen on the planet’s surface
were canals built by an intelligent
Martian civilization but we now
know this isn’t true. Today,
scientists think that the most
likely form of life that could be
found is bacteria. This is because
Mars is far too cold for any life to
survive on the surface- the average
temperature during the day is
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a teeth-chattering minus fifty
degrees Celsius- but bacteria are
more likely to survive in warmer
areas under the surface than any
other form of life. If life is found
there will be a higher chance of
other forms of life living on other
planets.
You’re probably thinking: how does
the orbiter collect the information?
Well, nearly seven months after
its launch, on the 10th March
2006, the orbiter finally reached
Mars and placed itself in an ovalshaped orbit (which scientists call
“elliptical”) around the planet.
Twenty days later, the orbiter
started the aerobraking process a type of movement that uses drag
to slow the spacecraft down- in
order for it to orbit closer to the
planet. Since November 2006, the
orbiter has been taking pictures
and collecting other information
about the Martian landscape and
has been sending the data back to
Earth by using radio signals.
So, are there any results? Yes!
On the 4th August 2011, NASA
announced that finger-like
markings have been detected

Did you know that: The atmosphere is mostly made up of carbon dioxide gas and it is
so thin that water cannot exist in liquid form—it can exist only as water vapour or ice.
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which could be salty water spilling
over the edges of some craters and
slopes. These finger-like markings,
which range between 50cm and
5m in width and are hundreds of
metres in length, appear in the
Southern Hemisphere on Mars
during late spring. Then, they fade
during winter and re-appear the
following spring. Scientists think
that the water could be just under
the surface, as the atmosphere
is so thin, liquid water would
evaporate very quickly.
What happens now? Well, the
orbiter is still collecting data from
Mars but it could finally give us an
answer to the age-old question: are
we really alone in the universe?

Kieran Hashmi, 16

Mars in a day

Weather

During your visit, you will find
that a Martian day is a full 37
minutes longer than usual,
because of the slower rotation
of the planet. Now that you
have more time, there are
more activities waiting for
you to discover. Try climbing
the largest volcano in the
solar system, Olympus Mons,
or playing on low gravity
basketball courts, with just 40%
the gravity of Earth. How about
some Martian archaeology?
You never know, you may
even find the
remains of an
old alien race!
Finally enjoy
a beautiful
sunset as the sun
descends into
the Martian
landscape.
There are
many things
out there!

You don’t want to get caught
up in all the extreme weather
do you now? So what is the
best time to travel? Mars
has very unusual weather
that can change very quickly
even though the atmosphere
is only 1% as dense as the
Earth’s. During the summer,
the daytime temperatures
can be as warm as 20 C and at
night drop to -90 C, so don’t
forget to wear lots of clothes
at night! Meanwhile during
winter, temperatures can
stay as low as -140 C. This
means it never rains on
Mars, it only snows (as
carbon dioxide ice). If you
would like to go to Mars,
I would recommend you
go in the summer,
otherwise you will
freeze!

Greetings Earthly
Travellers, it’s time for
you to go sight seeing.

For your trip to mars,
you need to to know
what the weather will
be like.

Did you know that: Mars’ crust is thicker than Earth’s and is made up of one piece, unlike
Earth’s crust which consists of several moving plates.
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Hiba
Chaudry, 18

Andrew Wood, 14

controllers have handed the Rovers
their independence, removing the
amount of time it takes controllers to
send signals to the machines (which
can be anywhere from 17 minutes
to 2-3 days). Now they just give the
Rover guidelines, and it decides what
is best.

Rovers have dominated modern
space exploration, journeying
everywhere where man cannot go.
Starting as transport for astronauts,
they now carry out the missions
themselves, watched, but acting
independently.
Technically, the first Rover was the
Lunar Roving Vehicle, nicknamed the
Moon Buggy, which had a range of
just one mile per charge, due to the
two 36-volt batteries that powered
its electric motor. However it still
required two astronauts to operate
it, each sitting on a garden deckchair.
Today, the Rovers are autonomous,
with controllers on Earth checking,
not doing, the actions. The Rover
must look, decide and then act for
itself.
Historically, several Rovers had to be
used for one common mission. Two
thirds of all the Rovers that have ever
gone to Mars never carried out their
mission. Things are improving and
the amount of failures is dropping.
In order to stop the faults the

The ExoMars mission is currently
still being designed. It is a joint NASA
and ESA (European Space Agency)
mission, which is aiming to, amongst
other things, search Mars for gases,
such as methane, which would help
prove that life exists, or once existed
on the red planet. Gases will also
help show the geological movement,
and therefore the composition of the
planet. Cutting edge technology will
be used for Rovers such as liquid
brakes, a new material for thermal
insulation, and a radar altimeter.
They will be used in its quest for
water, gases, and rock compositions.
But there is word in the scientific
community, a glimmer of hope for
those waiting. If life is on the Red
Planet, ExoMars will find it.
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A long Trip

Roving Around

Can you imagine being
isolated for 640 days?
6 mock astronauts are
flying on a stimulated
trip to Mars and back
without ever leaving
Earth, where the crew are
left on their own inside a
pretend spaceship near
Moscow. The simulation
aims to recreate an
entire trip to Mars in the
hope of preparing future
astronauts for the real
journey and assessing how
humans cope with the long,
lonely spaceflight that it
would take to travel to
and from the Red Planet.
A total of 640 experiment
days were divided into
three stages. The first 15
day stage involved testing
the technical equipment,
facilities and operating
procedures for the voyage.
The second, 105 day
stage included living in
the experiment’s isolated
living complexes and the
third, longest and last
stage of the experiment
was intended to simulate a
complete 520 day mission.
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Did you know that: Mars’ seasons are twice as long as those on Earth because it
takes Mars 687 days to orbit the sun, twice as long as Earth’s 365-day journey.

PLEASE SUMBIT TEXT

Meet the
Mars expert

Natalie Hogg, 16

Craig Leff is a scientist and engineer
who designs the cameras that go on
the Mars Rovers. He’s always been
interested in science- although as a
boy, he was more interested in studying
moths than space! Both his father and
grandfather were engineers, but he soon
found that he was more interested in the
scientific side of his work and a friend
invited him to help design the first Mars
Rovers.
Consequently, Craig knows lots about
all different areas of science; he advises
young people to “Do well in STEM
subjects,”- that’s Science, Technology,
Engineering and Maths- “And make sure
you like it!” he stresses. You need to put
in a lot of hard work, so make sure you
choose subjects you enjoy.
Craig’s work on the rovers is very
important; after all, without “eyes”
the rovers couldn’t get very far on
the Martian surface! Three different
types of cameras are used: hazcams,
low-resolution cameras which detect
nearby objects; navcams, which are
used to pinpoint the rover’s location and
pancams, which can see as well as a
human eye! They are used to look at the
surrounding area in detail.
We asked Craig why he thinks people
are so interested in Mars. “Well, there’s
no such thing as bad publicity,” he says
and he’s certainly right. Even if Mars
has in the past been seen as a source of
evil rather than good, it’s undeniably the
most popular planet in books and films.
Of course, some people don’t think
spending lots on space exploration is a
good use of money, but Craig disagrees.
“Only around 0.6% of the US yearly

Wh

budget is
spent on NASA.
It’s not the money
you have, it’s how
you spend it.”
Some of
NASA’s
funds are
spent on
producing apps for smart-phones. Craig
particularly recommends the NASA
News and NASA Images apps and also
often uses NASA websites, especially
mars.jpl.nasa.gov. Another fantastic
website to check out is Google Mars; the
equivalent of Google Earth for the red
planet.

Alice Ardis, 10
Have you ever gazed out of your
bedroom window at the stars above,
or been captivated by the pictures
taken from space by the famous
Hubble telescope? Well, now the
next generation of telescopes is
coming to life.
The first of this group of telescopes,
ALMA – Atacama Large Millimetre
Array – is currently being

at

the

star
s look
like to Alma

constructed in the Chilean Andes,
the towering mountain range in
Latin America. This location has
been selected owing to the dry
atmosphere, meaning that radio
waves, which would be absorbed by
moisture at a lower altitude, can be
detected.
The seven hundred million pound
project will start working in 2012
and the pictures which the ALMA
will transmit to us from space have
been estimated to be ten times
clearer than those from Hubble,
thanks to the fact that parts of the
newly designed telescope will be
at the freezing cold temperature of
Absolute Zero (-273°C), the point at
which molecules slow almost to a
stop. The molecules being almost
still means that information is not
jumbled.
So, next time you admire the
clusters of stars from your window,
remember that the ALMA will soon
be in operation 5 kilometres above
sea-level. Just imagine how many
planets its pictures will reveal,
orbiting continuously around each
star, from our galaxy and beyond.
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Did you know that: On August 27, 2003, Mars made its closest approach to Earth in nearly
60,000 years. The next time it will be that close again will be in 2287.
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MAKING

MARS

You will need:
• Mints • Toothpicks
• Card
• Diet Fizzy Drink

You can also decorate your
rocket if you want to.
make your rocket, roll a piece of
1. To
card into a tube, making it slightly

larger than the top of the bottle. Tape
your tube together.

prevent your mints falling down
2. To
the tube, push a toothpick through
the tube near the bottom.

as many mints as you want into
3. Put
the tube.
a small piece of card make a
4. Using
cone nose for your rocket and tape it
to the tube.

We have lift off!
10

Fun Facts!

5.
6.
7.

Open the bottle and put the lancher
over it.
Pull the toothpick allowing all
the sweets drop, then move away
quickly!
Watch your rocket fizz away to Mars!

Did you know that: The Director of Science and Robotic Exploration at the ESA is
British. His name is Prof. Dr. David Southwood and he is a graduate of Imperial
College, University of London.

Mars in our Culture
Natalie Hogg, 16
Gustav Holst wrote a piece of music
about it. H G Wells wrote a novel. The
Romans named it after their God of
War. So what’s all the fuss about Mars?
Humans have been fascinated with
the Red Planet since the dawn of
time. It’s bright red and close to the
Earth, so Mars is visible without the
use of binoculars or a telescope. Even
prehistoric man could have looked
to the heavens at night and gazed in
wonder at the glowing red orb above.
Its colour reminded the Ancient Greeks
and Romans of bloodshed and battle,
so they named it after their god of war
and violence. When the two moons of

Mars were discovered in the 1800s,
they were named Phobos (fear) and
Deimos (panic) after the two horses
that pulled Mars’ chariot.
Interest in Mars died down after the
fall of the Roman empire and the
spread of Christianity, but the spark
was re-ignited in 1877 when Italian
astronomer Giovanni Schiaparelli
described seeing “canali” on Mars.
The correct translation of this word
is “channels”, but people mistakenly
thought he had seen canals. The Suez
Canal had been completed just eight
years before, so many people believed
that there was intelligent life on Mars,
capable of everything humans were at
the time. The public’s imagination ran
wild.

Perhaps the most famous example
of this fascination with Mars is the
novel War of the Worlds by H G Wells.
Written in 1897, it depicts what
happens when Martians escape their
dying planet and come to Earth, killing
everyone in their path. However, the
technologically advanced Martians are
defeated by Earth’s bacteria, which
they have no natural resistance to. In
1938, Orson Welles adapted the book
for radio, and the first broadcast of it
caused widespread panic throughout
America, because people thought
Earth really was being invaded by
Martians.
It seems that Mars has been an
inspiration throughout the ages to
human culture. In the words of Buzz
Aldrin: “Mars is there, waiting to be
reached.”

Start

Help Evie
the Explorer
get back to
her rocket
Trace a line with your pencil to
show Evie the way to her rocket.

Did you know that: The unofficial names of many rocks on the surface of Mars are a bit strange, such
as Barnacle Bill, Yogi, Pop-Tart, Shark, Half Dome, Moe, Stimpy, and Cabbage Patch. Scientists chose
these names because they were convenient to remember.
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Becky Hayward, 10
Meet Evie, an 8 year old who wants to
be the first person on Mars.

• What inspired you to want to
become the first person on
Mars?
I have always loved Mars, it is
somewhere very
different from here.
I would like to have
the experience of
landing and walking
on a different
planet to Earth, and
possibly find some
form of life
there.

• What interests you about the
planet Mars?
I like its colour and the fact that its
temperature is close to ours so we
may be able to live there someday, and
it is closer to Earth than many other
planets. I like being able to spot faces
in the photographs the Rovers have
taken. The day there is slightly longer
than on Earth so you get an extra half
hour in bed in the mornings.

• What would you recommend
other children do to develop
their interest in Mars?
There are lots of great books on Mars
which you can get from the library and
there are also many documentaries
on Mars and space on the TV
which tell you a lot about it.
I have a telescope which I
can sometimes see Mars
through, and that is a great
way of seeing it and making
it feel closer.

• If you could ask a
Martian one question
what would it be?
Do you mind if I
put the heating
on ?
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YOUNG ENTERPRISE
This year our ten-strong Young Enterprise team set out
to break into the world of iPhone apps. The idea behind
the “Gymless Fitness” app was to provide easy-to- follow instructions to those who wished to get “hench” but
did not have the time or money to join a gym. Our first
task was to raise an initial sum of money, which we
hoped to use to pay for a programmer. Money was
raised successfully through the selling of shares and
also a raffle which earned us a few hundred pounds,
and earned the three lucky winners of the raffle iTunes
vouchers and Xbox games.
Our next step was to find a programmer who would be
interested in collaborating with us. Unfortunately after
searching far and wide, from England to India, we were
still unsuccessful after many months. This was mainly
due to the high fees the programmers were charging.
With only a few weeks of the year left we decided the
best thing to do would be to fund raise, as this would
give us something to show for our efforts, and the money could be used if we were to go ahead with the iPhone app idea at a later date.
We came up with the idea of the “Tiffin Sports” water
bottles (which you’ve probably seen around school). To
our relief they proved to be a success at the various
events we sold them, with the Year 7 parents’ evening
proving to be particularly lucrative. The total sales from
the water bottles earned us over £500.
This experience gave us all a valuable insight into the
world of business, and the skills we’ve learned are
bound to come in useful in the future.
Shankar Saanthakumar
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FIFTY YEARS AGO
The Orchestra
The Orchestra now began feverish rehearsals for the
major engagement of the year – the opening concert of
the Farnham Festival. The programme undertaken
was, to say the least, ambitious, with music as difficult
and divergent as Handel’s “Fireworks Music”, Gabrieli’s
“Sonato Pian’ a Forte”… and Malcolm Arnold’s “Little
Suite for Orchestra”. Malcolm Arnold himself conducted the Orchestra at school in a rehearsal of his “Little
Suite” and was very pleased. He even found time to
attend the actual concert.
******
The Choir
The big event of the year was the performance of Handel’s “Messiah”… Handel took only three weeks to write
it and amazingly, we took only three weeks to learn it.
******
Drake
Mr. Guy Boas, adjudicating the Drama finals, placed
Churchill in the first place, but did not distinguish between us and Montgomery, the other finalist, but gallantry and public opinion force us to concede second
place to them.
******
Scott
In the cricket we again met Drake in the first round.
Our opponents had a very strong team, including the
school cricket captain, but we gained a great moral
victory, declaring at 46-9 (Sheldon 29). Drake then
made 47 for no wicket. We were thus narrowly defeated by only 9 wickets.
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